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Abstract 

This report documents the results of a study of advanced drilling concepts conducted jointly 
for the Natural Gas Technology Branch and the Geothermal Division of the U.S. Department of 
Energy. A number of alternative rock cutting concepts and drilling systems are examined. The 
systems cover the range from current technology, through ongoing efforts in drilling research, to 
highly speculative concepts. Cutting mechanisms that induce stress mechanically, hydraulically, 
and thermally are included. All functions necessary to drill and case a well are considered. 
Capital and operating costs are estimated and performance requirements, based on comparisons 
of the costs for alternative systems to conventional drilling technology, are developed. A number 
of problems common to several alternatives and to current technology are identified and 
discussed. 
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Executive summary 

Because drilling is ubiquitous in the oil, gas, geothermal, minerals, water well, and mining 
industries, there is great interest in reducing its cost. Areas for improvement, however, are not 
obvious. Both government laboratories and industry maintain ongoing research projects, but 
these are typically aimed at incremental changes in performance and cost. Although the U. S. 
Department of Energy's Geothermal Division hnds some investigation of revolutionary drilling 
and excavation methods, the generally declining state of U. S. oil and gas activity over the past 15 
years has greatly decreased industry support for revolutionary technology. This report describes 
the present situation in advanced drilling research and provides background and guidance to 
government and industry policy-makers responsible for that research. 

systems, with emphasis on how each system differs from the baseline technology called 
"conventional rotary drilling"; and a costlperformance analysis of each system which estimates 
what performance it must achieve to be economically viable. We have been careful, in both the 
functional descriptions and the costlperformance analyses, to examine the complete system; that 
is, to look at all bct ions required to make and preserve a hole, not just at the rock-breaking 
mechanism. 

alternative drilling systems, and extensive interviews with workers in industry, academia, and 
government laboratories. We have considered systems which break rock mechanically, 
hydraulically, thermally, and by combinations of these methods. Some systems use gaseous 
drilling fluid and some use mud. Some systems described as "alternative" are commercially 
available and cost-competitive in limited cases, while others are little more than laboratory 
curiosities. After thorough examination of this great accumulation of drilling research, however, 
certain conclusions are clear. 

The report is divided into two major sections: a hnctional description of alternative drilling 

Data have been collected from published and unpublished drilling research, existing texts on 

k e p t  in hard rock, completion dominates well cost -- If penetration rate is 20 feet-per- 
hour, the time cost of cutting rock is less than 20% of total well cost, while the casing and 
cement may be more than half the well cost. This proportion is somewhat dependent on hole 
diameter, but it is generally true that improving, even doubling or tripling, penetration rate in 
soft rock does not bring revolutionary improvement to drilling economics. Because lower 
penetration rates in hard rock increase the amount of time spent drilling, and because most 
&ailling costs are time-related, the potential savings from improved performance in hard rock 
are much greater. Increasing national attention to geothermal and deep natural gas reservoirs 
may expand hard-rock drilling's market share, even in the short term. 
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0 Changing the rock cutting mechanism may have little eflect on drill rig cost -- The size of 
the rig's mast and substructure is usually determined by the weight of the casing to be run into 
the well, and capacity of the mud pumps and mud cleaning system is based on the quantity of 
chips to be produced, not on the way the chips are produced. Size and complexity of the 
surface system is largely independent of the rock-reduction method. 
Today's drilling industry is not conducive to radically new technology -- Rigs are stacked, 
out of service, all over the world and profit margins are thin for the ones that are working. 
Early trials of any advanced drilling system would almost certainly take place on an existing 
rig, but even so, the cost of modimg the rig and training the crews could be signrficant. 
These costs, and the risk of unproved technology, tend to discourage a drilling contractor 
from experimentation. In some cases the contractor may even believe that his interest is not 
served by improving performance, if that shortens the job and reduces the amount of time for 
which he is paid. We believe this view is wrong and discuss it in more detail on page IV-1. 

= 

0 

The drilling systems examined for this report vary widely in principle, promise and technical 
maturity. In considering whether a particular technology merits further development, it is 
important to maintain a systems approach and examine all aspects of drilling operations, not just 
the rock-breakage mechanism. With this methodology, it is very speculative to extrapolate 
performance of a complete system from limited laboratory data, so we have approached this 
problem by comparing estimated costs and service lives of the alternative systems to conventional 
rotary drilling. This allows an analysis of what performance is necessary for each system to be 
cost-competitive with conventional technology. These analyses indicate that alternative systems 
can be competitive iftheir rates of penetration are better than rotary drilling by ratios ranging 
from five down to slightly more than one, depending on the formation being drilled. These 
calculations, which also include assumptions of service life, are encouraging in that the required 
performance improvements appear to be within reach of a reasonable development effort. 

In evaluating a particular technology's potential acceptance by the drilling industry, it is also 
crucial to recognize that risk-avoidance is at least as important as direct cost savings. With these 
factors in mind, we believe that the identification in this report of strengths and weaknesses in 
alternative drilling systems will aid in directing fbrther drilling research. 

p g e I - 2  
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II. INTRODUCTION 

Because drilling is ubiquitous in the oil, gas, geothermal, minerals, water well, and mining 
industries, there is great interest in reducing its cost. Areas for improvement, however, are not 
obvious. Both government laboratories and industry maintain ongoing research projects, but 
these are typically aimed at incremental changes in performance and cost. Although the U. S. 

Department of Energy's Geothermal Division hnds some investigation of revolutionary drilling 
and excavation methods, the generally declining state of U. S. oil and gas activity over the past 15 
years has greatly decreased industry support for revolutionary technology. This report describes 
the present situation in advanced drilling research and provides background and guidance to 
government and industry policy-makers responsible for that research. 

Interest in revolutionary drilling systems is driven by the possibility of very large cost benefits. 
Because the industry is so large (oil and gas worldwide drilling expenditures approach $75 billion 
per year), saving small percentages of drilling cost can translate into large dollar amounts. 
Reduced drilling cost might also enable economic developments which presently aren't done at all 
-- many depleted and relatively low yield oil and gas reservoirs could become economically viable 
with cheaper drilling. For the development of geothermally-produced electric power, drilling and 
well completion account for 25% to 50% of the cost of producing electricity. 

Attempts to improve or replace rotary drilling technology date back to at least the 1930's. 
Many novel and even exotic concepts were examined in the 1960s and 1970s, with some 
continued development through the 1980s. The breadth of this effort -- documented in Novel 
Drilling Techniques (Maurer 1968) and Advanced Drilling Techniques (Maurer 1980) -- means 
that new work on advanced drilling systems is likely to build on an idea or a variation of an idea 
that has already been investigated. Although this may save a great deal of work toward 
establishing a foundation for an alternative technology, it may also be a disincentive for truly 
revolutionary work. We believe, therefore, that a review of these previous concepts, coupled 
with estimates of their technical maturity and the performance which would be required to make 
them viable drilling systems, will be a valuable tool in directing fbture work. That concept 
provides the basis for this study. 

STUDY G O A L S  

The goals of this study are to update the history and current status of research in advanced drilling 
and to identie promising concepts for hrther development, thus providing the guidance described 
above. This will require the following tasks: 
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0 Provide system descriptions 

0 

Identlfl the strengths and weaknesses of various concepts 
Identify common needs and problems among systems 
Estimate capital and operating costs for each system 
Assess system performance required for viability 

The principal difficulty in performing these tasks across the broad spectrum of past work is a 
radical difference in the amount of data available about various research projects. Some systems 
and components have reached limited commercialization, while other concepts have been only 
bench-scale experiments in the laboratory. Nevertheless, we have attempted to describe and 
evaluate each of the systems in a standard format, with the results appearing in the report in the 
order shown above. 

METHODOLOGY 

The first step in the study, primarily a literature search, established a list of advanced concepts. 
This search also produced a list of people now or previously involved in drilling research. Using a 
combination of published and unpublished data, interviews, and contact with companies engaged 
in on-going research, the list of advanced drilling concepts was refined. In an attempt to describe 
these systems in a standard format, the drilling process was subdivided into the following six 
functions which are necessary to provide a useful hole: 

0 

0 Reduction of the rock 
Removal of the rock 

0 

0 

Transmission of energy to the system-rock interfkce 

Maintenance of the borehole (formation stability) while drilling 
Control of formation fluids (well control) 
Preservation of the borehole (completion) 

The last function, completion, includes casing and cement. Since a well can be drilled without 
setting casing, completion is not required to make the hole, but it is included because it is a 
significant well cost and is necessary for the well to be useful. 

technical or institutional constraints: 
In addition to the drilling fbnctions, any system must also operate under at least the following 

0 Environmental impact 
Operational safety 
Government regulations 

0 Directional drilling and control 
0 Sensing and communication 

page II - 2 I 
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For example, regulatory restrictions on environmental impacts such as system footprint, emissions 
to the local environment, and control and disposal of hazardous materials, must be satisfied. 
Similarly, operational safety features must not only meet state and OSHA requirements, but often 
the operator's individual safety program as well. Most systems must be capable of directional 
control and must have some capability for sensing and communication with the operator (these 
last two constraints are not considered hctions because they are not universal in all wells). 

Having defined these criteria, each of the alternative systems is described in terms of how it 
performs the six hct ions and how that performance compares with what we call "conventional 
rotary drilling." The functional descriptions of the systems -- along with what we believe to be 
their advantages and disadvantages -- appear in Section III. A discussion of the variation in data 
availability for the dBerent systems and its consequences is also in this section. Because many of 
the advanced systems share functional similarities, some of the technology needs overlap among 
several systems. These common problems are described in Section IV. 

Once a system is fimctionally defined, and a detailed list of its capital and operating costs is 
derived, an ideal approach would be to compare the alternative system's performance at that cost 
with conventional rotary drilling. For many of the advanced systems, however, extrapolation of 
laboratory performance (the only data available) to actual field use is highly speculative. To allow 
for this uncertainty, we used the related strategy of calculating the performance that would be 
required from an alternative system to be cost-competitive with conventional rotary drilling. This 
comparison required several different activities: collection of cost data for current drilling 
practices; estimation of costs for the advanced system; modeling rigs and drilling operations; 
modeling rental rates for equipment; and selecting reasonable business approaches for cost 
generation. These tasks are described in detail in the appendices, and the cost/perfoxmance 
conclusions are given in Section V. 

the complete drilling system. Many studies of advanced systems concentrate on methods of 
reducing rock with little or no discussion of how these methods would fit into a comprehensive 
system necessary to drill, provide well control, and line the wellbore. Unless the entire system is 
considered, much effort and money could be spent improving specific aspects of drilling 
technology only to discover that other facets of the problem prevent successful deployment of the 
system. Consequently, this study has not just investigated novel methods for reducing rock, but 
has attempted to examine all aspects of drilling systems necessary to make and complete a well. 

In both the descriptions and the cost/performance analyses, we have been carefid to consider 
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III. FUNCTIONAL DESCRIPTIONS OF DRILLING SYSTEMS 

The process of drilling, rather than digging, holes in the ground has been under development 
for thousands of years, but the techniques we now know as "conventional rotary drilling" began to 
be developed around the end of the nineteenth century. This technology, with only minor 
variations, is ubiquitous in the oil, gas, geothermal, minerals, water well, and mining industries. 
There is an extensive literature on the principles and practices of this kind of drilling (Bourgoyne, 
et al; Gatlin; Moore), and what we describe as the baseline system -- a tall, steel derrick 
supporting a string of pipe which turns a bit to drill the hole - is at least superficially f a  to 
almost everyone. 

Because the drilling industry, in all its manifestations, is very large, there have been 

Mud pumps or 
air compressors 

Figure 1 

many attempts to develop new ways of breaking rock more cheaply andor quickly, but most of 
these new concepts share similarities. In this section of the report, bctional aspects of the novel 
or alternative drilling systems considered in the study are examined with respect to their 
differences fiom a baseline system, similar to that shown schematically in Figure 1. Differences 

page In - I 
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are generally described in terms of how the alternative concepts perform the six major functions 
necessary for any drilling system: 

1. Transmit energy from the surface to the rock face, 
2. Reduce rock from its more-or-less monolithic state, 
3. Remove the reduced rock firom the wellbore, 
4. Maintain control of any pressures encountered in the wellbore, 
5. Keep the hole open, stable at some minimum diameter, and on the desied trajectory while 

drilling, and 
6. Preserve and control the well for some indefinite, but relatively long, time. 

Each system description defines these functional differences in some detail (a summq for all 
systems is collected in Table 1 on the following page) and each description also contains a list of 
advantages and disadvantages for that system, as well as technology items needed for the system 
to become operational. The technology needs are sometimes overlapping among systems; 
common problems are discussed further in Section TV. In the description of the baseline system 
below, the basic drilling filnctions are numbered as in the list above. 

Because technical maturity differs greatly among the systems, the amounts of research data 
and the researchers' attitudes toward the systems displayed in those data, are quite variable. A 
surprisingly difficult task was to determine why development was stopped on some projects. 
Many times a project's progress reports were optimistic, reflecting proven and potential benefits 
of that technology, but then the project was dropped by the company with no recorded 
explanation. This difference in data availability affects the lists of positive and negative attributes 
for the individual systems, Smce the evaluation of those attributes often reflects the authors' 
opinions. Drafts of these descriptions have been submitted to previous or current researchers for 
review wherever possible. 

page 111 - 2 



SYSTEM TYPE DRI 

TRANSMIT ENERGY REDUCE ROCK 

BASELINE Mechanical energy to rock Crushing or shearing 
by roller-cone or drag through rotary table and 

drillstring; drill pipe moved bits 
by drawworks 

I I 
COILED Hydraulic power through Baseline 
TUBING tubing and downhole motor; 

I continuous drillpipe on reel I 
I Baseline, plus high pressure I Baseline. augmented bv JET ASSISTED . -  I supplied IO the bit I high-pressure jets 

PROJECTILE I Baseline, plus chemical I Baseline. augmented by 
ASSISTED I explosivc I projectile impact 
MICROWAVE I Baseline. plus I Baseline, enhanced bv 

electric/themal (microwave) heating rock 

power to hammer 
MUD HAMMER Baseline, plus hydraulic Roller or flathead bits 

crushing rock by 
impact 

THERMAL Primarily chemical (fuel and Spallation due to high 
SPALLATTON oxidizer) thermal gradients or 

I I differential expansion 
SPARK DRILL I Electrical energy delivend to I Smrkdriven shock -. 

the drill head wave 
EXPLOSIVE Chemical explosive Explosively-driven 
DRILL, delivered to rock face shock wave, or 

explosivesnhanced 
conventional 

ROCK Electrical or optical Thermal -rock melting - 
MELTERS 
PULSED-LASER Optical (fiber optic) Mechanical resonance 
WATER JET 

ALING FUNCTIONS 

REMOVE ROCK CONTROL KEEP HOLE 
WELL STABILITY 

Mechanical Hydrostatic Drilling mud, 
circulated by closure by blow- pressure of 
pumps, and/or gas, out preventers; mud; chemical 
driven by pressure control treatment by 
compressors by mud column mud additives 
Baseline Baseline Baseline 

Baseline Baseline Baseline 

Pneumatic; air Blowout None 
compressor preventer 
Pneumatic, air Blowout None 
compressor preventer 
Baseline Baseline Baseline 

Oas, air compressor Blowout None 
plus products of preventer 
combustion I 
Baseline Baseline Baseline 

Baseline Baseline 

Blowout Glass-lined 

' PRESERVE 
WELLBORE! 
Steel casing 
cemented in 
place; handled 
by mast and 
drawworks 
Baseline; 
casing handled 
by jacks 
Baseline 

Baseline 

Baseline 

Baseline 

Baseline 

Baseline 

Baseline 

Baseline; plus 
glass lining (7) 
Baseline 

Table 1 - Summary of functional descriptions 
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BASELINE SYSTEM 

DRILLING FUNCTIONS 1 
I TRANSMIT 

drilwiugdrill 
pipe moved by 
dlawwds 

REDUCE 
ROCK 

Crushing or 

mller-cone~ 
mdmg bits 

shearing by 

CONTROL MAINTAIN PRESERVE 
WEU HOLE WELLBORE 

STAB& 
Mechanical Hydrombc Steeleaslng 
closure by pressureof eanrmalin 
blow-out mud; place, handled 

pressurr lrcabneatby dnnmvorks 
-1 by mud 
mudcolumn additivw 

preventas, chemical bymastand 

In the baseline system, all ofthe equipment necessary for the drilling operation is organized 
around the derrick, or mast. This is a steel tower (see Figure Z), ranging from 50' to 180' in 
height, which supports the drill pipe with the bit and all the other downhole equipment, and which 
provides a platform for much of the other equipment necessary to drill the hole. Every rig, except 

for the smallest ones, has a floor just above ground level 
where most activity required to operate the rig takes 
place. The driller, who has minute-by-minute control of 
the rig's operation, has a console here and most pipe 
handling (adding a new piece of pipe, making and 
breaking drill string connections, changing bits, etc.) takes 
place on the floor. In smaller rigs, the mast and the floor 
are a unit and are simply raised into position in 
preparation for drilling. Bigger rigs, which may require 
50 to 60 large truck loads for transportation, are usually 
assembled at the drill site, a job which may take s e v d  
days, even in accessible locations on land. offshore, or in 
locations with difficult access, this assembly is much more 
complex and time-consuming. Eventually the mast will be 
erected, the power generation system on-line, the fluid- 
handling equipment plumbed together, and the myriad 
other smaller components in place; only then is the rig 
ready to begin drilling a hole by performing the six 
essential functions listed above. 
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(1) To make the hole, energy must be transmitted fiom the surface to the rock face at the end 
of the wellbore. Power supply for drilling has evolved fiom the early days of steam-driven, 
mechanically coupled rigs to the current standard of diesel-electric drive. In this configuration, 
two to four diesel engines (up to 2,000 horsepower each) drive electric generators, which supply 
power to individual electric motors driving the rotary table, drawworks, mua pumps, and other 
equipment. The rotary table is a mechanism, usually inset into the rig floor, which turns the drill 
string to break rock and advance the hole. (A "drill string" comprises the drill pipe plus the 
bottom-hole-assembly, or BHA. The BHA includes drill collars, stabilizers, bit, and any other 
specialized tools below the drill pipe). 

Hole diameters in oil and gas drilling usually range fiom 4 to 26 inches, while geothermal 
holes generally have a minimum production size of 8-112 inches. To drill these holes, torque is 
applied to the kelly, which is at the top of the drill string. The kelly is a section of pipe with a 
square or hexagonal outside cross-section which engages a matching bushing in the rotary table. 
This bushing lets the rotary table continuously turn the kelly and drill string while they slide 
downward as the hole advances. 

The upper end of the kelly is attached to a 'hvivel", which is a rotating pressure fitting that 
allows the drilling fluid to flow fiom the mud pumps, up the standpipe, through the kelly hose, 
into the swivel, and finally down the drill pipe as it rotates. The swivel is carried by the hook on 
the traveling block (see below) and it suspends most of the weight of the drill string while drilliq. 

Moving the drill string or the casing into and out of the hole is called tripping. Trips are 
usually required because the bit or some other piece of downhole equipment must be replaced, or 
because of some activity such as logging, testing, or running casing, and of course trips take 
longer as the hole grows deeper. Raising or lowering the drill string for a trip is done by the 
drawworks, which is basically a large winch. (The swivel and kelly are almost always handled as 
a unit, and are set aside in the "rat hole" while tripping.) The drawworks reels in or pays out a 

wire rope (drilling line) which passes over the crown block at the top of the rig's mast and then 
down to the traveling block which carries the hook, which in turn suspends the drill string or 
casing. Depending on what mechanical advantage is required, the drilling line is reeved several 
times between the crown and traveling blocks, as in a block and tackle. 

(2) Attached to the bottom of the drill string, the bit rotates to break (reduce) the rock and 
advance the hole. The bit is usually either a roller-cone (see Figure 3), which crushes the rock as 
the cones turn and their teeth successively come in contact with unbroken areas, or a drag bit (see 
Figure 4), which shears the rock in the same way that a machine tool cuts metal. Because of this 
shearing action, drag bits are inherently more efficient than roller-cone bits. Drag bits with 
polycrystalline-diamond-compact (PDC) cutters began to be widely used in the early 1980's for 
their ability to drill faster and last longer in soft to medium formations. They usually do not have 
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acceptable life in hard or fractured formations, and extension of their use to harder rocks would 
be a significant technology advance. Roller-cone technology is very mature (over 80 years since 
the first patent) and, although bit companies still do constant research, improvements in the last 
20 years have been incremental, but sigtllficant. Si roller-cone bits has 

- 

Figure 3 - Roller-cone bit Figure 4 - Drag bit (PDC cutters) 

alternated between better bearings and more durable cutting structures, depending on which is the 
dominant failure mode at the time. 

(3) Once the rock has been reduced to chips and fines, it must be removed from the hole 
bottom to expose fresh rock surface and to avoid wasting energy by re-grinding these same 
cuttings. This cleaning is done by a stream of fluid which circulates down the drilI pipe, passes 
through ports (called "jets") in the bit, and returns up the mnulus between the wellbore wall and 
the outside of the drill string, carrying the rock cuttings back to the surface. This fluid is 
sometimes a gas (air, nitrogen, natural gas), but is most often a liquid, universally known 8s 

"mud" fiom its origin as a mixture of water and clay. 

hole faster than with mud, but sders  severe problems of well control, hole stability, drill-pipe 
erosion, and inability to handle water idw. Mud drilling uses pumps to circulate the liquid, 
which not only carries cuttings but stabilizes the wellbore and lubricates the bit and drill string. 
The mud can be either oil- or water-based, depending on the formations to be drilled and the 
regulatory restrictions at the site, but hctionally the two are essentially identical. 

When mud returns to the surface, it is cleaned to remove most of the rock cuttings and is then 
re-circulated. Pumping mud, while drilling, at typical flow rates of 200 to 800 gallons per minute, 

Air drilling, in which the hole is cleaned by a compressor-driven air-stream, generally makes 
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with pressures up to several thousand pounds per square inch, can represent more than 75% of 
the rig's total power consumption. 

(4) During drilling, the personnel and equipment must be protected against unexpected 
pressure surges in the wellbore. In oil and gas drilling, these surges can come fiom hydrocarbon 
fluids trapped under impermeable rock which holds them at pressures higher than the static head 
of the fluid column in the wellbore, and in geothermal operations the surges come fiom hot 
formations which heat the pore or wellbore fluids above the saturation temperature at the static 
wellbore pressure. In either case, the first line of control is the weight of the fluid column in the 
wellbore. With a gas column, this weight is neghgible, but with mud the liquid density will range 
fiom slightly greater than water (-8.5 pounds per gallon) to almost three times that. In addition 
to the clays and additives which raise the viscosity of the mud to improve hole cleaning, weighting 
materials such as barite are often added to increase the mud's density and enable it to control 
higher downhole pressures. 

E a  pressure surge cannot immediately be controlled with fluid weight, the wellbore can be 
mechanically sealed at the surface with BOPS, or blow-out preventers. There are three principal 
types of BOP: blind rams, which are sliding plates that come together across the wellbore when 
the drill string is not in the hole; pipe rams, which are like blind rams except that the sliding plates 
are cut out in the center so the rams can seal around the drill pipe; and an annular preventer, 
which is an inflatable bladder that seals around drill collars, stabiiers, or other off-size or 
irregularly shaped tools. 

( 5 )  After drilling through some kinds of rock, the formation may tend to swell (because it 
absorbs water) or squeeze (extrude into the wellbore because of overburden pressure), reducing 
the hole diameter, or chunks of the wellbore wall may cave or slough into the hole. These 
phenomena can cause problems ranging fiom minor (the necessity to clean out fill or to ream part 
of the hole) to major (stuck drill string). With gas drilling, there is no liquid to cause swehg,  but 
there is no fluid pressure to counteract squeezing. With mud these problems can often be 
eliminated or mitigated by the pressure of the fluid column or by the mud's chemical composition. 

There are two important aspects of hole trajectory: direction (inclination and azimuth) and 
straightness. Historically, most wells have been designed as vertical holes, although the 
technology for directional drilling has existed for decades. Vertical holes depend mostly on the 
pendulum effect of gravity to keep the drill string pointed downward, but sometimes the 
combination of BHA design and formation properties will drive the hole away fiom verticality. 
Changes to the BHA configuration can often correct the direction of the hole, but in some cases it 
is necessary to force the hole into the correct trajectory with directional drilling. (See the 
discussion of directional drilling on page EI-9). Hole direction is usually measured by lowering 
into the drillpipe a camera which photographs a compass and level. The photograph shows the 
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bubble of the level, giving inclination, and the direction of the compass tilt, giving azimuth. To 
record azimuth, the camera must be in a non-magnetic section of the drill strink so a monel drill 
collar is usually placed just above the bit. 

Proper BHA design is also essential in keeping the hole straight. Sudden changes in hole 
direction (called "dog-legs") are highly detrimental to drilling performance: they cause excessive 
wear on the drill string and casing, create high torque on the drill string, limit the weight on bit, 
thus slowing hole advance, and can even prevent getting the next casing string into the hole. 

(6) Once the hole is drilled to the target depth, it must be kept open for testing or production. 
This is conventiody done by putting steel pipe, or casing, into the hole and cementing it in 
place. Casing is not done all at once, at the end of drilling, but is placed sequentially in the hole as 
it reaches increasingly greater depths (see Figure 5). As each casing string is placed and 
cemented, the hole interval below that string must be smaller than the one above, since the new 
driU bit must pass through the casing just set. The completed hole, then, will usually have two to 
four concentric strings of casing cemented in place with an open-hole section at the bottom for 
production of the desired fluids. 

of the well, casing (which is 
several inches smaller than the 
hole diameter at that point) is 
lowered almost to the bottom of 
the hole; then cement is pumped 
down the inside of the casing and 
displaced with mud up the annulus 
between the casing and the 
wellbore wall. Because large 
volumes of cement must be 
pumped quickly, and at high 

To complete any given interval 7" 2000' - 

- 5000' 

7000' - 

47-1/2" hole 
1348" casing 

12-1/4" hole 
9418" casing 

' 8-3/4" open hole 
pressure because of the density 
difference between the mud and cement, specialized cementing equipment is used for this job. It 
is not uncommon for the cost of casing and cement to approach halfthe total well cost. 

Figure 5 - TYPid casing Program 

Other available equipment: Several pieces of drilling technology are relatively mature but are 
not widely used, either because they are not broadly applicable or because of their cost. These are 
briefly described below as (a) alternative energy transmissionhock reduction, or (b) improved 
hole-trajectory control. 
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Alternative energy trammissiodroek reduction: Instead of turning the drill string with a 
conventional kellyhotary-table drive, some rigs use an electric or hydraulic motor, suspended in 
the derrick and integrated with the swivel, to rotate the drilling assembly. These "topdrive" rigs 

require other non-standard components - some structure to withstand reaction torque &om the 
drive motor, and power tongs below the drive motor to make and break comections far above the 
rig floor - but they offer time savings in their ability to drill with stands of pipe (approximately 901 
instead of adding individual 3O'joints, and there are operational advantages (well control and 
avoiding stuck pipe) in the ability to circulate drilling fluid while tripping the drill string. 

It is also possible to use the hydraulic power of the drilling fluid to drive a motor at the 
bottom of the drill string, rotating only the bit and eliminating the requirement to turn the d d l  
string at all. These motors are either turbines or advancing-cavity (Moineau) types and are 
generally driven by mud. Air-driven motors of each type have been demonstrated, and Moineau 
motors with misted air are sometimes used in the field; there are no active air-turbine projects. 

For directional drilling, or actively controlling direction of the hole's advance, these motors 
will have a "bent sub" attached to either the upper or lower end. This drill-string component 
aligns the motor andor bit at a small angle (114-20) relative to the drill string, and the motor and 
bit are then oriented in the direction of the corrected trajectory. Now the hole can be advanced in 
that direction with the motor's rotation, since the drill string is not turning. Ifthe driller wishes to 

drill a straight section without tripping to remove the bent sub, the drill string can be rotated at 
the same time the motor is also turning the bit. This causes the hole to advance along its existing 
trajectory; ifthe direction must be altered again the driller can stop drill string rotation and resume 
building angle in the hole. Downhole motors, without bent subs, can also give good performance 
in straight-hole drillin& reducing drill pipe and casing wear and frequently producing high rates of 
penetration, but they are very expensive. The hourly charges for a motor can be over $200/hour, 

approaching the hourly charge for the drill rig. 
Another variant in rock reduction is the use of air-powered downhole hammers. In these 

tools, a reciprocating piston applies an impulse to the bit instead of depending on the weight of 
drill collars to load the rock in compression. Hammers can be used on either conventional roller- 
cone bits or on solid-head bits with tungsten-carbide inserts (see Figure 6). Compared to the 
baseline system, a hammer's high-frequency impulses, coupled with the lack of fluid-column 
pressure, gives high rates of penetration, especially in brittle rock and especially at shallow depths 
where little drill collar weight could be carried. Downhole hammers are relatively inexpensive to 
use, but require an air-drilling scenario (a prototype mud hammer is described on page m-25), 
need precise weight-on-bit control, and often suffer severe gauge wear with solid-head bits. 
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Improved hole-trajectory control: In directional drilling, described above, the drilling assembly 
must advance the hole in the proper direction and its azimuth and inclination must be surveyed 
and controlled frequently. This can be done by lowering a single- or 
multi-shot survey camera into the drill string, but it is time-consuming 
to stop drilling for each survey. A more efficient way to do this is 
measurement-while-drilling (MWD), or steering tool, which sends 
continuous signals fiom a downhole sensor package back to 
instruments at the surface. These signals most commonly are 
pressure pulses in the mud column (which have a low data rate of -1 
bit/sec) but electrical MWD with special driII pipe or hard-wire 
connections has also been used. 

MWD is expensive (up to several hundred dollars per hour), so its 
use is limited. A cheap MWD system with high data-rate would have 
valuable applications to drilling, such as improved well control by 
immediately sensing influx of fluids, continuous survey of hole 
trajectory for identification of deviation in straight holes, and 
immediate knowledge of formation changes by logging-while-*grilling. 
Real-time knowledge of the near-bit environment (temperature, true 
weight-on-bit, shock and vibration, etc.) would also be extremely 
usefid in driUing optimization and protection of downhole tools. 

Figure 6 - Solid-head bit 
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Instead of a conventional drill string - 30' lengths of rigid drill pipe screwed together - a 
coiled-tubing rig uses continuous steel tube wrapped around a large reel. To trip into or out of 
the hole, an injector applies traction to the tubing to insert or extract it and the reel tun?s in the 
appropriate direction to keep the tubing wound tightly on it. There are several important 
consequences, both positive and negative, of this configuration: 

Pro 
0 

e 

0 

e 

Con 

e 

0 

e 

Tripping is much -- up to 2.5 times - faster than with drill pipe. 
Drilling fluid can be pumped while tripping, improving well control and reducing the 
possibility of stuck pipe. 
Underbalanced drilling is easier because of continuous pumping. 
A massive demck is not required for handling drill pipe, so surface equipment and its 
footprint can be reduced. Some method is still necessary for handling casing and making 
up BHAs, but these functions can be fidfilled with casing jacks. 
It would be relatively simple to incorporate an electrical conductor into coiled tubmg. 
This would open many options: drilling with electric motors, using active downhole 
steering tools, and collecting real-time, high-bit-rate downhole data. 

Since the tubing does not rotate, a downhole motor (which is expensive) must be used 
for drilling. Lack of pipe rotation also increases the possibility of differential sticking. 
Hole size and downhole hydraulics are limited by currently available tubing sizes. 
Weight-on-bit and torque may be limited. 
The tubing is deformed plastically in bending it around a relatively small radius, so pipe 
fatigue limits the number of trips for any piece of tubing. 
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The coiled-tubing industry is substantial ($650M/year worldwide), but drilling is expensive. 
Day-rates for a tubing unit, excluding any other surface equipment, are fiequently higher than for 
a medium-size drill rig, so coiled-tubing is now used primarily (85%) for workover applications 
where time savings from its rapid mobiliition and speed in tripping can make it economically 
attractive. One of largest obstacles to greater use of coiled tubing in drillingoperations is the 
inability to rotate, thus requiring the use of downhole drilling motors. A lower cost alternative to 
currently available motor technology will be necessary before coiled tubing captures more than a 
niche in the drilling market. 

The layout and preJkninary design have been completed on a hybrid coiled tubing rig capable 
of drilling the upper hole with conventional drill pipe and employing coiled tubing in the smaller 
diameter sections of the well (Newman and Doremus). A logical follow-on to a hybrid rig would 
be a my-integrated coiled tubing drill rig, which would be significantly different from a 
conventional rig. The mast and substructure would be much smaller. The drawworks could be 
removed and replaced by the tubing drive unit in drilling operations and by hydraulic jacks in 
running casing. An integrated CT rig would require development of hydraulic jacks for running 
casing and larger diameter tubing to provide higher flow capacity than currently possible. There 
would be no rotating equipment on the rig floor. Pipe handling and traveiing equipment would be 
modified. The drill string would be replaced by the tubing. Finally, the bottom-hole assembly 
(BHA) would include a motor for rotary drilling. 
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Although a fluid jet driven with sufEicient pressure can cut rock directly, most drilling research 
has focused on jets which enhance or augment rock breakage by conventional bits. Early efforts 
in high-pressure jet drilling were described in two books, Novel DrilIing Techniques and 
Advanced Drilling Techzques (Maurer 1968, Maurer 1980), and the recently published 
Waterjetting TechoZogy (Summers 1995), is a comprehensive volume on the use of high- 
pressure water jets. Jets can enhance rock reduction by either weakening and partially breaking 
the rock or by improving bottom-hole cleaning. 

In considering jet-assisted drilling systems from a functional viewpoint, we must address two 
questions: (a) what performance improvements are possible? and (b) how can pressures much 
higher than conventional drilling practice be delivered to the bit? 

(a) During the late 1950's and 1960's, the benefits of fluid dynamics in cleaning the hole 
bottom were recognized and the use of jet bits grew rapidly (Kendall). Many technical papers, 
based both on research and field demonstration, described the increased rataof-penetration 
achieved by increases in hydraulic horsepower (IMP) at the bit. These relatively high-pressure 
jets do not cut rock, but they clean away debris created by a conventional bit so that the bit teeth 
contact Eresh rock instead of re-grinding cuttings. Cleaning efficiency depends on volume and 
pressure of the flow and on placement and aim of the nozzles with respect to the cutters, but there 
is a limit to this effect. "Perfect cleaning" is described as the condition when the bit design and 
hydraulics are so effective that no debris remains to interfere with the bit's cutting action 
(Ivlaurer, 1962). Flow rate increases past this point do not improve ROP. Maurer derived a 
drilling-rate equation, supported by field and experimental data, which indicates that with perfect 
cleaning the rate of penetration increases linearly with rotary speed and as the square of weight- 
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on-bit. Once perfect cleaning is achieved, then W e r  penetration-rate improvements with 
increased HEP must come fiom the jets' cutting or weakening the rock. Because these separate 
phenomena, cleaning and cutting, improve performance by different mechanisms, it may be very 
difiicult to decide which effect is dominant when increased HHP improves penetration rate. 
Generally, jets are most effective augmenting rock-breakage methods which produce many 
fiactures, probably because the jet extends the fiactures and aids rock-breakage by loading the 
rock in tension. 

if hole-cleaning is actually near optimum and jet-assisted cutting is to be the method for 
improved performance, drilling fluid must be delivered to the bit jets at high pressure (at least 
10,000 psi, and possibly more than 30,000 psi, depending on the rock) well above that used in 
conventional drilling. The rock's failure mechanism may be erosion, hydraulic fracturing, 
spallation, or some combination of these, but under any given set of drilling conditions, a specific 
rock type will have a threshold pressure which must be exceeded for cutting to begin. This 
threshold pressure is related in some general way to the tensiie and compressive strength of the 
rock, but it cannot be reliably predicted only from knowledge of the rock properties. 

Once reaching the threshold, however, increasing the jets' flow rate is more effective than 
further increases in pressure. In summary, the choice of how to implement jet-assisted drilling 
follows this rationale: 

1. For given drilling conditions, there is a maximum benefit to be obtained fiom improved 

2. For performance improvement beyond "perfkt cleaning", rock cutting must begin; 
3. For rock cutting to begin, the jet pressure must exceed the rock's threshold pressure; and 
4. Once the threshold pressure is exceeded, any additional power should go into increased 

cleaning; 

flow rate, not m h e r  increases in pressure. 

These points indicate that an assessment of current state-of-the-art in bottomhole cleaning is an 
important research task. 

(b) if higher-than-normal pressures are to be delivered to the bit jets, either for cutting or 
improved cleaning, there are three principal methods: (1) surfhce pressure generation with a single 
flow channel (Figure 7a); (2) swface pressure generation with multiple flow channels (Figure 7b); 
and (3) a downhole intensifier (Figure 7c). Table 2 Summafizes the advantages and disadvantages 
of each method. 
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Table 2 - Comparison of jet-assisted drilling techniques 

Surface Pressure Generation: Early efforts in high-pressure jet and jet-assisted drilling 
concentrated on pressurizing the entire mud flow. This approach had a number of problems: 

0 

0 

0 

0 

The abrasive nature of drilling mud increases at higher pressure, accelerating wear on mud 
pump valves, seats, and seals and resulting in reduced pump life. 
The abrasiveness of the mud causes increased wear in the bit jets. 
Leaks develop at connections, especially in the drill string, leading to washouts, rapid 
erosion of the drill pipe, and failure. 
Surface generation requires high-pressure lines around the drill rig. Possible failure of 
these lines is a safety concern. 

In the early 1970s, a major program in high-pressure, pure-jet drilling was conducted at 
Exxon Production Research (EPR) W e r  1973). High-pressure pumps and piping to deliver 
15,000-psi fluid at the bit were developed. There were major problems with pump life and high- 
pressure safety around the rig, but these problems were not considered unsolvable and the EPR 
program demonstrated increases in penetration rate greater than 50% in both sand and shale 
sections at depths of 3,000 feet to 6,000 feet @eily). In spite of these successes, the program 
was canceled, partly because their tests also indicated that as the hole depth increased, 
performance improvement decreased until, at a depth of 6,000 feet to 8,000-feet, there was no 
improvement in penetration rate (Summers and El-Saie). The most plausible explanation for this 
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apparent reduction in capability is that increased plastic behavior and reduced permeability of the 
rock diminished the effdveness of high-pressure jets as a cutting mechanism. There are no 
known current efforts to develop a kll-hole drilling system using high-pressure-jets with fidl mud 
pressurization. 

Surface pressure generatiodpartitioned flow: A jet-assisted drilling system in which only a 
part of the fluid stream is raised to high pressure would have advantages. Since there is a lower 
volume of high-pressure flow around the rig, safiety concerns are reduced, but not completely 
eliminated. By running clean water in the high-pressure Get) flow section, the valves, seats, and 
seals in the high-pressure pump are not exposed to the abrasive mud, and erosion problems at 
joints and nozzles are mitigated. This technique, however, requires a continuous supply of clean 
water and dilutes the drilling mud. 

Running only a portion of the flow at high pressure adds complexity to the overall system. 
This concept requires redesigning the 
entire fluid circulation system to provide a 
parallel flow path fiom the pumps through 
the swivel, kelly, drill pipe, driU collars, 
stabilizers, and bit. 

Two companies, FlowDril of Kent, 
W A  and TeleJet Technologies of Dallas, 
TX, have worked toward development of 

WCER PtPE 

INNER PIPE' 

mdti-c-el strings for partitioned Figure 8 - Concentric, multi-channel drill pipe 

(high/low pressure) flow: FlowDril 
developed a system with parailel flow paths (see Figure 8) for the high- and low-pressure fluids 
through double-walled, concentric drill pipe (Littleton, McNaUy, Killaiea, Butler, Cure, Kolle). 
Approximately 30 to 40 gallons per minute ( am)  of fluid at about 34,000 psi flows through the 
center conduit and the balance of several hundred gpm passes down the annulus between the pipe 
walls. The high-pressure pumps are isolated fiom drilling mud to reduce erosion problems, but in 
early development there were still leaks and erosion at drill string connections. These leakage 
problems were mostly solved, but details remain proprietary. Toward the end of development the 
FlowDril system operated nearly seven-hundred hours without a leak and demonstrated improved 
performance (up to twice normal penetration rate), particularly in hard-rock drilling. 

TeleJet Technologies, Inc. is currently designing a system to deliver high pressure fluids to the 
bit through multiple conduit (MultiConTM) pipe (Schuh 1994, Schuh 1995). TeleJet's design is 
aimed at improved cleaning, sice perfect cleaning may not often be achieved in actual drilling. 
Specifically, some field data indicate that the penetration rate does not increase as rapidly with 
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rotary speed and weight-on-bit as Maurer's equation predicts. Based on this idea, Teldet's 
objective is to increase hydraulic horsepower at the bit without regard to achieving a specific 
threshold pressure necessary to cut rock. 

The TeleJet drill pipe is a more elaborate version of the dual-& pipe system described 
above, with two high-pressure lines, a fluid return line, and an electrical conduit inside a 7-5/8" 
OD pipe. The high-pressure lines are 2-318'' each, while the fluid return line, used for reverse 
circulation, is 3-1/2". Additional drilling mud will be pumped down the annulus to provide a filter 
cake (coating OR the wellbore wall) for formation stabilization and well control. This mud will 
mix with the high-pressure fluid to lift cuttings up the return line with a velocity of approximately 
500 fi/min. Although not directly related to jet-assist, the electrical conductor may be the most 
important feature of this drill string, since it can enable logging and downhole measurement while 
drilling, active control of downhole tools, and even electric drilling motors. 

Since contigumtion of the MultiConTM drill pipe is asymmetric, it will not be dynamically 
balanced. Asymmevy of the high-pressure conduits may cause bending of the pipe while rotating, 
with subsequent contact between the pipe and the hole wall. This would cause some increase in 
drag and torque, along with accelerated wear on the pipe. These effects may be small - Schuh 
estimates the increased torque will be less than 40 tt-lb (Schuh correspondence) - but it is possible 
for the dynamic unbalance to cause bit whirl or other downhole instabilities. 

The multiple channels and reverse circulation will require development of motors, subs, and 
bits. (Design of a reverse-circulation bit is not a trivial problem.) In addition, the sleeve-type 
connection, which should si@cantIy reduce leakage and erosion problems at the joints, cannot 
be made up with conventional tools or methods. 

TeleJet Technologies has performed detailed design and analyses of the drill pipe and 
~ ~ n n e c t i ~ n ~ ,  and has deiined rig requirements to use this drilling system. FlowDril took a dual- 
channel system through field tests demonstrating improved performance as well as feasibility. 
TeleJet Technology is currently fkndmg engineering efforts to define the specifications and 
perform the preliminary design analysis on the MultiConm system. The bottom-hole assembly, 
drilling tools, and bits have yet to be defined. 

Downhole intensifier: A downhole intensifier is a pump, integrated into the drill string and 
driven by the hydraulic power in the drilling fluid. Inserted into the flow stream, it raises the 
normal mud pressure to the value required for jet-assisted drilling and does this downhole, thus 
eliminating all problems of high pressures generated at the d a c e .  An intensifier has several 
advantages (+) and disadvantages (-), compared to surface generation of high pressure: 

(+) Safety concerns related to high-pressure flow lines at the surface are eliminated. 
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(+) By placing the intensifier near the bit, much less of the system is exposed to abrasive, 
high-pressure drilling mud. 
(+) The reduced length of high-pressure flow minimizes head losses, giving higher 
efficiency in delivering high-pressure liquid to the bit. 
(+I-) Dual-conduit flow path is limited to the length between the intensifier and the bit, but 
will still require dual flow channels through the BHA and the bit. = 

(-) A downhole intensifier is relatively complex and has to survive abrasive drilling mud. 
(-) Since intensifiers extract hydraulic power fiom the mud to drive the pump, HHP at the 
bit is diminished. 

0 (-) Downhole intensifiers cannot generate as large a volume of high-pressure fluids as 
surface pumps. 

I -  

In considering the use of an intensifier, we should return to the question of which 
performance-enhancement mechanism, cutting or cleaning, is to be emphasized. If cleaning is not 
yet optimum, then just getting maximum HHP to the bottom of the hole will be effective. In that 
case, an intensifier may be a handicap because some of the hydraulic horsepower is consumed in 
driving its mechanical operation. If cleaning is near enough "perfect", then jet-created rock 
damage is needed and the intensifier is an effective way to get downhole pressures above the 
cutting threshold. 

a centrifugal pump. The pressure differential across a positive-displacement pump is dependent 
primarily on the ratio of the areas of the pistons. The pressure differential across a centrifugal 
pump is dependent on pump diameter and rotary speed. 

Two companies are currently engaged in development of downhole intensifiers: FlowDril in 
Kent, WA, has tested prototype intensifiers, and Maurer Engineering in Houston, TX has a design 
for an intensifier operating on a different principle. The FlowDril devices are positive 
displacement hydraulic pumps with a length of about 30 feet, sized to operate in 8-314" and 7-718" 
holes. The FlowDril intensifiers will pump approximately 20 gpm at 30,000 psi. The intensifier 
system uses partitioned-flow bits, with a claimed nozzle life of 100 hours in mud, which were 
previously designed and tested during development of the dual-channel system. 

The Maurer device is a centrifugal pump which is being designed as two separate units: a 
pump section and a motor section, each based largely on currently available pumps and motors. 
Output pressure depends on pump diameter and speed, with anticipated flow rates of about 15 to 
25 gpm at pressures exceeding 12,000 psi (Cohen). 

We estimate lower initial cost and lower repair cost for the centrifugal device, for two main 

reasons: the centrifugal pump does not require the high pressure valves of the positive- 
displacement pump; and it is more difficult to maintain the seals in a positivedisplacement pump 
than in a centrifhgal pump. The abrasive nature of drilling mud will cause accelerated wear in any 

A downhole intensifier can operate on the principle of either a positive-displacement pump or 
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downhole intensifier. In a positive displacement pump, high-pressure valves, seats, and seals will 
be particularly susceptible. In a centrifugal pump, solids in the mud will causeaccelerated wear 
on the blades. Since these devices pressurize only a portion of the mud stream, it may be possible 
to develop a downhole screen or filter to clean the mud to acceptable standards, but it may also be 
necessary to use a centdbge in the surface mud system. 

expected performance improvements and to focus on the mechanism by which they will be 
achieved. There are conflicting data on the effects of jet-assist at depth. Later work suggests that 
the benefits of jet-assisted driUing can extend to greater depths: FlowDril has published data 
indicating that jet-assisted drilling doubled the rate-of-penetration down to a depth of nearly 
10,000 feet (Cure) and a second FlowDril publication documents a 50% increase in penetration 
rate at 10,000 feet (Veenhuizen 1993). These data imply that whatever the cause of reduced 
cutting capability in earlier efforts, it is possible to contend with these problems to rather 
sigdicant depths. 

can independently simulate pore pressure, borehole fluid pressure, and rock stress. Before 
committing signtficant resources to this work, these laboratory facilities could be used to assess 
the ability of fluid jets to cut and/or clean at depth. 

Two other jet concepts deserve mention: pulsating or cavitathgjets appear to increase the 
jets' effectiveness for a given jet pressure (Chahine), and deliberate addition of abrasives to the 
high-pressure stream could increase the cutting action while complicating the mud cleaning 
equipment and process and adding the requirement for another conduit to carry the abrasive at 
low pressure. 

roller-cone bits - it may well be that the benefits are si@cantly different for PDC bits. For 
example, instead of aiming a jet at the borehole circumference to cut a kerf and relieve 
compressive stress so that a roller bit can crush rock more efficiently, an optimum strategy for 
PDC bits may be to point the jet directly at a cutter face, improving the cleaning and cooling at a 
critical point. Laboratory experiments (Glowka) have shown that jets aimed at a cutter reduce 
cutting force by 1040% under atmospheric pressure, but it is unclear whether this effect extends 
to cutting under a liquid column. 

To summarize the principal considerations in jet-assisted drilling, it is still necessary to define 

Further research into jet-assisted drilling could also take advantage of existing facilities which 

Finally, almost all previous work on the effects of jet-assist has been devoted to drilling with 
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REDUCE 
ROCK 

Crushgor 
-by 
roller-cone 
or drag bits 

PROJECTILE ASSISTED: 

REMOVE 
ROCK 

Drilling 
mud, 
circulated 
by pumps, 
or gas, 
driven by 

SYSTEM 
TYPE 

BASELINE 

PROJECTILE 
ASSISTED 

TRANSMlT 
ENERGY 

Mechanical 
energytorock 
throughrotary 
table and 

pipe moved by 
drawworks 
Baseline, plus 
chemical 
explosive 

DRILLING F'L%C%ONS 

CONTROL 
WELL 

Mechanical 
closure by 
blow-out 
pa-, 
pressure 
control by 

Hydrostatic 
presslae of 
mud; 
chemical 
treatment by 
mud 
additives 
None 

Steel casing 
cementedin 
place, h d l e d  
bymastand 
drawworks 

Baseline 

This system uses projectiles fired downhole to fixture rock ahead of the bit, speeding 
penetration and reducing wear on the bit. Sandia Laboratories worked on a projectile-assisted 
drilling system in the 1970s (Newsom) and, after Sandia terminated effort on the project, it was 
commercially developed through the 1980s under the name Tround (Regan, Hill, Howland, 
McClintock) . 

to produce stress waves and hctures in the rock. These projectiles are made of ceramic to 
minimize damage to the bit when it drills their residue. Tround's design for an operational system 
has been extensively tested and has demonstrated sigdicantly increased drilling rates, two to five 
times as fast as conventional technology (see Table 3) Significant effort has been expended in 
development of the Tround system, so it is relatively mature when compared to other novel 
concepts. F d y ,  the Tround system is designed to fit into a conventional drill string and 
supplement current technology. This allows minimal perturbation of current practices and 
enhances the chance for acceptance of this technology. 

The Tround system fkes projectiles sequentially through three passages, or barrels, in the bit 
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Date I Lithography Hole Size 
(iches) 

Penetration Rates (ft/hr) 
Tround Conventional 

~ 1/82 

8/82 
10182 

Barre Granite 9 718 19 5.5 
Limestone 9 718 220 48 
Basalt 9 718 32.5 14 
Basalt 9 718 120 28 

6/83 
1 1/83 

The system does, however, have disadvantages. The magazine and firing mechanism are f'airly 
complex and it is not certain how well they would survive either the downhole environment or 
just the stress induced during normal handling around a drill rig. It is likely that only deployment 
of a prototype will determine life of the system under realistic operating conditions. The system 
also employs propellants to fire the rounds, and this will require special considerations for 
handling safety. When using projectile-assisted drilling, all components of the drill string and 
bottom-hole assembly below the fkhg unit must incorporate barrels to provide a path for the 
projectiles. 

A major drawback for the current system is its inability to fire the projectiles in a liquid 
environment, but Tround has proposed a valve design which would allow the system to operate 
under a fidl column of drilling mud. The valves, normally closed to prevent drilling mud fiom 
entering the barrels, would be driven by €iring-chamber gases to open and allow the projectiles to 
exit, closing again before mud could enter the barrels. This valve system exists in concept odx 
no hardware has been developed or demonstrated. 

addition of high-pressure jets, which would extend the fractures created by the projectiles and 
would augment the rotary bit (roller-cone or PDC) as discussed under "jet-assisted drilling". 

If the system can be made to work in a liquid environment, it could be further enhanced by the 

Taconite 15 100 51 
Taconite 15 80 40 
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2/84 Basalt 15 39 18 
4/84 Barre Granite 9 718 45 13 
7/84 Taconite 15 108 53 
6/87 Taconite 16 70 32 

Data supplied by James N. Juliana, PresidendCEO, Tround International 
i 
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THERMALLY-ASSISTED DRILLING: 

SYSTEM 
TYPE 

BASELJNE 

MICROWAVE 

TRANSMIT 
ENERGY 

REDUCE 
ROCK 

Mechanical 
energytorock 

table and 

pipe moved by 
dramrks 
Baseline, plus 
electridthermal 
(mimwave) 

throughrotary 

drillstrm&dIill 

Crushmg or 

roller-cone 
or drag bits 

shearing bY 

Baseline, 
enhanced by 
heatmg rock 

DRILLING FUNCTIONS 

REMOVE 
ROCK 

Drilling 
mud, 
circulated 
by pumps, 
or gas, 
driven by 
compressors 
pneumatic, 
air 
compressor 

CONTROL 
WELL 

Mechanical 
closure by 
blow-out 
Preva-9 
pressure 
control by 
mud column 
Blowout 
preventer 

MAINTAIN 
HOLE = 

STABILlTY 
Hydrostatic 
pressureof 
mud; 
chemical 
treatment by 
mud 
additives 
None 

PRESERVE 
WELLBORE 

Steel casing 
matedin 
place; handled 
bymastand 
draw& 

Baseline 

When rock is heated, mechanical cutters can reduce it more efficiently. Either surface energy 
deposition or bulk heating can be used to heat rock in a wellbore, but microwaves have the 
advantage that, unlike lasers or electron-beam heating, the waves penetrate and heat a volume of 
rock below the rock face, not just the exposed surface. (This system would not directly reduce 
rock through either spallation or complete melting, but it may significantly weaken the rock either 
through pre-stresses created by differential thermal expansion of various mineral constituents or 
by partial melting of some minerals.) The U.S. Bureau of Mines has investigated the use of 
microwave energy in this manner (Lindroth, et al). 

A microwave rock-heating system would have the following attributes: 

1. (+) Increased rate of penetration comes fiom rock-strength reduction, so any mechanical 
cutting system would have improved performance. 

2. (-) It is unclear that the system will operate in a liquid environment. 
3. (-) System requires a method to get microwave energy downhole. 

(1) At the U.S. Bureau of Mines, a microwave generator was used to heat rock which was 
then drilled by a 2" diameter drag bit. Raising the bulk temperature of the rock (measured at the 
surface) to approximately 1 lOOOC increased ROP by a factor of two in Dresser basalt and by a 

factor of three in St. Cloud gray granodiorite, although there was considerable scatter in the data. 
These bench-scale experiments, intended to simulate tunneling or excavation, used a wave guide 
to transmit the microwaves to an exposed rock face, after which the rock was drilled. 

(2) Since the laboratory experiments were done with a rock face exposed to air, it is unclear, 
and probably unlikely, that the microwave system will work in a liquid enviro-ment. This limits 
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its applicability to drilling environments which would ordinarily be air-drilled, giving the problems 
with hole stability and well control discussed in more detail on page IV- 13. 

heating the volume of rock removed fiom a 12-1/4" hole to 1 100OC. This power level may be 
unnecessary, however, since some rocks are either melted or very near melting at this 
temperature. Total power required is also directly proportional to the temperature increase in the 
rock andor to the hole area. The ultimate strength of unconfined charcoal granodiorite, for 
example, decreases from 360 MPa at 25OC to 30 MPa at lOOOOC (Friedman, et al), and any rock 
which contains a sigmficant amount of glassy constituents such as obsidian loses almost all 
strength at 800%. 

magnetron in a microwave generator is not especially rugged. Ifit is at the surface, the 
microwave energy must be transmitted downhole by either a coaxial cable or a wave-guide. Since 
it is difEcult to transmit high power levels down a coaxial cable, and a wave-guide cross-section 
for the appropriate frequencies is too large for a drill string, the cor&yation of a drilling system 
which would transmit the microwave power and include a mechanical rock cutter of some sort is 
not apparent, although it might be possible for the drill string to act as a coaxial conductor. Ea 
rugged magnetron were developed as part of the BHA, it would still require high-level power 
transmission downhole. 

In addition to the power transmission problem, high-temperature-basalt data fiom the Bureau 
of Mines is quite variable, probably as a result of differences in mineralogy and dielectric constant. 
This probably means that a microwave system should be tunable for best performance. 

The Bureau of Mines also did a few experiments with an electrical system which used 
microwaves to heat rock enough for the resistivity to fall dramatically. A high current was then 
passed through the rock to reduce it by spark discharge in the resistivity breakdown channel 
(Berglund, personal communication). This effort, also aimed at tunneling and excavation, was 
primarily a demonstration of principle, with fiuther work curtailed by the shutdown of the Twin 
Cities Research Center and the Bureau of Mines. 

In summary, thermally-assisted rock cutting shows significant performance enhancement but 
has many technical challenges in the power-delivery system. 

(3) Total electrical power requirement for a microwave system is about 18 kW/@h, based on 

Microwaves can be generated either uphole or downhole. In existing technology, the 
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SYSTEM 
TYPE 

BASELINE 

TRANSrVa 
ENERGY 

Mechanical 
energytorock 
throughrotary 
table and 
-,drill 
pipe moved by 
d I a d  
Baseline, plus 
hydraulic power 
tohammer 

DRILLING FUNCTIONS 

REMOVE 1 ROCK 

Crushq or 

rollerume 
or drag bits 

shearing by 

Roller or 
flathead bits 
crushing 
rock by 
impact 

Drilling 
mu4 
circulated 
by Pumps, 
or gas, 
driven by 
compressors 
Baseline 

Hydrostatic 
pressure of 
mud; 
chemical 
treatment by 
mud 
additiVeS 
Baseline 

MtXhaOiCal 
closure by 
blow-out 
WVm-, 
pressure 
umtml by 
mud column 
Baseline 

Steel casing 
cemented in 
place, handled 
bymastand 
drawworks 

Baseline 

These hammers, unlike the air-hammers described earlier (page m-9), use mud to drive a 
reciprocating mass (also called the "hammer") which applies 
impulse loading to the bit (see Figure 9). These impulses increase 
the effective WOB, and thus ROPY without adding the equivalent 
drill-collar weight which would damage the bit's bearings. Some 
of the positive and negative features of this system include the 
following: 

Pro 

0 

Con 
0 

0 

0 

Penetration rate increases with more effective rock 
reduction. 
Lower weight-on-bit gives longer bit life. 
Lower WOB gives less tendency for hole deviation. 
Mud hammer requires little modification to standard 
driUing practice (possible addition of a shock-absorber 
above the hammer). 

Performance improvement decreases with depth. 
Hammer designs which valve the total mud flow are a 
hindrance to well control operations. 
Hammer interferes with mud-pulse or acoustic MWD. 

J vF'uidflow 

,Hammer 

,Anvil 

Bit 

Figure 9 - Hammer drill 
(vdving not shown) 

Poor design or incorrect operation can cause excessive damage at the hammer-anvil 
interfkce. 
Abrasives in mud cause erosion and wear at the control valve. 
Fatigue may cause mechanical failure of the valve andor spring. - 
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It should be noted, however, that by-pass valving can solve some of the valve and flow problems 
and improved material science can mitigate erosion and impact damage. Since-hydraulic energy is 
used to drive the hammer, there will be a loss of hydraulic horsepower during hammer operation. 
However, it should be straightforward to increase flow or pressure to allow for these losses and 
still maintain adequate hole-cleaning hydraulics at the bit. Mud hammers are now used with 
standard roller-cone ddI bits, but widespread hammer use would likely lead to development of 
bits tailored to this application. 

States following World War II. Particular efforts have included those by Bassinger, Hughes Tool, 
Gulf Research, Pan American Petroleum (Amoco), and Ingersoll-Rand (Pixton). The Chinese are 
currently active in hammer technology and initially supplied mud hammers to the German KTB 
deep drilling project (Renjie, Deutsch). Currently, the only known U. S. mud hammer 
development is by Novatek, of Provo, UT. 

Air hammers have demonstrated increased penetration rate by factors up to ten in hard 
formations, but, as with any tool that requires air drilling, there is reduced ability both to mamtam 
borehole stabiity and to control formation fluids, where these are problems. A mud hammer 
would provide at least some performance improvement, while using drilling muds for well control 
and formation stability. Laboratory tests of two air hammers and one mud hammer (at su&ce 
pressure) showed about the same performance (Finger), but as depths increased the performance 
of the mud hammer, relative to the air hammers, would probably not be maintained. Increased 
penetration rate and longer bit life with mud hammers, relative to conventional rotary drilling with 
roller-cone bits, have been demonstrated in the field. Usig conventional drilling as a base for 
comparison, the Bassinger hammer demonstrated penetration rate increases ranging fiom 20% in 
sand to three times in granite (Brown). Bits used with the Bassinger tool lasted nearly 50% 
longer in sand and over five times as long in granite. Tests with the Bassinger hammer also 
demonstrated better deviation control in crooked hole sections. 

driving percussion tools (Brown, Pixton). An important performance measure is the energy 
delivered per unit time, which varies with the product of force/bIow and blow fiequency. In 
general, changes in design that increase force/blow (increased hammer mass, increased stroke, 
etc.) will reduce blow frequency, but increasing the fluid pressure increases both force per blow 
and blow frequency. Bassinger noted increased perfomance with conventional roller bits 
delivering high-fhquency, light blows (Bassinger), but he also stated that such blows would be 
ineffective ifblow force and cutter sharpness were insufficient to penetrate rock. 

drive the hammer in both directions. This design has a number of features which alleviate 

Mud hammers have been investigated since the late 1800s, with efforts peaking in the United 

. .  

There are many methods, generally using some combination of fluid pressure and springs, for 

Novatek, in Provo, UT, currently has an operational mud hammer which-uses fluid pressure to 
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problems associated with previous hammers. Eliminating springs eliminates problems with spring 
fdure. The differential area on the hammer assures that it will reciprocate when fluid flow 
begins. 

to the bit for adequate cleaning. This parallel flow reduces or eliminates many stress problems, 
particularly stresses due to water hammer when shutting off the total mud flow, and also reduces 
concerns about flow through the hammer during well-kill operations. With the parallel flow path, 
conventional drilling can continue even if the reciprocating mechanism fails, which will relieve 
concerns about the reliability of the hammer. 

Novatek has three tools, each with a 61-lb. reciprocating mass, or hammer, and they are 
developing another tool with a somewhat larger hammer, capable of delivering higher energy to 
the bit. Although there are certainly limits, the hammer weight can be increased sigdicantly. 
Novatek has recently entered an agreement through the Geothermal Drilling Organization to test 
their hammer both in oae ld  and in geothermal drilling. These tests are directed toward 
optimization of the hammer and bits. 

The Novatek design also uses partitioned flow through the hammer, directing most of the mud 

~ 
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THERMAL SPALLATION: 

m o w  
ROCK - 

mu4 
circulated 
WPumPs, 
Or gas, 
~ v e n b y  
c ~ m p r c ~ ~ ~ r ~  
Ga.% air 
compressor 
Plus 
products of 
combustion 

DRILLING FUNCTIONS I 
CONTROL 

WELL 

Mechanical 
closure by 
blow-out 
Fa- 
pressure 
controlby 
mudcolumn 
Blowout 
preventer 

1 ENERGY 

BASELINE 

THERMAL 
SPALLATION 

Meduulical 
enagytorock 
throughrotary 
table and 
driustring;drill 
pipe moved by 
drawwollcs 
primsrily 
chemical (M 
and oxidizer) 

REDUCE 
ROCK 

C m O r  
shearing bY 
rollerane 
or drag bits 

Spallation 
due to high 
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gradrents 
andor dif- 
ferential 
acpanslon 

MAINTAIN 
HOLE 

S T A B m  
Hydrostatic 
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mud; 
chemical 
treatment by 
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additives 
None 

PRESERVE 
WELLBORE 

Steel casing 
cemented in 
place, handled 
b y - d  
drawworks 

Baseiine 

Thermal spallation drilling uses a large, downhole burner, much like a jet engine, to apply a 
high heat flux to the rock face. This heating induces stresses and reduces the rock by at least two 
mechanisms: (1) there are large t h e d  gradients between the surface and the deeper structure of 
the rock, (this causes the rock face to fhgment into small flakes called spalls, which typically have 
lateral dimensions several times the thickness) and (2) the daerent minerals which compose the 
rock have different coefficients of thermal expansion, so their dimensions do not change the same 
amount as they change temperature. 

A thermal spallation drilling system transfers energy by feeding he1 and an oxidizer to the 
burner at the lower end of the drill string. Spalls are flushed out of the wellbore with the products 
of combustion fiom the burner and sometimes by additional air injected into the annulus above the 
burner. 

Two major companies have developed thermal spallation drilling systems: the Linde Air 
Division of Union Carbide, and Browning Engineering. In the 1940s, Linde developed a jet 
piercing tool, burning fie1 oil and oxygen, which was used for drilling blast holes in mining 
taconite ore. This system drilled between thousands (Rauenzahn) and millions (williams 1985) of 
feet . Linde built over forty systems in at least three different models and did a sigdlcant amount 
of work to optimize burner efficiency and cutting ability. Lmde's spallation activity declined 
significantly in the early 1970s and ended in 1983 for three major reasons: their principal business 
was the production and sale of industrial gases, not the development and operation of drilling 
equipment; the cost of both oxygen and fuel was increasing; and improvements in roller-cone bit 
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life made it difficult for thermai spallation systems to compete (Calaman, personal 
correspondence). The Linde Air Division spun off fiom Union Carbide in 1992 to form Praxair, 
Inc. but Praxair is not now active in thermal spallation systems. 

Several hundred of these were sold worldwide and in the 1970s, Browning developed a truck 
mounted flame jet system capable of drilling holes or creating underground chambers in hard 
rock. This system burned #2 fbel oil and air, and has drilled to depths in excess of 1,000 feet. 
Rinaldi's analysis of this system indicates penetration rates with this system can be more than 200 
ft/hr in some rock types, depending on hole diameter, air pressure, and air flow rate (Rinaldi July 
1984). 

A third, but minor, developer in spallation drilling systems was Flame Jet Partners. This 
company built and tested a system that mixed fbel, hydrazine, and nitrogen tetroxide in a 
combustion chamber to give very high flame temperatures. The system was designed to rotate 
downhole resulting in alternating periods of exposure of the rock to the exhaust gases. The 
exhaust gas temperature for this system was hot enough to melt rock that would not spall. No 
record of current activity of this company has been found. 

each attribute are numbered as in the list below: 

I 
In the 1960s Browning Engineering developed a hand-held spallation tool for cutting rock. 

Spallation systems have the following major positive and negative attributes. Discussions of 

Pro 1. High penetration rates in hard rock have been predicted and demonstrated. 
2. Burner life should be longer than current bit life due to lack of contact between the 

burner and the rock face. This reduces the number of trips. 
3. Since the drill pipe does not rotate, abrasive wear will be reduced. 

Mixed 4. Hole diameter varies with the drilling advance rate (holes can be under-reamed by 
slowing the advance rate, but it's more dacult to maintain gauge). 

Con 5 .  System must (probably) operate in a gas filled hole, limiting application. 
6. A multi-channel umbilical for hel, oxidizer, and cooling water is required. 
7. Some safety concerns, with air-fbel mixture downhole, exist. 
8. Performance (ability to spall) varies significantly with rock type. 

(1) Penetration rates up to 100 ft/hr have been predicted for drilling in competent, non- 
fi-actured hard rock such as granite (wilkinson). Browning Engineering Company d d e d  an 
eight- to ten-inch diameter hole in granite, over a thousand feet deep, at an average penetration 
rate of 52 ft/hr and with penetration rates exceeding 100 ft/hr toward the end of the operation 
(Williams 1985). For comparison, Williams points out that a 9-98'' hole in granite drilled with 
roller-cone bits at Fenton Hill, NM, had a maximum penetration rate of 12 fi/hr. 
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(2,3) Although reduced abrasion and relatively long burner life seem very reasonable, these 

(4) Control of hole size has also been demonstrated (uriams 1988). This provides the ability 

( 5 )  To date, thermal spallation drilling systems have primarily been developed to operate in a 

attributes have not been documented and can only be demonstrated by field trials. 

to under-ream (create intervals of hole larger in diameter than the hole above them). 

gaseous environment, but there is experience with systems which function under some liquid 
column. (Williams 1988) When there is indigenous water or water influx fiom the formation, 
spallation usually occurs after the water is blown away and the rock dried. Linde operated a 
mining system under 50 feet of water in taconite mines, and the same company designed a 
supersonic torch and blow-pipe system which was used for excavation in the St. Lawrence 
Seaway under 16 to 30 feet of water. Tester discusses the theoretical basis for submerged 
spallation, using a hot, dense supercritical fluid to transfer heat to the formation. (Tester). 
Although the question of submerged spallation has been addressed, there is no satisfactory 
evaluation of possible performance under the conditions in a mud-filled wellbore of moderate 
depth. 

(6) Ifrigid drill pipe is not required, the individual conduits for fbel, oxidizer, and air can be 
bundled together and reeled into and out of the hole like coiled tubing. If drill pipe must be used, 
then the problems of manufacturing pipe for partitioned flow are very similar to those described in 
the section ofjet-assisted drilling (page III-17), except that the pressure levels are much lower. 

(7) Ifthere are hydrocarbons in the formation, downhole fires can occur even in conventional 
rotary air-drilling, and thermal spallation systems would be even more susceptible to this 
possibility. Ifthere is no downhole fbel source, shutting off &el and air at the surface will control 
a downhole fire but will not spare equipment and material already damaged. 

(8) The variation of spallability in different formations is a serious hindrance to widespread 
use of this system, although recent work indicates that spallation may be extended to a larger 
number of rock types. Williams reports that basalt, which is generally thought to be unspallable, 
will readily spall under slow heating conditions (Williams 1988). Research aimed at extending the 
use of spallation to such rocks as limestone and shale is currently being conducted at both Los 
Alamos National Laboratory and the New Mexico Institute of Mining and Technology 
(Widkinson). In general, low thermal diffusivity, resulting in high gradients, coupled with a high 
thermal expansion coefEicient, yielding high stresses, will increase spallability. 

One solution to the problem of non-spallable rocks would be a thermal spallation system 
which augments a conventional rotary drill rig. Rinaldi describes such a system, with minimal 
modification to nomal rig operations, procedures, and equipment, and discusses its use @hid& 
October 1984); Tester proposed a number of necessary features for such a system (Tester). 
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There are proposals to use thermal spallation on a conventional drill rig without changing the 

drill string. Fuel, air, and cooling water would be mixed at the surface and pumped to a downhole 
separator. This unit would separate the three components, directing the fbel and part of the air to 
the burner, the water to cooling ports, and the remainder of the air to the annulus for lift. A 
British company, Worldrill Corporation, has applied for a European patent for this kind of 
downhole separation system (Worldrill). This system would use an electrical connection to the 
Surface for downhole ignition, but Rinaldi proposed the inclusion of a downhole electric generator 
or storage batteries. Elimination of an electrical connection would greatly simpw adaptation of 
spallation to a conventional drill rig with standard drill pipe. 

Another possibility for adaptation of spallation drilling to standard rigs is the use of dual-wall 
pipe. This has a major advantage: it avoids problems in separating a liquid fie1 and water or a 
gaseous he1 and air downhole. Dual-wall pipe does, however, have sigmficant penalties of 
weight and cost. The weight of dual-wall drill pipe is comparable to casing, which makes 
handling dficult and slow and increases the required lift capacity for the rig. 

flame jet. Browning demonstrated this principle in laboratory experiments, but it is not known to 
have been used in the field. Sigtllficant drawbacks are increased wear on the burner hardware and 
the necessity for yet another conduit to carry the abrasive material. 

In general, past systems were not used to make deep, large diameter holes, but knowledge of 
thermal spallation has advanced to the point that development of a specialized rig to employ 
thermal spallation in deep-hole drilling is now an engineering problem. Recent efforts in spallation 
drilling have concentrated on a better understanding of the physical principles. 

In summary, thermal spallation gives high rates of penetration in the somewhat limited 
spectrum of rock types and wellbore conditions where it can operate. Extension of spallation 
drilling to other rock types will probably require development of a hybrid system in which 

Finally, cutting non-spallable rocks can be done with abrasive grit added to the high-velocity 
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SYSTEM 
E 

BASELINE 

SPARK 
DRILL 

SPARK DRILL: 

TRANSMIT REDUCE 
ENERGY ROCK 

Mechanical Crushing or 
energytorock shearingby 
thtoughrotary roiler-cone 
table and or drag bits 
-drill 
pipe moved by 
dlawworks 
Electrical Spark- 
energy debvered driven shock 
tothedrillhead wave 

CONTROL 
WELL 

Mechanical 
closure by 
blowdut 
Fen-,  
pressure 
control by 
mud column 
Baseline 

I DRILtING FUNCTIONS 

MAINTAIN PRESERVE 
HOLE- WELLBORE 

REMOVE 
ROCK 

Drilling 
mud 
circulated 
bYPws, 

gas, 
driven by 
compressors 
Baseline 

STABEIT? 
Hydrostatic Steelcasing 
prrssureoi 
mud; 
chemicai 
treatmentby 
mud 
additives 
Baseline 

Cenlentedin 

bymastand 
drawworks 

place;handled 

Baseline 

Spark drilling uses the pressure pulse fiom a downhole spark discharge to break rock in 
compression; it can be either an independent drilling method or can augment conventional rotary 

A si@cant amount of development has been done on spark drills and spark-assisted rotary 
drilling. 

drills. Sandia National Laboratories had a spark-drill development program in the late 1970s. 
The U.S. Bureau of Mines, Twin Cities Research Center, has recently done experiments usbg 
spark discharge to break rocks (briefly discussed under thedy-assisted drilling, page ID-23). 
Tetra Corporation, Albuquerque, NM, has a functional spark discharge system for quarry 
operations and has patented a spark drill (Moeny patent). Tetra claims to be ready for 
development of a field spark-drilling system if substantial fbncial backing can be found. Maurer 
describes spark-drilling development efforts in three publications (Maurer 1968, Maurer 1980, 
Maurer GRI). 

Spark drilling has the following positive and negative attributes: 

Pro 1. Higher rates of penetration may be possible (and may be aided by the beneficial use of 
insulation flashover). 

2. Unlike many alternative systems, spark drill operates in liquid-Wed wellbore. 
3. With adequate instrumentation, system can improve directional control. 

Con 4. Energy transmission requires electrical conduit downhole. 
5 .  High currents cause insulation breakdown. 
6. System has reduced cutting ability at increased depth. 
7. Gas is generated downhole by electrical discharge. 
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(1) Higher rates of penetration for spark drills have been claimed, based on theoretical 
considerations and supported by some laboratory experiments, but a field-operable system has 
never been designed or demonstrated. Although early work addressed the problem of flashover - 
spark discharge that is not between the electrodes - Moeny's patent claims that 

"one embodiment of the present invention does not eliminate this insulation flashover but 
uses it in a beneficial manner . . .I' and 'I. . . the problem of flashover, which hindered prior 
art spark discharge, is used as an advantage." 

that is, the insulation breakdown at the spark gap helps to create the destructive pressure pulses 
which break rock. 

(2) A spark drill operates in a liquid environment, expanding its applicability in various types 
of drilling. This also enhances borehole stability and control of formation fluids, compared to 
systems which can only function in a gas environment.. 

(3) In theory, a spark drill might have sigdkant advantages over other advanced concepts in 
the area of directional drilling and control. The pulses created by the spark will produce pressure 
waves in the rock which can be detected at the surface. Given a geophone array and the acoustic 
characteristics of the rock, the position of the drill head could be estimated, but inhomogeneities 
in the formation may degrade this estimate to a point at which it is of little value. Tetra's patent 
describes the use of a system in which continuous position information would be input to a 
computer and drilling direction would be changed by timing the discharge across difterent spark 
arrays on the face of the bit. 

(4) Since both drilling fluids and electrical energy need to be transmitted, a spark drill will 
require multiple conduits downhole. It may be possible to operate a spark drill on coiled tubing, 
but this presents the problems discussed under coiled tubing on page III-11. 

(5) Sandia researchers found peak discharge currents of 25 kA to 45 kA and rates of change 
on the order of 1O1O amps per second (Drilling Research Division). Under these conditions, the 
electrical characteristics of the transmission line will have a signiscant effect on output of the 
system. Moeny maintains that the current Tetra design has solved the problem of energy 
transmission. 

(6) Reduced cutting ability with depth may be due to a basic characteristic of the spark drill. 
The shock wave from a spark drill induces compressive stress in the rock, but in-situ stress 
increasing with depth causes the rock to deform plastically, reducing the effect of additional 
compressive stress. Earlier designs had maximum power outputs on the order of 100 kW, but 
Moeny's patent claims power outputs up to 1 MW, which should significantly increase cutting 
ability at all depths. Although he does not explain how, Moeny claims that hcreased depth will 
aid in breaking rock. 
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Experimental drilling facilities are available in which borehole fluid pressure, pore fluid 
pressure, and in-situ stress at depth can be independently simulated. These facilities can be used 
to investigate spark-cutting ability at wellbore conditions before expending signdicant h d s  on 
development of a spark drilling system. 

(7) One characteristic of a spark drill could introduce uncertainties into,well control and 
formation stability. Moeny's patent states: 

"significant amounts of gas will be evolved during the underwater spark discharging and, 
in deep wells, this gas will expand and push the drilling mud ahead to form a bubble M". 

The presence of this gas will alter the effective weight of the drilling mud, introducing 
complications in well control and formation stability, especially if the gas generation cannot be 
predicted and controlled. 
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EXPLOSIVE DRILL: 

SYSTEM 
TYPE 

BASELINE 

EXPLOSIVE 
DRILC 

TRANSMIT 
ENERGY 

Mechanical 
energy to rock 
throughrotary 
table and 
drillstnng,drill 
pipe moved by 
drawworlcs 
Chemical 
explosive 
&live!re!d to 
rock face 

DRILLING FUNCTIONS 

C m  or 

rollerane 
or drag bits 

shearing bY 

Explosively- 
driven shock 
wave, or 
explosive- 
enhanced 
umventional 

CONTROL 
WELL 

Mechanical 
closure by 
blow-out 
P V a - ,  

pressure 
umml by 
mud column 
Baseline 

MAINTAIN 
HOLE 

STABlLl" 
Hydrostatic 
pressure of 
mud; 
chemical 
treatment by 
mud 
additives 
Baseline 

PRESERVE 
WELLBORE 

Steel casing 
cemented in 
p l sCe ;wed  
by mast and 
drawworks 

Baseline 

Drill and blast techniques are extensively used to remove rock in excavation, mining, and 
tunneling; and explosive components are used in the drilling industry for well stimulation, casing 
perforation, and cutting stuck pipe. For actually making hole using explosives, at least four 
system have been investigated: explosive capsule drills, liquid explosive drills, shaped and gauge 
charges, and an explosive-assisted rotary system. While there have been efforts to develop 
explosive drill systems both in this country and in the former Soviet Union, regular use of 
explosives for making hole has not occurred. This work has been reviewed elsewhere in 
sigmikant detail (Maurer 1968, Maurer 1980, Maurer GRI, Olson). With the exception of a 
projectile system described earlier (page III-Zl), there has been no effort in the U.S. in the last 
twenty years to develop a drilling system in which rock reduction was accomplished by explosive 
energy. An explosive drilling system would have the following attributes, discussed in more detail 
below: 

1. (+) System has demonstrated increased rate of penetration. 
2. (+) Performance is maintained or increased with depth. 
3. (+A) Explosive system retains most components of conventional drilling (probably needs 

reamer above explosive system to maintain hole gauge). 
4. (-) Ignition must be reliable, correctly timed, and safe. 
5 .  (-) Explosive must be properly distributed and counted in wellbore. 

(1) The Bureau of Mines reported theoretical penetration rates with an explosive-capsule 
system greater than 100 Wmin in granite (Olson). This calculation, which appears to have 
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omitted problems with sympathetic detonation and with hole cleaning, assumes a detonation 
frequency of sffy capsules per second. Robinson discussed igniting a shaped and gauge charge 
combination once every two to four minutes. Based on considerations of sympathetic detonation, 
Maurer calculated a maximum delivery rate on the order of six to twelve capsules per minute 
depending on depth. Using the Bureau of Mines number of about 0.4" penewation per detonation 
and Maurer's upper l i i t  on delivery yields 24 ft/hr penetration rate in hard rock, which could 
justify significant increases in capital and operating costs. 

Another limiting factor in penetration rate is the need to remove cuttings between successive 
explosions. This was a problem with liquid systems (Maurer 1968), where circulating mud at the 
bottom caused dispersal of the explosive, but circulating mud above the bottom gave inefficient 
cleaning. Debris on the hole bottom will always reduce the efficiency of the explosive charge. 

(2) Robinson describes an explosive system which uses altemathg shaped and "gauging" 
charges pumped down a drill string with a "drilling head" (essentially a drag bit) at the bottom 
(Robinson). In this method, the shaped charge creates a deep, relatively narrow hole, which the 
gauging charge enters and enlarges (Figure 10). Weakened rock is reamed by the abrasive drilling 
head and debris is circulated out of the hole by conventional means. In laboratory experiments the 
ratio of rock removed to explosive weight was larger when the explosions occurred at higher in- 
situ pressures, although the reasons for this are not clear. Thus, unlike nearly all other rock 
reduction concepts, an explosive system may not suffer reduced cutting ability with depth. 

(3) Although the ability to use an 
explosive drilling system with existing 
rigs would enhance its applicability, it 
also means that little cost saving in 
surface equipment is available. 
Depending on the system chosen, bit 
costs might decrease, but a reamer near 
the bottom of the drill string would 
probably still be necessary to maintain 
hole gauge. It is not likely that 
explosive drilling would lower capital 
or operating costs compared to 
conventional technology. 

to be rcmovcd by reamer 

Figure 10 - Shaped and gauge charges 

(4) Ignition reliability is a major concern, since unburned explosive in the wellbore presents 
serious safety problems. In a liquid explosive system, unburned explosive or explosive 
components could be dispersed in the mud and pumped out of the well if the'concentration is low 
enough. 
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In an explosive capsule system, mud circulation will be carrying unfired capsules toward the 
surface. If ignition fails, the first reaction would be to stop pumping, but ifflow stops without 
pulling off bottom, there is a chance of sticking the drill pipe as cuttings settle. It is also likely 
that additional capsules would be in the drill string and they would tend to concentrate, probably 
at the top or bottom of the string, depending on buoyancy. The basic paradox is that the drill 
string must be cleared before tripping, which requires maintaining mud flow, but the flow 
circulates an armed device, the misfire, toward the surface. 

In the shaped and gauge charge system investigated by Robinson, the unexploded charge 
would be in the end of the drill pipe reducing mud flow. Because of the reduced flow, the driller 
may have to pull off bottom to prevent sticking the pipe as the cuttings in the annulus settle; but it 
is not clear that the entire string should be tripped with an axmed charge stuck in the bottom. As 
with the capsule system, the problems would be greatly ampMed if additional charges were in the 
drill string above the bottom-hole assembly. 

Two other systems have considered the question of ignition failure. in a rotary-assist system, 
the bit would crush the explosive device if ignition failed. In one explosive capsule system, the 
capsules were designed to dissolve before they reached the surface. 

positive contribution. The Bureau of Mines commissioned a series of tests to try shock-initiated 
secondary explosives for drilling. Impact velocities as high as 1,000 Wsec were attempted 
without success, and it was finally concluded that a detonator of some type was necessary. 

to the rock face in the drilling fluid stream, while the liquid explosive system requires multiple 
conduit pipe to separately deliver fuel and oxidizer to the hole bottom. In any of these systems 
stand-off distance and explosive distribution are critical. Stand-off affects drill string damage and 
explosive efficiency; development of a system to measure and control stand-off could require 
sigdicant effort. 

A system for injecting explosives into the drill string and accounting for them is also 
necessary. The accounting system would need to count the number and spacing of explosive 
charges in the system, and then detect their ignition. The detection system could be based on 
either acoustics or pressure pulses. 

alone system or as augmentation to conventional rotary, but the challenges of reducing this 
concept to practice are formidable. 

From a safety standpoint, the elimination of all primary explosives fiom the system would be a 

( 5 )  In either an explosive capsule or shaped and gauge charge system, the charges are carried 

In summary, explosive drilling offers the possibility of high penetration rates, either as a stand- 
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ROCK MELTERS: 

BASELJNE 

ROCK 
MELTERS 

SYSTEM I DRILLING FUNCTIONS 

Mechanical 
energy to rock 
throughrotary 
table and 
dllhtmgdrill 
pipe moved by 
d r a d  
Electrical or 
optical I rockmeltinn I 

I ENERGY 1 ROCK I ROCK 

shearing by 
rollercone 
or drag bits 

CONTROL 
WELL 

M h c a l  
closure by 
blow-out 
preventers; 
pressure 
control by 
mud column 
Blowout 
pvnter 

pressure of 
mud; 
C h e m i c a l  
treatment by 
mud 
additives 
Glass-lined 
wellbore (?) 

cemented in 
place; handled 
by mast and 
drawworks 

Baseline, or 
luung (7) . .  

Four methods of rock reduction by direct melting - plasma-arc torch, electron beam, laser 
thermal, and electric heater - have been examined in some detail. The electric heater and plasma- 
arc torch heat the rock sudace over the entire hole bottom, while the e-beam and laser are much 
more tightly focused. Regardless of the energy-deposition mechanism, however, all these 
methods share some positive and negative attributes: 

Pro 1. 

2. 

Con 3. 
4. 
5 .  

6. 
7. 

Melters do not need to rotate, enabling the use of coiled-tubing units or conventional 
rigs simplifiied by reduction of Surface equipment. 
Generally, these systems will not need mud pumps or mud-cleaning equipment. 
Although they do not have liquid drilling fluids for hole stability and well control, the 
melted rock has the potential to form a glassy lining on the wellbore, which might 
alleviate those problems. 

This same glassy liig will be detrimental to a production zone. 
Not all rocks turn to glass-like materials when melted. 
An electric heater is in direct contact with the hole bottom, but the other three systems 
require control of stand-off distance. 
It may be difEcult to li melted rock fiom the hole bottom. 
Systems require power (and sometimes fuel) transmission to hole bottom, which implies 
multi-channel conduit. 

(1) Use of a coiled-tubing unit eliminates much of the surface equipment used in a 
conventional drill rig. Mud pumps, a mud-cleaning system, and the derrick, drawworks, and 
rotary table will not be used with melters, although it may be necessary to use casing jacks or 
similar equipment for running casing. As an alternative to the coiled-tubing unit, a conventional 
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rig could be simplified by eliminating the mud system and could possibly be down-sized because 
the wellbore lining discussed below might reduce the casing string requirements. 

(2) Any of these systems has the potential to create at least a hole-volume of melted rock, 
some of which will be absorbed by the formation's permeability and some of which will be lifted 
into the wellbore where it may be deposited onto the wellbore wall in the fdrm of a glassy lining. 
Although it is not clear that this lining will be adequate for control of fluid i n f l ~ ~ ~ ,  hole 
preservation, or even wellbore stability, it should mitigate some of these problems commonly 
found in air drilling. 

impede or prevent production of the fluids. Standard dxilling techniques, such as fracturing or 
perforating, would create openings in the lining to allow useful productive capacity. 

(4) A great many rocks melt at temperatures on the order of 13OO0C, with a heat of fusion 
approximately 80 caloriedgram, but there are important exceptions. Granite and sandstone will 
form glass; basalt will probably form glass, though it contains magnetite, a glass inhibitor; and 
some rocks, such as limestone and dolomite, will not form glass after melting unless significant 
quantities of silica are supplied. This variability means that acceptance by drillers and regulatory 
agencies of vitrified wellbore lining as d c i e n t  hole preservation (i.e., no casing required) is 
distant. 

( 5 )  An electric heater can (and must) have direct contact with the hole bottom, but the other 
systems need some method to measure and control stand-off distance from the rock face. This is 
especially critical with e-beams and lasers, the more focused systems. Because of their tight 
beams, it may be that the principal application for e-beams and lasers is to cut a kerf at the 
wellbore circumference, relieving the compressive stress and enhancing efficiency of mechanical 
cutters. In this combination, incorporating the beam's power head into a mechanical bit will also 
provide stand-off control. 

up the center of the bit, or leave standing a core which can be wire-line extracted. It is also 
possible that the electric heater can operate in the presence of a drilling fluid. The other three 
concepts, however, are more problematic. Lasers and e-beams cannot stand the presence of 
liquid because of its beam dispersion. None of the three operates in contact with the rock to force 
the molten material outward. The plasma gas from the plasma-arc torch may blow molten 
material fiom the hole bottom, exposing new rock surface, but high-speed gas flow will create 
diffusion problems for either the e-beam or the laser. It is not clear that any of these concepts 
could efficiently remove molten rock fiom the hole bottom or force it into the formation. Ifthe 
formation is not highly permeable, it is then likely that molten rock would remain on the hole 
bottom, absorbing energy until it vaporizes, which is extremely inefficient. 

(3) Ifthe wellbore penetrates a pay zone - oil, gas, or geothermal fluid - any glassy lining will 

(6) An electric-heater bit can either force melted rock into the formation, extrude melted rock 
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(7) With the possible exception of laser-light transmission by fiber-optic cable, all the systems 
require transmission of electrical power downhole. Using typical rock propedes (Maurer 1968, 
Maurer GRI), power required to melt rock is approximately 27 kW/@h for 12-1/4" hole. 
Assuming 50% efficiency in transferring heat to the rock, over 50 kW of thermal energy must be 
delivered to the hole bottom for each foot per hour of penetration rate. It must be remembered, 
however, that the power requirement varies linearly with rate of penetration, but as the square of 
the hole diameter, so drilling by rock-melting may be much more realistic in smaller holes for such 
applications as environmental monitoring. These operations are generally close to the surface in 
uncompacted materials where the molten material is more likely to be forced into the formation 
and form a temporary7 ifnot permanent, borehole seal. 

Each of these systems has been examined to at least the level of bench-scale experiments. 
Unique characteristics, history and present status of each type are described in more detail below. 

Plasma-arc torch 
A plasma arc torch passes gas such as air or nitrogen through a spark discharge to create a 

plasma ''torch1' at extremely high temperature (10,000-12,0000C). Because the temperature of 
the plasma is much higher than can be survived by the mechanical parts of the torch, a flow of 
cooling fluid through the assembly is required. A drilling system based on this concept will 

require conduit with one channel for cooling fluid, another for plasma gas, and possibly a third to 
cany additional air for hole cleaning. At least two electric lines are required for the spark 
discharge and additional lines for command and control may be needed. The torch will also need 
a mechanical support which can aim the torch, preserve stand-off distance from the hole bottom, 
and survive exceptionally high temperatures. For near-vertical holes, the support may be a simple 
rolling or bow-spring support, but for directional or high-angle drilling a more elaborate thruster- 
retractor would be required. It may be possible to reduce the temperature extremes on this 
equipment by designing the support to operate far behind the torch. 

In addition to melting rock, it may also be possible to use the torch for spallation drilling by 
operating at a greater stand-oE The only way to avoid vaporizing rock is for the flow of the 
plasma gas to lift the melted rock off the bottom. Ifthis occurs, the molten rock may then soli* 
and be lifted from the hole by the plasma gas in combhation with the ejected cooling fluid. 
Electric losses of 20% and thermal losses of 45% to the cooling water may raise the power 
estimate given previously to 1 10 kW input to the torch for each foot-per-hour of penetration rate. 

There are no current efforts in this area. Both the Bureau of Mines (Olson and Olson) and 
Maurer (Maurer 1968; Maurer 1980) discuss the use of plasma torches in drilling. There is no 
doubt that a plasma torch would be capable of developing temperatures and heat flux adequate to 
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reduce rock, but the use of plasma torches as drilling tools has not progressed past the point of 
bench tests. 

Electron beam and Laser thermal 
Lasers and E-beams are similar in the sense that both produce a highly concentrated energy 

source. Maurer (Maurer 1968, Maurer 1980, Maurer GRI) and the Twin Cities Research Center 
of the U. S. Bureau of Mines (Olson, Fogelson) have investigated lasers and electron-beams for 
drilling in some detail. 

The Bureau of Mines found e-beams attractive due to their high conversion efficiency and 
energy transmission characteristics, but these devices have several drawbacks. Downhole high 
voltage and vacuum lines present major engineering problems. Filament life, beam scattering, 
equipment size, the need for rugged equipment, and X-ray production all limit life or applicability. 
The short range of the electron-beam was identified as the most serious limitation. Bureau of 
Mines concluded that the close standoff requirements, the need for vacuum, and the production of 
X-rays precluded use of e-beam guns for either kerfing or heat-weakening rock in tunnel boring; 
the same problems plague the use of e-beam guns in drilling. 

Three modes of operation have been discussed for lasers in drilling: as fision devices, as 
spallation devices, and as kerfing devices to aid mechanical breakage, but in general lasers are 
limited by their relatively low power levels and poor efficiency. Signiscantly more energy is 
needed to melt rock than to s p d  it, so it may be possible to use a laser in thermal spallation rather 
than in fision. When compared to some other spallation devices, lasers would have an advantage 
of being able to melt rock that wiU not spall. The most realistic approach to the use of lasers in 
large hole drilling may be as a kerfing mechanism to augment mechanical rock-cutting, but this 
poses significant problems in energy transmission, particularly rotation of the transmission line. 

The only current program found in either laser or e-beam drilling is at Westinghouse-Hanford, 
where there is a proposed development project on a laser-driven system for environmental drilling 
(Miller, personal communication). This system is designed for near-surface applications in the 
vadose zone, with system reach limited to between 500 feet and 1000 feet by the available length 
of transmission lines. Recent bench tests have been promising. Neither system has progressed 
past the point of bench tests. 

. 

Electric heater 
Los Alamos National Laboratory has done a sigdicant amount of research on the use of 

electric heaters for drilling, developing a system called the "Subterrenel' to the point of lab tests in 
the 1970s. Altseimer (Altseimer 1974, Altseimer 1976) gives a system description, compares 
costs of drilling with rock melting devices to the costs of wells drilled with conventional 
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technology, and discusses the problem of bit extraction without damaging the bit. The Earth and 
Environmental Sciences Division at Los AIamos is currently investigating the use of rock melters 
for small-hole environmental drilling (Goff). 

Rock-melting core bits are more efficient than 111-hole bits because they require less rock to 
be melted, but there is a problem with core retrieval. The rock-melting system have been 
predicated on the use of coiled-tubing drilling units, but conventional wirehe core retrieval 
cannot be done through coiled tubing. On the other hand, rigid drill pipe would make core 
retrieval easy, but would greatly complicate the problem of power transmission to the heater. The 
contradiction of these design requirements has led to the assumption of an extrusion bit for 
electric-heater rock melting. 
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PULSED-LASER WATER JET: 

SYSTEM 
TYPE 

BASELINE 

PULSED- 
LASER 
WATERJET 

DRILLING FUNCTIONS 

TRANSMlT FEDUCE REMO-& 
ENERGY 1 ROCK 1 ROCK 

Mechanical 
energytorock 
throughrotary 
table and 
drillstrm&drill 
pipe moved by 
clrawworks 
optical (fiber 
optic) 

C m  or 
shearing by 
rollercone 
ordrag bits 

MeCbanical 

Hydrostatic 
pressure of 
mud; 
chemical 
treatment by 
mud 
additives 
Undem- 
mined 

CONTROL MAINTAIN PRESERVE 

STABJLllY 
Mechanical 
closure by 
biow-out 
pen-, 
pressure 
control by 
mud column 
Undeter- 
mined 

' Steelcasing 
cemented in 
place; handled 
by mast and 
drawworks 

Baseline 

The pulsed-laser water jet is the only fundamentally new concept in rock reduction introduced 
in the last twenty years. In contrast to the laser-thermal rock melter described previously, this 
system would use a laser to mechanically pulse the rock at its resonant fiequency. Although 
Sellar proposes (Sellar, March 1993) five different and simultaneous excavation mechanisms, rock 
failure would primarily result from tensiie stresses created by the resonant vibration. To date, 
rock breakage by single pulses has been demonstrated in the laboratory, with sigmficant 
improvement expected fiom resonance. 

through resonance. Experiments showed that the natural frequency of a rock surface is in the 
range of 5-10 kHz, and large mechanical devices which can operate at that speed are not easily 
portable. Original development of this concept was sponsored by EPRI through the Center for 
Materials Production (Sellar EPRI) and current investigation is by Powerpulse Systems of 
Lakeland, CO. 

Two lasers, with a relatively low total power of 5-10 kW, are required: a pulsed laser to 
mechanically load the rock face, and a continuous-wave laser to read the rock's natural frequency 
and tune the destructive pulse laser to it. The laser beams travel to the rock face through a 
laminar-flow stream of clear water emitted fiom the drilling head. Once fragments are detached 
from the rock face, they must be cleared away from the laserlwater stream to present a fresh 
surface for pulse loading. Bench-scale experiments have demonstrated rock breakage and have 
shown that rock damage is enhanced by the presence of water on the rock surface, but an actual 
drilling system is only a concept. 

The use of lasers to excite vibration was studied as part of an effort to use force magnification 

A pulsed-laser water jet would have the following attributes: 
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Pro It is a new concept with potential for sigdicant advancement. 
The combination of tensile rock failure and resonant vibration means efficient energy 
transfer. 

Con System requires multi-channel conduit. 
System requires stand-off control and gauge maintenance. 
System requires laminar flow of clear water downhole. 

One of the principal problems to be solved in designing a pulsed-laser drilling system is the 
method for cleaning the hole bottom. The requirement for laminar fluid flow between the laser 
and the rock suhce is not consistent with flow rates required for conventional hole cleaning, 
where fluid is well into the turbulent regime. This means that it may be necessary to have dual 
conduits in the drill stMg, one for laminar-flow clear water which transmits the laser pulse and 
moves rock fragments off the hole bottom and one for the larger, turbulent mud flow which lifts 
the debris out of the hole. It may also be possible to use air instead of liquid for hole cleaning, but 
a large flow of either mud or air will probably disturb the laminar flow and reduce the laser's effect 
on the rock. Use of air will present the usual limitations of &-drilling. As a positive feature, a 
pulsed-laser system does not rotate, so it can run on coiled tubing, which greatly simplifies both 
the dualconduit drill string and the fiber-optic cable for laser transmission downhole. 
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IMPACT OF ADVANCED SYSTEMS 

The preceding descriptions of the various advanced systems wiil have made it clear that their 
individual impacts on conventional practice will be widely different. At one extreme, mud- 
hammers or downhole intensifiers could be inserted into a normal drill-string with almost no 
modification to the drill rig, but for microwave or pulsed-laser water jet systems, there is not even 
a conceptual design for a rig to employ those technologies. One measure of an advanced system's 
impact is the number of sub-systems on a conventional rig which would be changed by the 
advanced system's introduction. This measure is shown graphically in Table 4, where the "x" 
symbols indicate the conventional sub-systems which would change with the use of a given 
advanced system and the "?" indicates that design of the advanced system is not well enough 
defined to determine the change. This impact is discussed in more detail with the individual 
system descriptions. 

Coiled-tubing r ig  
Jet-assisted 

d Ilai-ch 81111 el 
downhole p u m p  

Projectile assist 
Microwave assist 
M n d  hammer 
Thermal Spallation' 

Spark dr i l l  
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Pulse laser-water jet  
Rock meltera 
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Table 4 - Impact of advanced drilling systems on a conventional drill rig 
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This subject is addressed in more detail in Section VI. 

Another feature of the system descriptions is their signifcant difference in scope. The principal 
reason for this is the great variation in technical maturity among the systems. Despite that, we 
have tried to use a standard description format to the extent possible. A graphical representation 
of this maturity variation is given in Table 5 ,  where the horizontal axis labels have the following 
definitions: 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

Proposed - The system has been identified and proposed as a candidate for drilling. 
Conceptual - Some conceptual design and analyses have been completed. 
Bench tests - The concept, in parts or as a whole, has been demonstrated in a laboratory. 
Drilling lab - The concept, in parts or as a whole, has been tested in a drilling simulator. 
Field tests - The system has been in a well and tested under some drilling conditions. 
Commercial - The system or parts of it are commercially available. 
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N. SYSTEMLJAUTATIONS, NEEDS, AND COMMON PROBLEMS 

This section of the report defines and discusses limitations of the drilling systems previously 
described, and identifies the technology developments needed to transform these concepts into 
commercially viable systems. In doing so, however, it is important to understand these limitations 
and needs in the context of today's drilling industry. 

First, a bit of history. At the height of the last oil boom, in 1980, more than 4,500 rigs were 
running in the United States alone. A year later that number had dropped to less than 2,000 and 
for the last ten years the U. S. rig count has hovered around a thousand. Many drilling 
contractors and service companies went out of business, and the survivors are typically cautious 
and very price-competitive. It is generally believed that rig day-rates (see below) are now 
artificially low, since in many cases a rig can be contracted today for a lower price (in 1996 
dollars) than it cost in 1980 dollars at that time. 

When an operator (the person or company who owns the mineral rights to a given location) 
hires a drilling contractor (who owns the rig and provides the crew) to drill a well, there are three 
possible kinds of contract: 

0 Day work - The operator pays the contractor a given sum for each day the rig is working. 
Footage - The operator pays a given s u m  for each foot drilled (generally a higher cost per 
foot at greater depths.) 

0 Turnkey - The contractor agrees to drill to a specified depth for a fixed price. 

Most conventional rotary drilling contracts are day-work, since the contractor wants the 
assurance that he will be paid even if there are drilling problems. In many cases the operator 
would like a footage or a turnkey contract, believing that it would save him money, but few 
contractors offer them. In this light, it might seem that the contractor has no incentive to adopt 
new technology which would shorten the job and reduce his payments, but in fact the contractor's 
principal problem is that fierce competition means his rigs are fiequently idle. Ifnew technology 
enables the contractor to drill more cheaply, he can offer a lower price or a footagdturnkey 
contract that will attract more business and still provide a provide a profit. New (unproved) 
technology also adds to the contractor's risk, however, because the contractor is not paid during 
any work delays caused by failure of his equipment, even on a day-work contract. It is also worth 
noting that new drilling technology is most often introduced into operation by service companies, 
which specialize in a particular tool or service, renting it to the operator to be used on a rig as 
needed. Drilling contractors support, but generally do not initiate, this kind of development. 

In addition to the operational aspects of new technology, it would be quite expensive to put a 
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complete new drilling system in place. The cost to build a new rig which can driil to 18,000' is 
greater than $9,000,000, so it is almost certain that any advanced system would first be tried on 
an existing rig. Even so, the costs of modifjing the rig and training crews, coupled with the 
increased operational risk, could seem prohibitive. 

None of these factors preclude the development and use of new tools and techniques: coiled 
tubing, downhole motors, horizontal drilling, and PDC bits all t e s e  otherwise. At the same time 
we should remember that each of these technologies overcame early resistance by the industry> 
has undergone decades of development, and is stil l  lacking in some respects. 

SYSTEM LIMITATIONS AND TECHNOLOGY NEEDS: 

In this section of the report, we iden* opera$ional limitations for the various advanced 
systems and suggest technology needs which are required to overcome those limitations. We 
must be care@ however, when defining "limitations" because all drilling systems are not intended 
for all drilling situations. Coiled tubing units, for example, are commercially available and are 
used in many workover operations where easy portability and speed of tripping offset the cost, 
but they are not widely used in drilling because the requisite downhole motors are expensive and 
because available tubing sizes limit torque and bit hydraulics for larger holes. We can't assume, 
however, that solving the "small hole size" limitation by providing the "larger tubing" technology 
needed will propel coiled tubing into the large-hole-drilling market, since the cost of downhole 
motors may keep CT too expensive to compete with conventional drilling. On the other hand, less 
expensive motors would expand the existing CT driiling market for hole sizes less than about eight 
inches. 

Similarly, several of the advanced systems cannot function under a liquid colwnn, but they 
could at least compete with current air-drilling methods iftheir performance were adequate. For 
some systems, there is even a possibity of Mer development to enable operation in liquid, but 
the remainder have fundamental physical constraints which appear to prevent this. Both types of 
system are limited by their inability to drill with mud, but their technology needs are different. In 
general, limitations and needs are defined in this section in terms of what is required to transform 
a specific technology into a technically viable drilling system, even though all these systems may 
not have the same applications. A summary table is given below, followed by a brief discussion of 
each system. Items in the "Techology Needs" column of the summary table correspond with the 
"Limitation" on the same line; the designation 'TJndefinedll means that it is not clear whether that 
particular limitation can be overcome by technology development. It should also be remembered 
that just because a technology need is identified, that does not necessarily imply an existing 
concept for how that need could be met. 
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SYSTEM 
COILED 
TUBING 

JET ASSISTED 
(full surface 

P=J4 

JETASSISTED 
(multiple 
conduit) 

JET ASSEXED 
(downhole 
intensifier) 

PROJECTILE 
ASSISTED 

MUD 
HAMMER 

THERMAL 
SPALLATION 

SPARKDRILL 

EXPLOSIVE 
DRILL 

System needs 

LIMITATIONS TECHNOLOGY NEEDS 
0 CTunitsareexpensive 

0 Hole size, hydraulics limited by tubing size 
0 Weight--bit and torque limited 
0 Tubingfktigue 
0 Req~~ires the full fluid-supply system to 

0 DifEcuit to seal drill-pipe connections 
0 Working fluid pH is critical to pipe life 

0 Aesslae-safetyconm 0 Undefined 
Highpressrpelosses 0 Largerconduit 

0 Timeumsmhgjointmakeup 
0 Duai pumps and flow channels requred 

0 Not developed to the point of field saylce 

0 Less expensive downhole motors 

Larger tubing and reels 
0 D o w n h o l e t h m s k r ~ r  
0 Improved materials; larger reels 
0 High-- pumps, hoses, swivel, drill- 

0 Improved joint-seal design 
0 Drilling fluid development, pipe materials 

0 Increaseddiffaentislsticbvlg Undehed 

withstand high pressure pipe 

Highoperatingcost UndeM 

0 Improved joint design 
0 Mult iadui t  swivel, drill-pipe, and bit 

0 Complete and test intensifier design 
0 Pressure-safetyconcems undefined 

0 Limited high-pressure flow rate 0 Redesgn intensifier for higher flow rate (?) 
0 Dual channels fi-om intemder to bit 
0 Compiex firing mechanism and magame 

I Mul t iadui t  drill-pipe and bit 
I 0 Field-test prototype for extended time; 

may limit life refine design 
0 System does not function in liquid 
0 Designs 

0 l n t e r f e r e s w i t h a c o u s t i c o r m ~ - p ~ ~  ~ Developnongcoustcm 
0 Damageathammer-anvilinterfke 0 Re-designhammerlanvil interface 
0 Valve &on mud abxasives 
0 Fatigue Mure of valve andor spring 
0 Difticuit to maintain hole gauge 
0 Must (pnbably) opemte in air 
0 Needs utnbilical for fuel, air, mhg water 
0 P e r f i c e  varies with rock type 
0 Safetyconcerns 0 Un&W 
0 NotdemonstratedasadnUingsystem 
0 Requms electrical conduit downhole 

0 Developprop0 sed valve system 
totairmud-flow valving hinder ' Use partial flow to drive recipmcathg 

well control nrechanism 

0 Redesign valve (or materials development) 

0 Downbole thmstedcontrol head 
0 Pursue development of undenwter system 
0 Multi-charmel pipe or downhoie sepmtor 
0 Spallationaugmentsmechanicaldrilling 

0 Build and demomhte prototype 
0 Electrical conduit in drill-pipe 

undefined 
0 E5ciency at depth is not known Test prototype or build test facility 
0 Mudflowforcleaningdispersesexpl~ve Undefined 
0 Explosive must be reliably initiated 0 Develop initiation system 
0 J3plosive must be counted and tracked 0 Develop counting and tracking system 

0 Reconfigure explosive delivery system 
0 Anatysisandtestingtoresolvethisissue 
0 Coaxial cable, wve guide, or downhole 

magnelron 
0 Un-ed 
0 Electrical conduit in drill-pipe 
undefiued 

1 0 Re4esign valve system 

Insulationbreakdown~highcllrrents undefined 
0 Gas genenition downhole 

I 0 safetyconcernswithmis-fire 
MICROWAVE I 0 Not known if system will operate in liquid 

0 Must transmit microwave energy downhole 

ROCK onlyopaateinair 
MELTERS 0 Need electrical umduit downhole 
(general) Dif?icuit to lift melted rock !tom hole 

0 Variation in rock behavior when melted 
ROCK 0 Require standaff control 

0 Plasma torch requires separate gas for plasma 
E-beam produces X-rays 
Laser has low power and efficiency 

0 only  limited laboratorydata on concept 
0 Requires laminar-flow clear water downhole 
0 Requires additional fluid for hole cleaning 
0 R e q k s  standaff control 

MELTERS 
(laser, e-beam, 
plasma torch) 

PUISED- 
LASER WATER 

JET 

0 Undefined 
0 'huster-retractor control head 

Mdticonduit drill-pipe 
undefined 

0 Use to kerfand augment mechanical 
0 Develop into prototype drilling system 
0 Undefined 
0 Multiumduit ddl-pipe 

T h m s t e r - ~ c o n t r o l h e a d  
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- 
COILED 0 CT Units are expensive 

0 Increased differential sticking 
0 Hole size, hydraulics limited by tubing size 

Weight--bit and torque limited 
Tubingfatigue 

0 Less expensive downholemotors and 

0 Undefined 
0 Larger tubing and reels 
0 Downholethmskr-retractor 
OImprO ved materials; larger reels 

T w l N G  surface equipment 

JET ASSISTED 
(full surface 

pressurizntion) 

As mentioned above, a discussion of coiled tubing's limitations must be considered in the 
context that CT is already a substantial industry. Its applications are somewhat specialized 
because now it is usually an add-on cost to a conventional drill rig and the day-rates for CT units 
are comparable to those for medium-size drill rigs. For CT to become competitive in drilling an 
"average" well, we should assume that a CT rig (which would be smaller, lighter, and cheaper 
than a conventional rig) is specifically built for drilling rather than for workover operations. 
Given this situation, the CT penetration rate must be better than conventional rotary by the ratios 
shown on page V-8, and it would still be limited to small hole sizes. A high priority in 
development of a CT rig would be larger-diameter tubing, possibly with integrd conductors for 
downhole electric motors. CTs advantages are very attractive, however, with the abilities to t i p  
quickly, circulate while tripping, and use insulated or electrically-wired tubing with relative ease. 
Before selecting a research and development project aimed at improving coiled tubing, it is very 
important to define the projected market for the improved system. 

0 Requires the full fluid-suppiy system to 

0 DiEcult to seal drill-pipe connections 
0 Worimg fluid pH is critical to pipe life 

Highopaatingcost 0 Unkfined 
0 Pressure-safetyumcems 0 Undefined 

0 High-pressure putups, hoses, swivel, drill- 

0 Impmved joint-seai design 
0 Ixilling fluid development, pipe materials 

WitbsiaQdhighpresSure Pipe 

Full surface pressurization of the drilling fluid is fundamentally simple in concept, but has a 
number of development problems. Considerable industry effort was devoted to this system, but 
fiuther work was curtailed by the numerous technology needs summarized above and by the 
apparent diminution of perfbrmance enhancement described on page III- 16. There is no current 
industry activity in fU-pressure drilling for conventional holes. In considering the technology 
needs, it should also be remembered that in many of the advanced systems, satisijling one of the 
needs does not make an incremental improvement in the system's acceptability; because all of the 
needs must be met for the system to be considered viable. For the fdl-pressure jet assist, all of 
the high-pressure components must be developed, while the high operating costs and presswe- 
safety concerns might be acceptable in some situations. In general, this system has field- 
demonstrated performance improvement at certain depths, and the principles of its operation are 
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JET ASSISTED 
(multiple 
conduit) 

fairly well understood. Because power requirements are roughly proportional to the product of 
fluid pressure and flow rate, high operating costs are inherent in this system (e. g., pumping 300 
gpm at 20,000 psi will cost %230/hr in &el alone.) Ifthe performance improvement at substantial 
depth can be quantified, then engineering development of this system could be easily defined. 

High pressure losses 
0 Tiiwmsumhgjointmakeup 

Dual pumps and flow channels required 

Largerconduit 
0 Improved joint design 
0 Mdtiumduit swivel, drill-pipe, and bit 

pressure-safetyconcans . undefined - 

Relative to the W-pressure system described above, this method of jet-assist trades off 
reductions in operating cost and pressure-safety concerns for diminished high-pressure flow rate 
and increased mechanical complexity. HowDril had an extensive development program for this 
technology, and TeleJet is pursuing it now. As in the I11-pressure system., technology needs are 
fairly well defined, but there are conflicting data on the performance of high-pressure jets at 
depth, and the actual performance enhancement mechanism is undefined. For this system, the 
multi-conduit drill string components are necessary for operation, while the larger conduit and 
slow joint make-up are situation-specific and might be acceptable under some circumstances. 

JET ASSISTED 
(downhole 
intensifier) 

Not developed to the point of field service 

Dual channels firom intendier to bit 

0 Complete and test intensifier design 

Mdti-umduit drill-pipe and bit 
0 Limited high-- flow rate . Redesign intensifier for higher flow rate (?) 

Downhole intensifiers have been built by FlowDril and designed by m e r  Engineering. 

PROJECTILE 
ASSISTED 

rhis 

0 complexfiringmechanism and magazine Field-test prototype for extended time, 
maylimitlife refine design 

technology eliminates the pressure-safety concerns of the other jet-assist methods, but has limited 
high-pressure flow rate and requires high wear-resistance in the intensxer itself. Again, the 
mechanical design problems for these systems are reasonably well-defined, but the uncertain 
benefit of limited-flow jets at depth has probably slowed pursuit of this concept. 

System does not function in liquid 0 Developpmposed valve system 

This system has demonstrated significant performance improvements in a variety of rock 
types, but it is hindered by its complex mechanism and inability to k c t i o n  in mud. Neither of 
these problems is bdamentally intractable; other complex mechanisms have been made to work 
downhole, and there is at least a conceptual design for valving which would allow fling in a liquid 
column. A private company, Tround International, is pursuing development of this concept, 
although their level of effort is unclear. 
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MUD 
HAMMER 

Designs with total-mud-flow vdving hinder 

Interferes with acoustic or mud-pulse MWD 
0 Damage at hammer-anvil interface 
0 Valve erosion from mud abrasives 
0 Fatigue failure of valve and/or spring 

Use partd flow to drive feciprocatmg 

Develop non-acoustic MWD 
0 Redesign hanuner/anvil interface 
0 Redesign valve (or materials development) 
0 Redesign valve system 

well control mechanism 

The mud-hammer concept has a relatively long history in drilling, with experimental modeis 
having been tested by several entities. Most of these prototypes foundered on problems in the 
valving system, which is the principal difference between mud- and air-hammers. Air-hammers, 
which have been used successlily for years, have no valvesper se, since the compressibility of 
the fluid allows them to hc t ion  by having the hammer open and close ports in the tool body as it 
reciprocates. A Utah company, Novatek, has designed and built a mud-hammer which mitigates 
many of the earlier problems by using only a portion of the total mud flow to operate the valves. 
Their prototype is currently being field-tested for performance and durability; these results should 
be evaluated for possible fbrther development. 

THERMAL 
SPALLATION 

0 Difficult to keep hole in-gauge and straight 
Must (probably) operate in air 

0 Needs umbilical for fuel, air, cooirng water 
Performance varies with rock type 

0 safetyumcems 

Downhole thster/control head 
0 Pursue development of under-liquid system 
0 MultichaMel pipe or downhole separator 
0 Spallationaugmentsmechanical dnlling 
0 Undefined; limited application for oiygas 

Thermal spallation drilling was commercially available fiom Linde Air Division of Union 
Carbide and fiom Browning Engineering, principally used for blast-holes in mining. Several 
factors, including competition from improved drill bits and the increasing cost of fbel, led these 
companies to discontinue their spallation product lines in the mid-l970s, and there is no current 
activity in this field. Although previous systems operated under the constraints listed above, they 
could drill extremely fast (over 100 fVhr in granite demonstrated in the field) in spdable rock. 
Principal opportunities for Mher  development of spallation drilling are probably the followhg: 

0 Spallation system which could be used to augment conventional drilling. This would be 
greatly aided by multi-conduit drill pipe or by development of a downhole separator which 
allows fiel, air, and cooling water to be pumped downhole as a mixture in a single conduit. 

0 Development of a small, coiled-tubing type rig which could mobilize quickly and could reel 
single- or multi-conduit tubing into the hole. 

A British company, Worldrill Corporation, has applied for a European patent on a downhole 
separator, but we know of no other current effort in development of spallation drilling. 
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SPARKDRILL 0 Notdemonstratedasaddhgsystem 
0 Requires electrical conduit downhole 
0 Insulation breakdown fkm high cutrents 
0 Gas generation downhole 

0 Build and demonshate prototype 
0 Electrical conduit in driil-pipe 
0 Undefined 
0 Undefined 

Spark drilling was investigated by Sandia National Laboratories in the late 1970s and is 
currently under development by Tetra Corporation, which holds the major patent in this area. The 
system's major attraction is the possibility of drilling at high penetration rates, but the principal 
technical difficulties have centered around the transmission of high electrical currents to the 
drilling head. Certain proof-of-concept tests have been successful in breaking rock, but 
performance variation with depth and rock type is unknown and electric transmission problems 
are formidable. Much work will be required to translate this technology into a drilling system. 

EXPLOSIVE 
DRILL 

0 Efficiency at depth is not known 
0 Mud flow for cleaning dispases explosive 
0 Explosive must be reliably initiated 
0 Explosive must be counted and tracked 
0 Safety c o n m  with mis-fire 

0 Test prototype or build test facility 
0 Undehed 
0 Develop initiation system 
0 Develop countq and tracking system 
0 Re-co~~jjgure explosive delivery system 

Explosive delivery devices of several configurations have been demonstrated in the laboratory, 
and have shown the potential for high penetration rates. Once the explosives have been delivered 
to the rock face, however, there are sigmficant difficulties with ignition timing, hole cleaning, and 
charge disposal in case of a mis-fie. Performance variation with depth for this system is also 
unknown. There is no known current activity in explosive drilling. 

MICROWAVE Not known if system wil l  operate in liquid 
Must transmit microwave energy downhole 

0 Analysis and testmg to resolve this issue 
Coaxial cable, wave guide, or downhole 
magnetron 

Fundamental experiments in drilling heated rock gave significant performance improvement 
compared to ambient temperature. Microwave heating has the powerlid advantage that it is a 

bulk effect and does not depend of conduction of heat fiom the rock face, but a possible 
mechanism for delivering microwave energy downhole is not at all clear. The system may also 
suffer the handicap of being unable to operate in a liquid column, but this is not completely 
known. There is no known current effort in microwave rock heating. 

ROCK 
MELTERS 
(general) 

Onlyoperateinair 0 Undefmed 
0 Need electrical conduit downhole 0 Electrical conduit in ddl-pipe 
0 Difficult to lift melted rock fiom hole 0 Undehed 
0 Variation in rock behavior when melted 0 Undefined 

The concept of direct rock reduction by melting is attractive because the combination of a 
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ROCK Requirestand-offconml 
MELTERS 

plasma torch) 

Plasma torch requires separate gas for plasma 

0 Laser has low power and efficiency 
(laser, e-beam, E-beam produces X-rays 

non-rotating drill string and a possible glass-lined borehole (reducing or eliminating casing 
requirements) might enable a small, coiled-tubing-like rig which would be relatively cheap in 
capital cost. Los Alamos National Laboratory has done considerable work in rock melting by 
direct contact with an electric heater, and has field-demonstrated small-hole drilling with this 
technique. Electric-resistance melters operate with the constraints listed absve, but the scale 
effect -- power requirements are proportional to the square of hole diameter -- suggests that 
optimum application for this technique is in small scientific, environmental, or thermal gradient 
holes. 

0 lhuster-retmctor control head 
Multi-amduit drill-pipe 
undefined 

0 Use to kerf and augment mechanical 

pmm 

JET 

0 only limited laboratory data on concept 

0 Requires additional fluid for hole cleaning 
0 Requires standdff umtrol 

WATER laminnr-flow Clear Water downhole 

A plasma torch offers the possibility of bulk rock reduction by a combination of melting and 
spallation under the very high temperatures of the plasma. These temperatures also present a 
problem for the survivability of the drilling tools themselves, and delivery of plasma gas, cooling 
water, additional air for hole cleaning, and at least two electrical conductors downhole requires 
dti-conduit drill string. Performance of the torch is also dependent on stand-off distance fiom 
the rock face, so measurement and control of this parameter is required. 

Lasers and electron beams have much more focused energy deposition, and so would require 
rotation if they were the only method of rock reduction. There are other handicaps, such as 
production of X-rays by e-beams and low efficiency of lasers, but these do not fundamentally 
prevent their consideration. It is possible that best use for either a laser or an e-beam is to cut a 
kerf as augmentation of conventional drilling; this would provide rotation and stand-off control 
but would still require electrical or fiber-optic connections downhole. 

0 Develop into prototype d d h g  system 

0 Multi-amduit driu-pipe 
0 Thmter-retmtor control head 

U d & d  

The pulsed-laser water jet is the only fundamentally new rock reduction technique developed 
in the last twenty years, but as a consequence it has more hurdles to becoming a viable drilling 
system than the other methods. PowerPulse Systems is currently engaged in development, at a 
relatively low level, of this technology. 
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0 Multi-channel conduit (gas/liquid/eIectrical) 
0 Electric conductor downhole 
0 

0 Maintenance of stand-off distance 
Maintenance of the borehole diameter and trajectory 

I 
There are other problems which Sec t  multiple systems, but which may not have a technology 
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COMMON PROBLEMS: 

Another way of looking at technology needs is to consider those which apply to more than 
one of the advanced systems. This study has identified a number of problems that a c t  multipie 
systems, and a graphical representation of this is shown below. The concept of common problems 
is sigdicant in that a solution for any one of these would advance the viability of all the systems 
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cross-cut by that specific problem. As discussed above, however, we must remember that most of 
the advanced systems will require solution of multiple problems to gain acceptability. The 
common problems are discussed in the following sections: 
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solution cross-cutting several systems. These are: 

Reduced effectiveness (rate-of-penetration) with depth 
Well control and wellbore stability in the absence of liquids 
The size of the surface system. 

Multi-channel conduit: Many of the systems under consideration require multiple conduits to 
transmit different fluids and/or electrical energy. These include the following applications: 

Jet-assisted drilling: Surface pressure generation of less than the 111 mud flow requires 
dual channel pipe and a complete parallel flow path fiom the pumps to the bit. 
Spark drill: Requires one conduit for drilling fluids and another for electrical power. 
Microwave-assisted drilling: Heating rock with microwaves requires a conduit - either 
coaxial line or wave guide - to transmit the microwave energy and a flow channel for 
either air or water to remove cuttings. Even if the microwave generator can be downhole, 
a second conductor for electrical power would still be needed. 
Thermal spallation: Previous thermal spallation systems need four conduits: air to remove 
cuttings, &el, oxygen for the burner, and iftripping in with a lit burner is to be avoided, a 
fourth conduit for starter power. Development of a downhole separator could eliminate at 
least one of these conduits. 
Explosive drill: The Russian liquid explosive drill described by Maurer (Maurer, 1968) 
required three conduits - fuel, oxidizer, and an initiating compound. fluid used to clear 
the hole would likely require another conduit. 
Pulse-laser water jet: As currently proposed, the pulse-laser water jet requires two fiber 
optic cables for laser transmission and a channel for clean water. It is almost certain that a 
second channel would be needed for fluid to lift the cuttings. 
Rock melters: Laser thermal and e-beam drills need an electrical conduit plus another 
channel for the fluid used to remove cuttings. The electric heater needs an electrical 
conduit for power and a second conduit for nitrogen to lift the cuttings. A plasma arc 
torch would require multiple conduits: power, cooling fluid, plasma gas and, unless the 
cooling flow was adequate, fluid to lift cuttings. 

Multi-conduit pipe has been manufirctured. FlowDril used dual wall pipe for their system and 
TeleJet Technologies has designed multi-conduit pipe for the MultiConTM system. Concentric, 
low-pressure drill pipe has been commercially available in the United States for 25 years. When 
compared to standard drill pipe, multiple conduit pipe is generally heavy, expensive, and diflicult 
to handle. 

Electric Conductor Downhole: This is a subset of multiple-conduit drill pipe discussed above. 
Many systems would benefit fiom cheap and reliable methods of making an electrical connection 
between the surfsce and the bottom of the hole. These include the following: 
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Microwave-assisted drilling: The system needs either microwave transmission downhole 
or electrical transmission downhole for microwave generation. 
Thermal spallation: An electrical connection would allow downhole ignition of the torch. 

0 Spark drill: The spark drill needs to transmit power from the Surface to the drill head. 
Pulse-laser water jet: This system needs fiber-optic connections to the pulsing laser and to 
the monitoring laser. 
Rock melters: A laser-thermal system needs fiber-optic cable for laser transmission. An 
e-beam drill must either transmit beams downhole or provide electrical connection for 
downhole generation. Both the electric heater and the plasma-arc torch require an 
electrical connection. 

A downhole electrical connection would benefit even rotary technology with the use of 
electric drilling motors and other tools, and, especially important, it would provide high data-rate 
transmission for measurement-while-drilling systems. The development of fast, reliable telemetry 
would not only allow the use of current downhole sensors such as pressure, temperature, and 
formation evaluation tools; but would add the development and use of systems to evaluate the 
condition of the bit, to detect kicks almost instantaneously, and to provide data for real-time 
analyses of downhole conditions. 

A number of systems for deploying an electric line while drilling have been developed. The 
Russians developed and used in the field a system, with a phone-jack-like connector at each tool 
joint, to drive electric motors downhole. The Electrodril system developed by General Electric 
used a four-wire cable to drive a downhole electric motor and transmit data while drilling 
(Traynor). The cable was retracted into the kelly with the addition of each joint of drill pipe. 
Both Shell and Exxon worked to develop a method of making electrical connections while drilling 
(McDonald). Shell's system had electrical conduit and cable built into the drill pipe with 
connectors in the tool joints, while the Exxon system deployed excess cable in the drill string and 
pulled out suEcient cable with each addition of drill pipe until the excess was depleted. None of 
these systems was commercially successfid in the drilling industry. 

While no practical method has been developed to make electrical connections every thirty feet 
when using drill pipe, electric cables can be rn in coiled or flexible tubing. The Flexodrill flexible 
drill string, mandactured by Coflexip for Institut Francais du Petrole, was a four-inch (ID), steel- 
reinforced hose containing four electrical conductors (Thiery). Coiled tubing sizes to 4-112" OD 
are currently available, but fatigue strength currently restricts coiled tubing for drill pipe to about 
2-3/8" OD. This size limits fluid flow and, hence, maximum hole size; space for an electrical Wire 
would limit flow even fiuther. 

Maintenance of Borehole Size and Trajectory: Because the borehole must be relatively 
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straight and at a minimum diameter to run casing, maintenance of borehole gauge and trajectory is 
a concern for nearly all of the system concepts that are not rotary hybrids. Conversely, if hole 
diameter goes too far above the minimq this variation will cause problems when cementing the 
casing, and it is essential to be able to deliberately deviate the hole for directional drilling. For the 
systems which do not reduce rock through load-bearing contact with the rock face, a mechanism 
to grip the wellbore wall and aim the drilling head will probably be required. This problem will be 
aggravated by drilling methods which do not leave a relatively smooth, round hole, so it is 
important to iden@ the system requirements for the technology in question. 

0 High-pressure jet drilling: When drilling with high-pressure jets, hole diameter will 
probably be controlled by the speed of advance. In different formations the advance rate 
will have to be adjusted to maintain the desired diameter. For vertical holes, the nozzle 
can simply hang in the well, but the use of a mount to aim the nozzle would give better 
control and would be required if jets are to be used for high angle or horizontal drilling. 
Spark drill: With the spark drill, hole diameter will be controlled by the speed of advance 
so this will have to be adjusted in Werent formations. Direction can be controlled by 
aiming the drilling head fiom a mount (this would have benefited the Sandia system). The 
system proposed by Tetra would control direction by varying the firing order of a spark 
array on the face of the bit. 
T h e d  spallation: Hole diameter is controlled by the speed of advance (Rauenzahn and 
Tester) so advance rate must be varied in different formations. One of the listed benefits 
for thermal spallation is the ability to underream an underground chamber by holding the 
torch at a given depth (Williams 1985, Williams et. al. 1988). For ver t id  holes, the torch 
has usually been hung in the well without special mounts, but a mount would allow better 
control of drilling direction and may be required ifthermal spallation is to be used for high 
angle or horizontal drilling. 
Explosive drill: The hole diameter with an explosive capsule system is at least partly 
dependent on charge size and frequency (Maurer 1968). Maurer also notes that rocks will 
tend to fixture along joints and faults causig explosive drills to create irregular shaped 
holes. Since these devices generally expel explosive fkom the end of the drill pipe, 
advance direction can be controlled by aiming the drill pipe. 
Pulsed-laser water jet: Since no drilling tests have been performed, no definition of hole 
geometry is available, but the theory of operation suggests that the rock surface would be 
excited at resonance and would break in tension. This type of breakage probably occurs 
along joints and faults leading to irregular shaped holes. It is likely that the direction of 
advance for the pulsed-laser water jet will be controlled by the aim of the pulsing laser. 
Non-contact rock melters: As in other systems, hole diameter with non-contact rock 
melters (plasma arc, laser thermal, e-beam) will vary with advance rate and will require 
adjustment in different formations. The direction of advance of the non-contact rock 
melters - plasma arc, laser thermal, e-beam - would be controlled by aiming the drilling 
head. 

0 

0 

0 
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Control of Stand-Off Distance: The efficiency of most systems that do not maintain direct 
contact with the rock is dependent on stand-off: but control of this distance will vary fiom system 

to system. A simple solution is a mechanical probe, but other systems may require more elaborate 
methods. It is not clear, therefore, that a universal stand-off control mechanism, cross-cutting 
several drilling systems, can be developed. Systems which require stand-off control include the 
following: 

High-pressure jet drilling: Past systems have maintained this distance by periodically 
stopping to touch bottom for calibration. An alternate method is use of a probe. 
Spark drill: It may be possible to maintain stand-off distance with a probe. 
Thermal spallation: Efficient thermal spallation depends on the rate of heat transfer to the 
rock, which is in twn dependent on stand-off distance. A mechanical probe may be the 
simplest method, but probe material would be critical in the hot environment. 
Explosive drill: Stand-off is especially important for explosive capsules and shaped-and- 
gauge charges. It is not certain that a mechanical probe would survive, so periodic 
contact with the hole bottom may be the best way of maintaining proper stand-oE 
pulsed-laser water jet: Cutting efficiency is not the issue in stand-off for the pulsed-laser 
water jet. Laminar-flow water is required to transport the laser beam and the distance 
between the water nozzle and hole bottom must be mttllIIllzed to preserve this flow. At 
the same time, rock reduction with this system is relatively violent, so the nozzle could be 
damaged if it is too close to the bottom of the hole. The optimum stand-off to satisfj, 
these conflicting requirements is not yet clear. 
Non-contact rock melters: In general, these systems should operate as close to the bottom 
as possible while minhking the chances of high-temperature damage to the system i M .  
It may be difiicult to find a material that will allow a mechanical probe with these systems. 

. .  . 

Well Control and Borehole Stability: A number of the concepts investigated (projectile-assist, 
microwave, thermal spallation, and pulsed-laser water jet) cannot operate under a ~~.III column of 
liquid, which diminishes the systems' ability to control pressure surges in the welibore and which 
does not contribute to wellbore stability by either the static pressure or the chemical additives in 
drilling mud. Since air-dding is well established, this limitation does not mean that these systems 
are unusable, but it does seriously limit their applicability. Some of these systems can be modified 
to allow them, at least in concept, to operate under a liquid column, but none has been 
demonstrated. Because of the radical differences in operation, it is unlikely that a solution for any 
one of the systems would be applicable to any other. 

In connection with the principle that most formations drill faster with less wellbore pressure, it 
is possible that the quickest way to increase penetration rate with conventional rotary technology 
is to lighten the drilling mud even to the point of underbalanced drilling. The development of 
methods to control formation fluids and maintain borehole stability while drilling underbalanced 
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could significantly increase penetration rate and reduce drilling time. 

Reduced Effectiveness with Depth: As with conventional drilling, several of the advanced 
systems have demonstrated reduced cutting effectiveness at depth. Although this experience is 
not universal, it is common enough to suggest that there is still a need for beuer understanding of 
depth and fluid pressure effects on rock properties as they apply to drilling. More importantly, 
these experiences imply that the first step in the development of any new rock cutting system 
should be to test the performance of the concept at depth. Existing facilities can independently 
simulate pore pressure, rock stress, and borehole fluid pressure at depth. Before spending 
sigdicant resources on system development, unconventional rock-cutting concepts should be 
tested at one of these facilities. 

Size of Surface System: The size, cost, and complexity of the drill rig's surface system is little 
affected by the way we cut rock. Sizes and specifications for the mast, substructure, and 
drawworks are determined by the need to handle casing, and requirements for the mud pumps, 
pits, and mud-cleaning equipment are determined by the need to remove the cuttings, not by how 
the cuttings are produced. About the only equipment that depends on how we cut rock is the 
bottom hole assembly; but it is doubtfbl that any novel rock cutting mechanism will cost less than 
drill collars, stabilizers, and bits. Overall, it is unlikely that sigdcant savings in materials and 
equipment can be achieved by simply changing the way we cut rock. 

Daily operational costs are similar, since crew requirements are determined by the surfhce 
equipment. Rig insurance is determined by capital investment and liability insurance and 
workman's compensation costs are proportional to payroll. 

Significant reduction of drilling costs can only o m  by changing the nature of the surface 
system or by increasing the rate of penetration. Most of the advanced systems have concentrated 
on the rock-cutting mechanism, but certain candidates such as coiled-tubing have the potential for 
serious change in rig configuration. Even though almost all components of the conventional 
surface system are technologically very mature, there may be opportunities for revolutionary 
innovation here. 
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V. COSTAND PERFORMANCE 

OPERATING COSTS 

There are many ways to assess the viability of advanced drilling concgpts. Instead of 
concentrating only on technical feasibility we have also estimated the capital and operating costs 
of advanced systems. Using these estimates, we calculate the performance required from these 
systems to make them commercially competitive with conventional rotary drilling. Due to 
excess equipment and low demand, rig rates today are artificially low. Thus, it is necessary to 
estimate the costs of a conventional rotary drilling system built from all new equipment and 
materials as a basis for equitable comparisons to the expected costs of other systems. We 
estimate performance requirements for advanced systems competing both with existing rigs and 
with newly-built rigs which are more expensive but represent the future market. 

conventional rig from all new equipment and materials. The rental rate for this rig alone would 
be about $12,900 per day. There would be an additional $6,200 per day in operator-incurred 
drill-site charges for a total daily rate of $19,100. These costs and charges are discussed in 
greater detail in Appendix C. Current daily costs for an 18,000-foot rig are about $13,200 
($7,000 rig rate plus $6,200 additional drilling costs to the operator). These estimates of 
operating costs are summarized in the following table. 

We estimate that it would cost about nine-million dollars to build and field an 18,000-foot 

~ _ _ _ _ _  

Estimated Daily Operating Costs for an 18,000-Foot Land Rig 

Rig Rate Operator Charges Daily Costs 

Current land rig $7,000 $6,200 $13,200 
New conventional rig $12,900 $6,200 $1 9,100 

The figures given above are used to estimate performance requirements for the novel drilling 
concepts. In most cases, we present comparisons for both a $13,200 daily cost and a $19,100 
daily cost. A tool or system going on the market today, or in the near future, will have to 
compete with conventional drilling technology at the lower daily rate. However, as the currently 
available rigs are retired and new rigs are built, rig rates will approach the larger figure in the 
table. Thus, concepts with a long development time will likely compete with conventional 
drilling technology at a higher daily cost 
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Presentation of results at the two daily costs given in the above table has another benefit: 
comparison of the performance requirements at different costs indicates the sensitivity of these 
requirements to variations in daily operating costs. 

Basis for Performance Requirements 
System performance requirements are based on all costs incurred in drilling a I2  %-inch hole 

from 4,000 feet to 8,000 feet and completing it with 9 %-inch casing to the surface. System 
requirements were developed for three general drilling conditions defined as soft, medium-hard, 
and hard rock. Definitions and baseline performance estimates are given in the following table 
and discussed in greater detail in Appendix B. 

Rock Definitions and Current Performance 

IADC Series Baseline ROP Bit Life 

Soft rock 5 1 ~  - 5 2 ~  40 feet per hour 90 hours 
Medium-hard rock 5 3 ~  - 6 1 ~  15 feet per hour 90 hours 
Hard rock 6 2 ~  - 7 4 ~  7 feet Der hour 90 hours 

The above table assumes that rate-of-penetration is a direct function of rock hardness; and we 
have treated ROP in this manner throughout this report. This is not entirely correct. since there 
are abrasive shales which are relatively soft and yet slow to drill. In such soft yet slow-to-drill 
rock, the benefits of a system whose cutting ability is related directly to the compressive strength 
of the rock (such as high-pressure jets) will be under-estimated. The best way to interpret the 
results discussed in this report is to remember the assumed penetration-rate to rock-hardness 
relationships indicated in the above table. 

The performance requirements for the various drilling concepts are determined under the 
condition that the cost to drill and complete the 4,000-foot interval are equal to or lower than the 
corresponding costs with conventional rotary technology. 

Rental Tools and Capital Expenses 

tools or as capital items. Rental tools are charged at a fixed rate so they affect performance 
requirements by increasing operating costs without regard to tool life (tool life is taken into 
account in estimating rental rate). Capital items, on the other hand, not only have periodic costs 
for repairs and upkeep, but also have an initial fixed cost that must be distributed over the life of 

Most of the concepts we examined could be introduced to drilling operations either as rental 
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the tool. Thus, for capital items, increased tool life will result in decreased performance 
requirements. 

We analyzed the systems and concepts both as rental tools and as capital equipment. The 
results of analyses as rental tools are presented in tables. The results of analyses as capital 
equipment are presented graphically with the performance requirement as-a function of useful 
life. Some systems do not lend themselves easily to analysis in one form or the other. For 
example, a fully-integrated coil-tubing drill rig would be a capital purchase, not a rental tool. 
However, in our analysis, we estimate a daily operating charge for this system. The daily 
operating charge looks like a rental rate and, thus, the results appear in a table as if the coiled- 
tubing rig were a rental tool. 

CONVENTIONAL ROTARY PERFORMANCE 

In the following sections, we present the performance requirements for various systems and 
concepts developed under the constraint that drilling with these systems cost no more than 
drilling with conventional rotary technology. It is also informative to examine the performance 
of conventional drilling technology. 

We based the performance requirements 
on drilling a 12 %-inch hole from 4,000 feet 
to 8,000 feet and completing it with 9 %-inch 
casing to the surface. Costs associated with 
drilling and completing the interval with 
conventional technology are detailed in 
Appendix B. The breakout of these costs is 
illustrated in the figure at right. As shown, 
the end-of-interval costs (Le. casing, cement, 
logging, testing, etc.) do not vary with 
penetration rate. However, the costs of 
drilling (bits, tripping, and turning on bottom) 
vary significantly with penetration rate. Most 

12 U4-inch hole / 4,000 feet to 8,000 feet 
9 YS-inch casing to surface 

drilling costs: 
bits, tripping, and turning 

$400 - 
logging, testing, etc. 

$200 1 casing & cement / 
$Ol!) ' 10 20 30 ' 4 0 '  50 60 7 0 '  80 90 100 

Rate of Penetration (fph) 

Interval Costs with Conventional 
Rotary Technology 

of the systems and concepts we investigated would affect the costs of drilling. 

attributed to drilling and tripping with a conventional rotary rig are given in the following table. 
For casing-point to casing-point in a well, the estimated percentages of time and cost 
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Drilling and Tripping as a Percentage of All Interval Activity 

Time Cost at $13.2k/day Cost at $19.1k/day 

Soft rock 57% 13% 16% 
Medium-hard rock 77% 27% 33% 
Hard rock 88% 44% 51% 

Drilling and tripping dominate the interval activities in terms of time, however, drilling and 
tripping are not nearly so dominant in terms of cost. The above table indicates that if you can 
make the rock cutting instantaneous and free, you can save 57% of the time but only 13% of the 
cost (at a daily operating rate of $13,200) in soft rock. 

Cost Variations with Hole and Casing Size 

from 4,000 feet to 8,000 feet completed with 9 5/8-inch casing. We investigated the effect on 
costs if the interval were an 8 %-inch hole completed with 7-inch casing. 

The previous table is based on the times and costs associated with a single 12 %-inch hole 

The figure at right gives the cost of 
activities and materials associated with cutting 

2 50% 

u 

- 
v1 rock with a conventional rig as a percentage of 0 

total interval costs for penetration rates up to 
100 feet per hour (fph). Costs accounted for in 

40% 

8 3/4-inch hole / 7-inch casing E 

';I * 

L 

a2 
c) 

9 30% -- 

this figure include bits, tripping, and turning on 
the bottom. This figure is based on $13,200 g 20% .. 

L per day operating cost. -~ 10% 

As shown, rock cutting accounts for a 12 1M-inch hole I 9  %-inch casing 
0% larger percentage of total interval costs in the 0 10 20 30 40 50 60 70 80 90 100 - -  

smaller hole. Drilling costs (bits, tripping, and I ROP (feet per hour) 

turning) decrease significantly with increasing 
penetration rate. At a penetration rate of 60 
fph, the contribution of rock cutting activities 
to total interval costs is on the order of 10%. Only at penetration rates below 10 fph does the cost 
of cutting rock approach 50% of the total interval costs. 

Smaller hole size and casing increases drilling costs as a percentage of total interval cost; but 
using the smaller hole size and casing would affect performance requirements only due to 
differences in the performance capabilities of rotary bits. Generally, smaller bits exhibit shorter 

Drilling Costs as a Percentage 
of Total Interval Costs 
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lives due to increased bearing load. This reduced performance for conventional technology 
would result in decreased performance requirements for the advanced systems. The smaller 
casing size and cost would have no effect on performance requirements. 

Activity Costs 

shown, in soft and medium-hard rock, casing and cement account for over half of the costs 
incurred in the interval. These activities present the greatest opportunity for cost reduction in 
soft and medium-hard rock. In hard rock (at 7-fph penetration rate), the costs of cutting rock 
approach those of completion. 

The following pie charts illustrate all activities in the interval by percentage of total cost. As 

Soft Rock Casing 53.7% 
.7 

Cement 16.3% 

Drillingfkipping 12.9% Logging 15.0% 

Interval Costs by Source 

Medium-Hard Rock Casing 44.9% 

DriilingRripping 27.2% 

Cement 10.4% 

Hard Rock 
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Based on the previous figures, the greatest opportunity for reducing costs through improved 
rock cutting techniques is in hard-rock drilling. That has been the experience of people who have 
attempted to market new techniques for cutting rock. 

Costs and Possible Savings 
The performance requirements were developed under the constraint that the advanced 

technology cost no more than current technology in completing the defined interval. Another 
approach would be to estimate savings given a particular improvement in penetration rate. 

In most cases, merely matching current performance would be insufficient for a system to 
achieve commercial success. A system would need to surpass current performance in order to 
earn acceptance in the drilling industry. With this in mind, the authors investigated the possible 
savings associated with increasing the penetration rate while holding all other factors constant. 
The results, under the assumption of doubling and quintupling the penetration rate, are shown in 
the following figure. 

Based on the same 4,000-foot drilling 
interval used previously, the figure at right 

realized if the penetration rate is increased 

~~~ 

h 

4 $500 
err 

2 $400- 

shows savings in dollars that could be 

while all other factors are held constant. As 
an example of how to interpret this figure, 
consider the possible savings at an ROP of 20 
fph. This figure indicates that doubling the ~ $loo 

.A 
a 

c) 

y1 

- 
F 

DL 
.5 $300 - 

I *  
I $200 1 

I ROP (to 40 fph) would result in savings of 
about $70,000, while quintupling the ROP (to 

double ROP \ 
L 

"0 ' 5  ' 10 15 ' 20 2s 30 ' 35 40 45 50 

100 fph) would yield savings on the order of Rate of Penetration (fph) 

$120,000. Possible Savings Through 
As shown, the possible savings increases Improved Performance 

significantly as penetration rates decrease 
below fifteen to twenty feet-per-hour. This region is a particularly attractive target for systems 
whose primary advantage is to increase the rate of penetration. 

PERFORMANCE REQUIREMENTS 

The following sections discuss the performance requirements for the various systems and 
concepts. Every performance requirement is presented as the necessary ratio of rate-of- 
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penetration to current capability. Thus, a requirement of two indicates that the advanced 
technology needs to double the current penetration rate. Ranges, generated by varying the cost 
estimates of the advanced technology by +25%, are given for each system and rock hardness. 
The definitions of soft, medium-hard, and hard rock are given in Appendix B. 

A number of rotary-assisted concepts (jet-assisted, thermal-assisted, projectile-assisted, etc.) 
require special bits. There will be an increased cost for these bits. A 12 %-inch tungsten-carbide 
insert (TCI) rock bit currently costs about $13,000. For the special bits, the necessary machining, 
materials, and rework can be completed for under $4,000 in most cases. If a technology grows 
sufficiently to support the regular use and sale of the special-built bits, they will likely be priced 
about 25% to 50% above costs. However, until such bits become regular tools, the bit companies 
will treat their manufacture as special builds and past experience indicates a 50% to 100% mark- 
up on the cost of the bit. For this analysis, we have used a cost of $26,000 for all special-built 
bits. 

In considering performance requirements of tools as capital items, we assumed that two units 
had to be available at the drill rig. The cost of each unit is based on a 100% markup above the 
cost estimates to build the device: a tool costing $50,000 to build is assumed to cost $100,000 to 
purchase. The estimated maintenance costs are inflated 25%. 

The following table summarizes the performance requirements of rental tools when $13,200 
is used as the daily cost for conventional rotary technology. Requirements assuming a $19,100 
daily cost are given in the following sections. 
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Fully integrated coiled-tubing rig 
Jet-assist 

Surface pressure generation 
Positive-displacement DHP 
Centrifugal DHP 

Projectile-assist 
Microwave-assist 
Mud hammer 
Thermal spallation 

Downhole separation 
Spark drill 
Explosive drill 
Pulse laser-water jet (3,500-hr life) 
Rock melters 

Summary of ROP Requirements 
($13,200 daily cost for a conventional rotary rig) 

1.5 - 3.5 

> 3.4 
1.7 - 2.0 
1.6-  1.8 
2.2 - 3.2 

? 

1.4 - 1.6 

1.1 - 1.4 
? 
? 

- 2.5 
? 

Soft Medium Hard 
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1.4 - 2.3 

2.2 - 5.0 
1.6 - 1.9 
1.5 - 1.7 
2.0 - 2.5 

? 

1.3 - 1.5 

1.1 - 1.3 
? 
3 

- 1.7 
? 

1.4 - 2.1 

1.9 - 3.4 
1.6 - 1.9 
1.5 - 1.7 
1.9 - 2.3 

? 
1.3 - 1.5 

1.1 - 1.2 
? 

? 
- 1.5 

? 



Cost & PerformanceKT Drill Rig 

COILED-TUBING DRILL RIG 

The estimated costs to build and field a coiled tubing drilling system are compared to a 
similar-size conventional rig in the following table. Both rigs are designed to be capable of 
drilling to 18,000 feet. Coiled tubing is currently used in drilling operations; however, these rigs 
are not capable of drilling full hole to 18,000 feet. 

Drilling System Cost Comparison 

Sub-system 
Coiled Tubing Drill Rig Conventional Rig 

Cost (thousands) Cost (thousands) 

Mast & substructure 
Power generation equipment 
Draw w orks 
Hydraulic jack 
Coiled tubing drive unit 
Mud pumps & high-pressure equipment 
Mud conditioning equipment 
BOP equipment 
Rotating equipment 
Traveling & pipe handling equipment 
Instrumentation 
Miscellaneous equipment 
Tubing &BHA 
Rig assembly & test 

$180 
$1,233 

--- 

$280 
$250 

$1,002 
$349 
$875 
--- 

$182 
$72 

$360 
$299 
$480 

$973 
$1,233 

$782 
--- 

--- 

$1,008 
$349 
$875 
$92 

$625 
$77 

$409 
$975 
$680 

Sub-total 
Contingency (5%)  
Taxes (8%) 

$5,562 $8,078 
$278 $404 
$467 $679 

Total $6,307 $9,161 

The coiled tubing rig will have significantly lower capital cost than a conventional drill rig. 
In the $6.3-million total for the coiled tubing rig, there are $4.9 million in capital equipment and 
$500 thousand in expendable materials and equipment. The remaining costs are taxes and 
assembly. 
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The daily operating costs for the coiled tubing rig are compared to the daily operating costs 
for the conventional rig in the following table. The assumptions employed in these estimates are 
discussed in Appendix C. 

Comparison of Daily Operating Costs 
~~ 

Coiled Tubing Rig Conventional Rig 

Long-term debt 
Short-term debt 
Maintenance 
Labor 
Office support 
Insurance 
Fuel 

~~~~ 

$2,600 
$2,300 
$1,200 
$2,300 

$500 
$200 

$1,200 

$3,400 
$2:700 
$1,700 
$2,700 

$500 
$300 

$1,600 

Total $10,300 $12,900 

When compared to the conventional system, the coiled tubing system has lower costs for 
long-term debt, short-term debt, and maintenance. These are due to the lower cost of both capital 
and expendable equipment. The reduced labor costs are due to the use of one less rig hand on the 
coiled tubing rig. The lower insurance cost reflects the decreased capital investment. 

The coiled tubing rig would also have the drill-site charges of $6,200 per day discussed in 
Appendix C. This brings the total operating cost to $16,500 per day. 

Performance Requirements 

be solved, we predict that a coiled tubing rig would reduce operating costs by about $2,500 per 
day. However, these costs do not include drilling motors which currently rent for between $230 
to $400 per hour depending on size and design. The addition of a drilling motor can easily 
absorb the savings in daily operating costs. 

Based on the projected operating costs and assuming $270 per hour for a drilling motor, the 
following table gives estimates of the performance requirements for the coiled tubing rig when 
compared to conventional rotary technology based on both current rig rates and on our estimates 
of operating costs for a rig built from new materials and equipment. 

Assuming technical problems concerning fatigue strength and flow capacity of the tubing can 
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Coiled Tubing Rig Performance Requirements 

Operating cost for comparison $13,200 per day $19,100 per day 

Soft rock 
Medium-hard rock 

1.5 - 3.5 
1.4 - 2.3 

0.9 - 1.6 
- 1.0 - 1.5 

Hard rock 1.4 - 2.1 1.0- 1.4 

There is no particular reason to believe that a coiled-tubing rig should be able to drill faster 
than a conventional rig. The coiled tubing rig makes sense primarily if the costs of drilling 
motors can be reduced such that drilling with coiled tubing is cheaper than drilling with a 
conventional rig. The ability to run a wireline inside coiled tubing does open the possibility of 
using electric motors which may be cheaper than current turbines or positive-displacement 
motors. 
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JET-ASSISTED DRILLING 

TeleJet Technologies System Costs 

1995) are compared to our estimates of the costs to build and field a simil_ar-size conventional rig 
in the following table. 

The estimated costs to build and field the TeleJet Technologies (MultiConTM) system (Schuh 

Drilling System Cost Comparison 

TeleJet Technologies System' Conventional Rig 
Sub-system Cost (thousands) Cost (thousands) 

Mast & substructure 
Power generation equipment 
Drawworks 
Mud pumps & high-pressure equipment 
Annular fluid system 
Return fluid system 
MultiCon fluid system 
BOP equipment 
Rotating equipment 
Traveling & pipe handling equipment 
Instrumentation 
Miscellaneous equipment 
Tubing &BHA 
Rig assembly & test 

$1,145 
$2,756 
$1,153 
$2,264 

$476 
$703 
$160 
$725 

$1,040 
$2,432 

$264 
$507 

$2,145 
$300 

$973 
$1,233 

$782 
$1,008 

$349 

$875 
$92 

$625 
$77 

$409 
$975 
$680 

--- 

--- 

Sub-total 
Contingency ( 5 % )  
Taxes (8%) 

$16.070 $8,078 
--- $404 

$1,286 $679 

Total $17,356 $9,161 

'Frank J. Schuh, Drilling Technology Inc., MdriConrM Drilling System Economics, January 1995 

The MultiConTM rig will have significantly higher capital cost than a conventional drill rig. 
In the $17.4-million total for the MultiConTM rig, there are $13.1 million in capital equipment 
and $2.7 million in expendable materials and equipment. The remaining costs are taxes and 
assembly. 
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The daily operating costs for the MultiConTM rig are compared to the daily operating costs for 
conventional rig in the following table. These estimates are those of the authors. They were 
neither made nor endorsed by either TeleJet Technologies or Drilling Technology. The 
assumptions employed in these estimates are discussed in Appendix C. 
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Comparison of Daily Operating Costs 
~ ~ 

TeleJet Technologies Rig Conventional Rig 

Long-term debt 
Short-term debt 
Maintenance 
Labor 
Office support 
Insurance 
Fuel 

$7,200 $3,400 
$5,800 $2,700 
$3,600 $1,700 
$2,700 $2,700 

$500 $500 
$600 $300 

$3,600 $1,600 

Total $24,000 $12,900 

Compared to the conventional system, the MultiConTM system has significantly higher costs 
for long-term debt, short-term debt, and maintenance. These are due to the higher cost of both 
capital and expendable equipment. Labor and overhead are unchanged. The increase in 
insurance reflects the increased capital investment. The increased fuel costs, when compared to 
the baseline rig, are primarily due to the increased horsepower needed for the high-pressure 
pumps. 

Appendix C. This brings the total estimated operating cost to $30,200 per day. 
The MultiConm rig would also have the drill-site charges of $6,200 per day discussed in 

MultiConTM Rig Performance Requirements 
Using the estimated operating costs above, the following table gives estimates of the 

performance requirements for the MultiConTM rig when compared to conventional rotary 
technology both for current rig rates and for our estimates of operating costs of a rig built from 
new materials and equipment. 
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MultiConTM Rig Performance Requirements - 

Operating cost for comparison $13,200 per day $19,100 per day 

Soft rock 
Medium-hard rock 
Hard rock 

> 3.4 
2.2 - 5.0 
1.9 - 3.4 

1.5 - 6.3 
- 1.4 - 2.7 

1.3 - 2.2 

Our calculations indicate that the MultiConTM system would need to increase penetration rate 
by a factor of 3.4 or greater to compete with current rig rates in soft rock. This would require 
penetration rates in excess of 130 feet per hour. The indicated requirements in medium and hard 
rock are not as stringent as in soft rock. When compared to the predicted operating cost for a 
new rig, the performance requirements for the MultiConm rig are significantly reduced. 

system performance (Schuh 1995). He gives currently available data in the region from about 
one to ten hydraulic horsepower per square inch and predicts performance in the region of 
twenty-five to thirty hydraulic horsepower per square inch. Making assumptions concerning the 
effects of cavitation coupled with both linear and exponential curve fits, ROP's an order-of- 
magnitude faster than currently possible are indicated. Based on these numbers, Schuh predicts 
20% to 40% reductions in drilling costs. As shown in the above table, our calculations indicate 
that an order of magnitude increase in penetration rate would be more than adequate to make the 
MultiConTM system competitive. 

Schuh makes penetration-rate predictions based on extrapolation of current data to expected 

TeleJet Technologies ' Estimates 
Schuh estimates dayrates for the MultiConm system as well as for current and new 

conventional rigs (Schuh 1995). These estimates are given in the following table. 

Tele Jet Technologies Dayrate Estimates' 

Current 18,000-foot conventional rig 
New conventional rig 
MultiConm rig 

High-pressure drilling 
Other operations 

$5,723 
$8,493 

$16,436 
$13,83 1 

'Frank J. Schuh, Drilling Technology, Inc., MultiConTM Drilliti,g System Economics, January 1995 
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Schuh specifies different rates depending on whether or not high-pressure operations are in 
progress. The primary differences between Schuh's high-pressure estimate and our estimate are 
in maintenance costs and the way equipment costs and replacement are treated. Schuh argues 
that mud costs for the MultiConTM rig would be reduced by 80% when compared to a 
conventional rig (Schuh correspondence). Using Schuh's numbers would-result in reduced 
performance requirements. 

The feasibility of the TeleJet Technologies system depends on increased rate of penetration. 
Schuh's performance estimates exceed the necessary increases, whether our cost estimates or 
Schuh's cost estimates. are used. 

Positive Displacement Downhole Intensifier Costs 
Estimated costs for a positive displacement downhole intensifier are given below. These 

estimates are based on a qualitative analysis of the device and were neither made nor endorsed by 
Flow Dril . 

Estimated Costs - Positive Displacement Downhole Intensifier 

Initial cost 
General repair cost 

~ ~~ 

$80,000 
$7,500 

Mean time between repair 80 hours 
Repair time 10 days 
Useful life 40 repair cycles 

Based on these numbers, we estimate that the pump would rent for about $310 per hour. The 
standby charge would be about $30 per hour. Using these estimates and a $26,000 bit cost; the 
performance requirements for a positive-displacement downhole intensifier are given in the 
following table. 

Performance Requirements - Positive Displacement Downhole Intensifier 

operating cost $13,200 per day $19,100 per day 

soft rock 1.7 - 2.0 1.5 - 1.7 
medium-hard rock 1.6 - 1.9 1.4- 1.7 
hard rock 1.6 - 1.9 1.4 - 1.6 
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We predict that a 60% to 90% increase in the penetration rate would be necessary for a 
positive displacement downhole pump to be cost effective at current operating rates. 

Centrifugal Downhole Intensifier Costs 
Estimated costs for a centrifugal downhole intensifier are given below. These estimates are 

based on a qualitative analysis of the device and were neither made nor endorsed by Maurer 
Engineering. 

Estimated Costs - Centrifugal Downhole Intensifier 

Initial cost 
General repair cost 
Mean time between repair 
Repair time 

$50,000 
$6,000 

80 hours 
10 days 

Useful life 40 repair cycles 

Based on these estimates, we estimate that the pump would rent for about $250 per hour. 
The standby charge would be about $20 per hour. Using these estimates and a $26,000 bit cost, 
the required performance for a centrifugal downhole intensifier is given in the following table. 

~ ~~ ~ ~~ 

Performance Requirements - Centrifugal Downhole Intensifier 

operating cost $13,200 per day $19,100 per day 

soft rock 1.6 - 1.8 1.4 - 1.6 
medium-hard rock 1.5 - 1.7 1.4 - 1.5 
hard rock 1.5 - 1.7 1.4 - 1 .s 

We predict that a 50% to 80% increase in penetration rate would be necessary for a 
centrifugal downhole pump to be cost effective at current daily costs. 

Intensifier Requirements as a Capital Item 
We also considered the performance requirements of downhole intensifiers if purchased, 

instead of rented. Figures 4 through 9 show the projected performance requirements in soft, 
medium-hard, and hard rock. The upper curve in each of the figures assumes a basic operating 
cost of $13,200 per day. The lower curve assumes a basic operating cost of $19,100 per day. 
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These curves indicate performance requirements that are comparable to the lower bound for 
the requirements of the tools when considered rental items. As was found in  the analysis as 
rental tools, lower rig rates result in higher performance requirements for the downhole pumps to 
be competitive. 

The relationship between device life and performance requirements israpparent in the figures. 
Judging from these curves, it is important for the devices to attain a life on the order of 1,500 
hours to 2,000 hours or longer in order to reduce the penetration rate requirements. 

displacement pump. This is a reflection of the difference in the estimated costs. Based on 
currently anticipated output pressures and flow rates, the positive-displacement pump should be 
capable of higher performance than the centrifugal pump. 

In general, the centrifugal pump has slightly lower requirements than the positive 
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PRO JECTILE-ASSISTED DRILLING 

Estimated costs for the Tround system are given the following table. These estimates are 
based on a qualitative analysis of the system and were neither made nor endorsed by Tround 
International. 

Projectile Drilling Costs and Characteristics 

Initial cost 
Maintenance 

Useful life 
Cartridge cost 
Firing rate 

$150,000 
$1,000 per well 

plus $75,000 each 1,000 hours 
2,000 hours 

50d each 
1 Der minute 

Performance Requirements as a Rental Device 

about $80 per hour. Because the Tround system cannot operate in a liquid environment. it was 
evaluated against general air-drilling operations. 

the performance requirements for a projectile-assist drilling system are given in the following 
table. 

We estimate that the tool would rent for about $370 per hour. The standby charge would be 

Using a $370 per hour rental charge, an $80 per hour standby charge, and a $26,000 bit cost; 

Performance Requirements - Projectile Assisted Drilling 

base operating cost $13,200 per day $19,100 per day 

soft rock 2.2 - 3.2 1.9 - 2.5 
medium-hard rock 2.0 - 2.5 1.7 - 2.1 
hard rock 1.9 - 2.3 1.6 - 2.0 

The first column in the table assumes a base operating cost of $13,200 per day. In soft rock, 
we estimate that the Tround system must increase performance by a factor of two to three in 
order to compete with current technology. This would require penetration rates on the order of 
150 fph to 250 fph. In medium rock, the Tround system would have to drill about two to two and 
a half times faster than current technology and, in hard rock about twice as fast. The second 
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column in the table uses an operating cost of $19,100 per day. As shown in this column, 
increasing the operating cost reduces the performance requirements. 

Performance Requirements as a Capital Item 
We also estimated the performance requirements of a projectile-assisted system if purchased, 

instead of rented. Figures 10 through 12 show the projected performance requirements in soft, 
medium-hard, and hard rock respectively. The upper curve in each of the figures assumes a basic 
operating cost of $13,200 per day. The lower curve assumes a basic operating cost of $19,100 
per day. As was found in the analysis as a rental, lower rig rates result in higher performance 
requirements for the tool to be competitive. 

These figures indicate that a useful life of 1,500 hours to 2,000 hours is necessary to 
minimize performance requirements. Assuming an adequate tool life, the predicted performance 
requirements in these figures are generally lower than those predicted when the device was 
considered a rental tool. 

Based on the data provided by Tround and included in the description of the Tround System, 
this system appears to be capable of meeting performance requirements as either a rental tool or 
capital equipment. 
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Tround Response 

following points (Juliana): 
Personnel at Tround International reviewed a draft of this section and responded with the 

1. 

2.  

3. 

4. 

5 .  

6. 

Manufacturing cost of $150k is very conservative to build a projectile-assisted drilling 
system. Initial cost would approach $250k to $300k. Production buys of 100 plus units 
would significantly reduce the costs. 

Maintenance costs of $1,000 per well are reasonable. The interior mechanism was designed 
to handle 200-300,000 rounds before failure which equates to 5,000 hours of use. If the gun 
mechanism required replacement, the cost would be no more than $20,000. Repairs could be 
done within three days. 

Cartridge costs were estimated by Tround to be less than $1 .OO. However, more design 
studies are necessary to generate confidence in the cost. The Bureau of Alcohol, Tobacco 
and Firearms has ruled that the Tround Drill is an industrial tool and not a firearm. The 
ammunition is Class C and requires no special permits for transportation. There are no toxic 
products of combustion in the plastic materials used in the cartridge case. 

Tround's 16-inch bit assemblies cost about $12,000. The cost is a direct function of borehole 
size. 

Whenever the word projectile is used the word ceramic should precede it. 

You may want to comment on the straightness of the bore that is achievable using the Tround 
projectile-assisted drilling technology and, also, the ability to obtain seismic feedback for 
determining strata conditions and bit location. 

In regular production, Tround expects the cost of the system to be about $100,000. Using 
this value yields an estimated rental charge of $320 per hour and a standby charge of $55 per 
hour. Using a 5,000-hour life, yields a $280 per hour rental charge and a $35 per hour standby 
charge. The average of these estimates is a $300 per hour rental charge and a $45 per hour 
standby charge. The predicted performance requirements using these values are given in the 
following table. 
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Performance Requirements - Projectile Assisted Drilling 
($300/hr rental & $45kr stand-by) 

base operating cost $13,200 per day $19., 100 per day 

soft rock 1.9 - 2.5 1.7 - 2.0 
medium-hard rock 1.8 - 2.1 1.6 - 1.8 
hard rock 1.8 - 2.1 1.5 - 1.8 

The performance requirements given in the above table are lower than those developed using 
our estimates of system costs. 
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THERMAL-ASSISTED ROTARY DRILLING 

Energy Requirements 
If the initial and final temperatures are specified, rough estimates of the power requirements 

for the microwave transmitter can be made. Maurer gives estimates of thermal properties for a 
number of materials and types of rock (Maurer 1968). Based on Maurer's data, the values in the 
following table are considered typical. 

~ 

Typical Thermal Properties of Rock 
~~ 

Specific gravity 2.6 g/cm3 
Specific heat 0.24 cal/g"C 
Melting temperature 1300°C 

The work at the Bureau of Mines investigated effects for temperatures up to about 1100°C. 
Assuming an initial temperature of 50°C and using the data in the above table, then a 12 %-inch 
hole requires about 18 kW/fph penetration rate. 

Equipment 

microwave generator and the transmission line. The microwave generator will contain a 
magnetron. It is doubtful that currently available magnetrons could withstand the shock and 
vibration environment of the bottom-hole assembly in drilling. If a more rugged magnetron 
cannot be developed, the microwave generator would need to be located on the surface. The 
following table gives output power and approximate costs for various microwave generators. 
These units are complete generators including the magnetron and power supply. The largest unit 
given in the table, 60 kW, would be adequate for drilling at about three feet per hour. 

The primary equipment additions necessary for microwave-assisted drilling are the 

Commercially Available Microwave Generators 

Output Power cost  

1 kW 
3 k W  
8 k W  

60 kW 

$200 to $2,000 
$10,000 
$30,000 

$70.000 to $80,000 
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If the generator is located on the surface, the microwave energy would need to be transmitted 
downhole either through a waveguide or a co-axial transmission line Both-square and round 
waveguide are available. The approximate cost of waveguide and co-axial transmission line are 
given in the following table. 

Transmission Line Characteristics and Costs 

Co-axial transmission line: 
Size 
Power rating 
cost  
Size 
Power rating 
cost  

Waveguide: 
Size 
Frequency range 
cost 
Size 
Frequency range 
cost  

4-inch nominal 
2 MW peak 125 kW average 

$45 per linear foot 
3-inch nominal 

1 M W  peak I 12 kW average 
$35 per linear foot 

9.75-inch by 4.875-inch 
750 MHZ to 1.12 Ghz 

$40 per linear foot 
7.7-inch by 3.8-inch 

960 MHZ to 1.45 MHZ 
$40 Der linear foot 

Exceeding the maximum rating of the co-axial line will result in dielectric breakdown. 
Exceeding the average rating for an extended period will result in excessive heating. As shown, 
even the four-inch co-axial line has only adequate power capacity for about one foot-per-hour. 
The waveguide would have no problems even at power levels of 500 kW. However, even if the 
waveguide were flexible and rugged enough, the dimensions given in the above table would 
make it difficult to use for power transmission in drilling. 

The transmission of microwave energy in drilling will encounter problems in capacity and/or 
size. Additionally, the $35/foot to $45/foot would add significant cost to the operation. Ideally, 
drill pipe or coiled tubing might work as the transmission line. But any irregularities on the inner 
surface would result in reflected energy. Special pipe or tubing would be necessary; and the cost 
of such pipe is not known. 

Microwave-assisted rock cutting may be practical where an open surface exists on which to 
work. However, this concept faces a number of challenging technical problems before it can be 
applied in a downhole drilling system. 
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MUD HAMMER 

Estimated costs for a downhole mud hammer are given below. These estimates are based on 
a qualitative analysis of the device and were neither made nor endorsed by-Novatek. Based on 
the these numbers, we estimate that the hammer would rent for about $230 per hour. The 
standby charge would be about $40 per hour. 

Estimated Mud Motor Costs and Operating Characteristics 

Initial investment $30,000 
General repair cost $7,200 
Mean time between repair 120 hours 
Repair time 10 days 
Useful life 6 repair cycles 

Performance as a Rental Tool 
Using a $230-per-hour rental charge and a $40-per-hour standby charge, the required 

performance for a mud hammer is given in the following table. 

Mud Hammer Performance Requirements 

Daily operating cost $1 3,200 per day $19,100 per day 

Soft rock 
Medium-hard rock 

1.4 - 1.6 
1.3 - 1.5 

1.3 - 1.4 
1.2 - 1.4 

The effect of rig rate on performance requirements is evident in the estimates. At current 
rates ($13.2k/day), a 50% increase in penetration rate would be necessary for the hammer to be 
competitive with conventional drilling in soft rock. The performance requirements are reduced 
in medium-hard and hard rock. We gave the hammer no credit for increased bit life which would 
reduce the performance requirements. 

Performance Requirements as a Capital Item 

instead of rented. Figures 13 through 15 show the projected performance requirements in soft, 
medium-hard, and hard rock respectively. The upper curve in each of the-figures assumes a daily 

We also considered the performance requirements of a downhole mud hammer if purchased 
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operating cost of $13.2k per day. The lower curve assumes an operating cost of $19.lk per day. 
As was found in the analysis of the mud hammer as a rental tool, lower rig-rates result in higher 
performance requirements to be competitive. 

Our estimate of the useful life of the mud hammer is 720 hours (6 cycles, 120 hours each). 
Based on Figures 13 through 15. the hammer needs to attain a life of 500 hours to 1000 hours to 
operate on the flat portion of the curve. Assuming a sufficiently long life, these curves predict 
lower performance requirements than when the hammer was analyzed as a rental tool. 
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THERMAL SPALLATION - DOWNHOLE SEPARATOR 

Estimated Manufacture and Maintenance Costs 
The following table gives our estimates of the costs associated w i h  downhc,; separation an( 

thermal spallation. The estimates for the downhole unit are broken out. The surface unit 
includes pipes, valves, mixing, flow control, fuel storage, and pumps. 

Cost Estimates - Downhole Separation System 

Downhole unit 
Main body and bearings 

Centrifugal separation unit 
Downhole storage and burner 

Turbine and ignition system 
Miscellaneous valves and piping 

$20 , 000 

$45,000 
$3 0,000 
$20,000 
$15,000 

Total downhole unit $130,000 

Maintenance 
General maintenance costs 
Mean time between repair 

Useful life 

Surface system 
Mixing and flow control 

Fuel tanks and pumps 

General maintenance costs 
Maintenance frequency 

Maintenance 

$20,000 
500 hours 
20 cycles 

$40,000 
$15,000 

$6,000 
annual 

Useful life 10 years 

A downhole ignition system is desirable for restart and also to eliminate the necessity of 
tripping a burning torch. A system that provides ignition spark periodically is attractive to 
eliminate the need for communication with the surface. The turbine is preferred over a battery 
system on the basis of life. 

The maintenance estimate for the downhole unit is based on comparison to drilling motors. 
Maintenance on motors is around $10,000 every 150 hours to 200 hours for bearings and seals. 
The thermal spallation unit is significantly more complex and has more moving parts than a 
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drilling motor. However, it does not operate in the abrasive environment of drilling mud and it 
would not be required to carry the axial load of a motor. Thus, the maintenance costs would be 
expected to be higher, but the mean time between repairs should be longer. 

Performance as a Rental Tool 
Based on the estimated costs, we predict that a downhole separation unit would rent for 

about $125 per hour and the stand-by charge would be about $15 per hour. This rate is sensitive 
to the estimated mean-time-between-repair. The rental charge for the surface system, including 
flow control, fuel tanks, and pumps is estimated to be $20 per hour. 

generally brought on site for air drilling operations. We assumed that this capacity could supply 
air not only for debris lift but also for burning. Kerosene currently costs about $0.95 per gallon. 
Maurer estimates fuel usage in thermal spallation between twenty-five and fifty gallons per hour 
(Maurer 1980). Rinaldi estimated fuel usage at forty gallons per hour. Using forty gallons of 
kerosene per hour yields $38 per hour for fuel. 

Using a total $145 per hour rental charge, a $38 per hour fuel charge, and a $15 per hour 
standby charge, the required performance for the downhole separation system is given in the 
following table. 

Thermal spallation requires air and fuel. Two 1,000 psi, 1,200 scfm compressors are 

Performance Requirements - Downhole Separation Tool 

Daily operating cost $13,200 per day $19,100 per day 

Soft rock 1.1 - 1.4 1.1 - 1.3 
Medium-hard rock 1.1 - 1.3 1.1 - 1.2 
Hard rock 1.1 - 1.2 1.1 - 1.2 

These estimates assume that the system can drill from casing-point to casing-point without 
tripping. In hard rock, little improvement over conventional technology is needed for the 
downhole separation system to be cost effective. Based on reported performance characteristics, 
there is little doubt a thermal spallation system could meet these requirements in at least some 
formations. 

Performance Requirements as a Capital Item 
We also considered the performance requirements of a thermal spallation system employing 

downhole separation if purchased, instead of rented. Figures 16 through 18 show the projected 
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performance requirements in soft, medium-hard, and hard rock respectively. The upper curve in 
each of the figures assumes a basic operating cost of $13,200 per day. The  lower curve assumes 
a basic operating cost of $19,100 per day. As was found in the analysis as a rental tool, lower rig 
rates result in higher performance requirements for the thermal spallation system to be 
competitive. 

downhole separation unit was considered a rental system. The predicted life of the system is 
10,000 hours (20 cycles at 500 hourskycle). As shown in the figures, so long as the system 
achieves a life on the order of 3,000 hours or longer, it is working against a fairly flat portion of 
the required-performance curves. 

The requirements shown i4 Figures 16 through 18 are comparable to those found when the 
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SPARK DRILL - TETRA COST ESTIMATES 

Because of the rise times and current levels involved with a spark-drill, ordinary power 
supplies and transmission lines will not suffice with a spark drilling system. Because of our 
inability to define these components in sufficient detail, we were unable to make reasonable 
estimates of their costs. This precludes making assessments of performance requirements. 

correspondence): 
Moeny gives the following information concerning the expected cost of the system (Moeny 

Topside power requirements: 1 M W  

Estimated production cost: about $1.5 million 
Lifetime between overhauls: 100- 150 holes 1 km deep depending on rock properties 
Cost per overhaul: $100- 150k 
Maintenance cost per hole (electrode servicing): $1 -2k 
Drilling rate: 30 metershour in hard granite 

Tetra estimates it will take about $10M to develop the first prototype drill, based on research 
they have conducted to date. 
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EXPLOSIVE DRILL 

Costs associated with an explosive drill system were not considered in more than a 
qualitative manner. These costs include the following: 

0 the explosives, 

0 storage and handling facilities, 
0 a system to introduce the explosives into the drill string, 

an assembly to eject or position the explosives at the hole bottom, and 
additional instrumentation to monitor explosive input and ignition. 

0 

0 

There may be a need for the development of a reamer to work behind the explosive system to 
assure hole gauge. It is also probable that some precautions would be necessary for shock 
isolation. 

The explosives are expected to be relatively expensive. Maurer confirms these expectations 
with a statement that the high cost could limit application of the system (Maurer 1980). It is also 
expected that the explosive handling and introductory system would be relativeIy expensive. 
Robinson proposed a magazine just above the swivel. This magazine would be reloaded 
periodically and would alternately inject shape and gauge charges at timed intervals. 

In a system designed for the explosive to assist rotary drilling, special bits would be required. 
In a pure explosive drill system, the bit and at least some of the drill collars could be eliminated, 
but it may be necessary to include a reamer to assure maintenance of hole gauge. 

An explosive drilling system would need all or nearly all of the current surface system. Mud 
pumps and a mud cleaning system would be necessary. The mast, substructure, drawworks, and 
hoisting system would be necessary for handling drill pipe and casing. Diesel-electric generators 
would be needed to drive the surface system. It is not likely that an explosive system would 
result in lower capital or operating costs than conventional technology. 
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ROCK MELTERS - PERFORMANCE REQUIREMENTS 

Energy Consumption 
Regardless of the technology employed, the energy required to melt a given rock is constant. 

The calculation of this energy yields basic requirements for all rock melting systems. Maurer 
gives estimates of thermal properties for a number of materials and types of rock (Maurer 1968). 
Based on Maurer's data, the values in the following table are considered typical. 

Representative Thermal Properties of Rock 

Specific gravity 
Specific heat 
Melting temperature 

2.6 gicm' 
0.24 cal/g"C 

1300°C 
Latent heat of fusion 80 cal/g 

While the data in the above table can be considered representative of most rock, there are 
significant exceptions. The melting temperature of sandstone (1650°C) is 25% higher, and the 
heat of fusion of basalt (100 cal/gm) is 25% larger, than the values given above. Limestone 
decomposes to calcium oxide and carbon dioxide, at 895 "C requiring 425 cal/g. The total energy 
requirements for melting limestone would be significantly underestimated if no account is made 
for this decomposition. 

If the initial temperature and hole size are specified, the general rock properties can be used 
to estimate the rate at which energy must be input to the rock to attain a given rate-of-penetration. 
Using an initial temperature of 50°C and a 12 %-inch diameter hole, the power required to melt 
one foot of rock in one hour is about 27 kW. Maurer gives 4,000 J/cm3 to 5,000 J/cm3 as the 
specific energy required to fuse rock (Maurer 1968 / Maurer GRI). The 27-kW power 
requirement to drill one foot per hour in a 12 %-inch hole translates to 4,200 J/cm3. The 
necessary power to melt rock is directly proportional to the rate of melting. If we assume 50% 
efficiency in delivering heat to the rock, in excess of 50 kW of thermal energy must be delivered 
to the hole bottom for every foot-per-hour of penetration rate we hope to achieve. This value is 
at the lower end of the necessary energy requirements predicted in the ARPA-Bureau of Mines 
study (Olson). 

devices. The energy requirements for rock melting vary linearly with penetration rate but by the 
square of the diameter. Thus a six-inch rock melter would require only a fourth of the energy for 

Using a 12 '/-inch diameter borehole as the basis for comparison does not favor rock melting 
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a given penetration rate as a twelve-inch device (13 kW/fph as opposed to 5 1 kW/fph at 50% 
efficiency) and a three-inch device would only require a sixteenth as muchenergy (3.2 kwlfph). 

General Rock Melter Drilling Rig 
Rock melting systems do not need to rotate. Thus, these systems can employ a coiled tubing 

drilling system without the financial penalty associated with drilling motors. The operating cost 
of a rig developed specifically to support rock melter systems is estimated to be $14,600 per day. 
The development of the operating cost for the rock melter drilling rig is given in Appendix C. 
All comparisons of rock melting systems were performed against a conventional rig drilling with 
air at a daily cost of $18,500 ($12,900 rig rate, $2,400 for compressor rental, and $6,200 operator 
charges less $3,000 for mud). 

Plasma Arc Drilling System 
We found no reference to work on the use of plasma arc torches for cutting rock since the 

Bureau of Mines completed a study for ARPA about 20 years ago (Olson). Nevertheless, the 
cost and operational characteristics presented here reflect current technology. 

Plasma arc torches are available with input ratings from thirty kilowatts to around six 
megawatts. The cost of current devices is about $l,OOO/kW. The cost per kilowatt will be 
slightly higher for smaller units and slightly lower for larger devices. Maintenance, from 
changing out O-rings to machining and replacing electrodes, is necessary every fifty to five- 
hundred hours depending on the operating environment. For a non-transfer torch in an enclosed 
environment, relatively frequent maintenance would be expected. Maintenance on a 50-kW 
device averages $2,500 to $3,000 in materials in addition to four to eight hours labor. 
Maintenance costs will increase with size, but not proportionally. Estimated costs and 
characteristics for a 50-kW plasma-arc torch are summarized in the following table. 

50-kW Plasma Arc Torch Costs and Characteristics 

Initial cost 
Maintenance 

~~ 

$50,000 
$2,500 to $3,000 materials 

and 4 to 8 hours labor every 50 hours 

We previously estimated that rock melting would require at least 50 kW/fph. Electric losses 
of 20% and thermal losses to the cooling water of 45% are not unusual for plasma arc torches. 
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Using these values yields an estimate of 110 kW input to the torch for each foot-per-hour of 
penetration rate. Fuel costs to generate 110 kW are estimated at $8 per hour. 

In addition to the previously discussed assumptions concerning the cost of a drill rig, the 
performance requirements for a plasma arc drilling system were estimated under the following 
conditions : 

Two 1 000-psi, 1,200 scfm air compressors can supply adequate plasma gas and any 
additional air needed for debris lift, 
Torch capital costs are $1,000 per kW input capacity, 
Energy requirements are 110 kW per foot-per-hour penetration rate, 
Fuel costs to generate 110 kW are $8 per hour, 
The torch can drill from casing-point to casing-point, and 
Maintenance costs average $70 per hour of operation. 

Under these assumptions, no plasma arc drilling system with a torch life less than 4,000 
hours was found to be competitive with rotary drilling in hard rock. In soft and medium-hard 
rock, no plasma arc system with a torch with less than 6-megawatt capacity and less than 10,000 
hours life was found to be competitive. Torch life longer than 10,000 hours was not investigated. 

At 3,000-hour operational life, it was predicted that a 3.6-megawatt torch could compete with 
conventional rotary technology (at $19.1 k per day) if it could improve the penetration rate in hard 
rock by 130%. At increasingly longer operational life, torch size and ROP requirements are 
predicted to decrease. The results for torch life up to 10,000 hours are summarized below. 

Plasma Arc Torch - Performance Requirements in Hard Rock 

Life (hours) Size (MW) ROP Ratio 

- - -  - - -  < 3,000 
3,000 3.6 MW 2.3 
4,000 2.5 MW 1.6 
5,000 2.1 MW 1.4 
6,000 1.9 MW 1.2 
7,000 1.8 MW 1.1 
8,000 1.7 MW 1.1 

9,000 - 10,000 1.6 MW 1 .o 
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Laser-Thermal and E-Beam Drilling Systems 
No cost estimates were made for either laser-thermal or e-beam drillini systems. 

Electric Heater Drilling System Costs 
Los Alamos National Laboratory has performed a significant amount of research on the use 

of electric heaters for drilling (Altseimer 1974 / Altseimer 1976). Altseimer gives a system 
description and compares costs of drilling with rock melting devices to the costs of wells drilled 
with conventional technology. Estimated bit cost and life are given below. 

Electric Heater Bit Cost and Life 

Extruding bit cost $28,000 
Bit life 1,500 hours 

Altseimer gives a relationship between the cost and size of rock-melting bits (Altseimer 
1976). This relationship predicts a cost of about $14,000 for a twelve-inch bit. To allow for 
general inflation since 1976, we used a cost of $28,000. Altseimer states that bit life up to 100 
hours had been achieved with experimental bits. It is doubtful that much consideration was 
given to improving bit life in a development program. Thus, it is likely that bit life could be 
extended significantly beyond this value. We used 1,500 hours for bit life. 

We previously estimated that rock melting would require at least 50 kW/fph. Assuming 
additional electric and thermal losses of 50% yields 100 kW input to the rock melter for each 
foot-per-hour of penetration rate. Fuel costs to generate 100 kW are estimated at $7 per hour. 

Because of corrosion problems, nitrogen is used for the drilling fluid with the rock melter. 
The following table gives the costs associated with the use of nitrogen. 

Nitrogen and Equipment Costs 

Equipment delivery - $1 per mile 
Equipment rental $250 per day 

Field support $15 per hour per person 
Nitrogen 65d per 100 ft3 

In evaluating the electric heater system, we made no charge for equipment delivery. Some 
distributors stated that they prefer two people with the equipment, but we assumed one person for 
field support. Wholesale costs for nitrogen run from 49&/100 ft3 to 60&/100 ft3, depending on 
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purity. The retail price for nitrogen in the above table (65&/100 ft3) assumes the purchase of large 
quantities of other than top grade material. 

At 65&/100 ft3, 1,000 scfm of nitrogen will cost $390 per hour. Charges of this magnitude 
could support the investigation of methods to use the exhaust from the generators, instead of 
nitrogen, for drilling fluid. The exhaust should be relatively free of oxygen though it may require 
filtering for other elements (particularly CO,) and it would not be low temperature. 

To estimate performance requirements, we used the rock melter rig cost discussed previously 
with 2 3/8-inch by 3/,,-inch tubing would be adequate. This reduced tubing size reduces rig 
operating costs by $500 per day. 

Based on these assumptions, at current day rates ($13.2k per day) the rock melting bits are 
not competitive in soft or medium-hard rock under any condition and they needed to more than 
double current penetration rates to be competitive in hard rock drilling. At $19.1 k per day for 
conventional drilling, this system is still not competitive in soft rock. At this same cost for 
conventional technology, the electric heater would need to increase penetration rates by 60% in 
medium-hard rock and by 30% in hard rock. 
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A plasma arc drilling system will require multi-channel conduit. One channel is needed for 
cooling liquid and another for plasma gas. A third fluid conduit to carry ah- may also be 
necessary if the combined volumes of cooling liquid and plasma gas are not adequate to lift 
material from the hole. At least two electric lines are required to maintain the torch. Additional 
lines for command and control may also be needed. 

The plasma arc torch will need mechanical support in the hole. For essentially vertical holes, 
this may be accomplished with a simple rolling or bow-spring support system. A more elaborate 
thruster-retractor-director would be required for high angle drilling and may be desirable for all 
drilling. Either support system should provide a means of aiming the torch as maintenance and 
control of direction will be accomplished in this manner. The operational environment for the 
torch mount would include exceptionally high temperatures. 

A plasma arc torch can definitely generate sufficient output to melt rock. It may also be 
possible to use the torch as a spallation device by operating at a greater stand off. Since the torch 
would not be in contact with the rock, a method of measuring and controlling stand-off distance 
would be needed. The only way to avoid vaporizing rock is for the flow of the plasma gas to lift 
the melted rock off the bottom. If this occurs, the molten rock may then solidify and be lifted 
from the hole by the plasma gas in combination with the ejected cooling fluid. Additional air 
flow may also be required. 
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PULSED-LASER WATER-JET 

Sellar performed an economic analysis of the pulsed-laser water-jet system for EPRI (Sellar 
EPRI). The costs in the following table are based primarily on that study. 

Pulsed-Laser Water-Jet System Costs and Characteristics 

Basic system* 
Rating* 
Efficiency'' 
Maintenance 

Fiber optic cable 

$900,000 
8 k W  
10% 

$45,000 per year 
39h Der meter 

* 
John G. Sellar, Rock Excavation Using a Pulsing Laser- Water Jet, EPRI Center for 
Materials Production, Pittsburgh, PA, CMP Report Number 93-7, November 1993 

The system described by Sellar employs an 8-kW, neodymium based laser, hosted in a 
yttrium, aluminum, garnet crystal (Nd:YAG). Sellar gives $900,000 as the cost of the system. 
This is extrapolated from the cost of a 2-kW continuous wave laser and includes 500 feet of fiber 
optic cable. Sellar also allowed $3,000 for water pumps that we did not include. This amount is 
lost in the uncertainty in the estimate of the overall cost; and, in any event, drill rigs are not 
generally lacking for pump capacity. 

based on 5% of initial cost per year. Based on general experience, this is probably an 
underestimate. We assumed the system could be set up in a building equivalent to a generator 
house and run from the rig floor. No special provisions for environmental controls were made. 

Sellar gives 10% as the power efficiency of the system. The 80-kW load is smaller than 
needed for turning drill pipe. This can be handled by the standard rig power system and will cost 
about $6 per hour in fuel charges. 

Additional fiber-optic cable is needed for a drilling system. Coated fiber-optic cable to work 
in the 1,300-nm wavelength range can be purchased for 396 per meter or about a penny per inch. 
Two cables are needed: one for the pulsed laser and another for the monitoring laser. 

Since rotation is not required, the pulsed-laser water-jet system can employ a coiled tubing 
rig without the additional cost for drilling motors. Two fluid conduits are needed: one conduit 
for clear water and a second for drilling mud or air to lift debris. We assumed dual-conduit 
coiled tubing with an inner 1 3/8-inch tube to carry fresh water. The fiber-optic cables would be 
in one of these conduits. With a 1 3/8-inch tube inside a 3 M-inch tube, this system would be 

Sellar gave no estimates of maintenance costs. The $45,000 per year given in the table is 
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limited for flow capacity. The additional tubing, the fiber-optic cables, and the fuel charges 
increase the estimated cost for the coiled tubing rig by $600 per day. 

Based on the above discussion of costs, Figures 19 illustrates the performance requirements 
for the pulsed-laser water-jet system in soft rock, Figure 20 in medium-hard rock, and Figure 21 
in hard rock. The upper curve in each figure gives the performance requirements to be 
competitive with a conventional rig operating at $13,200 per day. The lower curve gives the 
requirements to be competitive with a conventional rig operating at $19,100 per day. 

As shown in Figures 19 through 21, the pulsed-laser-water jet needs a system life on the 
order of 3,000 hours or longer to reduce penetration rate requirements. 
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VI. DEVELOPMENT STATUS 

In the remaining pages of this report, we group various concepts and systems according to the 
technical difficulty of building and testing a unit. The groupings are not meant to be a statement 
concerning commercial or technical potential; they are meant only as an indication of the relative 
difficulty of building a given system or developing a concept and preparing for field testing. 

Difficulty of Technical Development 

Group I 
Jet-assisted / positive displacement downhole intensifier 
Mud hammer 
Rock melter - electric heater 
Projectile-assisted drilling 
General thermal spallation 
Jet-assisted / dual-channel pipe 
Jet or jet-assisted - full pressurization 

Group I1 
Jet-assisted / centrifugal downhole intensifier 
Jet assisted / multi-channel conduit 
Fully-integrated coiled tubing drill rig 
Explosive capsule drill 
Explosive shape and gage charges 
Explosive-assisted rotary drilling 

Group I11 
Thermal spallation - downhole separator 
Spark drill 
Pulse laser-water jet 
Rock melter - laser thermal 
Liquid explosive drill 
Rock melter - e-beam and plasma arc torch 
Thermally-assisted drilling - microwaves 
Thermal spallation - super critical liquid 
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GROUP I 

The systems and concepts in Group I are considered closest to technical feasibility. In 
general either (1) these systems and concepts are currently close to, or in, field testing; (2) these 
systems and concepts have previously been tested and are considered relat_ively easy to revive; or 
(3) it would be possible to order most if not all of the parts and subsystems necessary to build and 
test the system. 

Jet-Assisted / Positive Displacement Downhole Intensifier 

tested. Information concerning this device can be obtained from: 
FlowDril has developed a positive displacement downhole intensifier that is currently being 

FlowDril Corporation 
21414 - 6Sth Avenue South 
Kent, WA 98032 

Mud Hammer 
There have been a number of mud hammers developed and tested including efforts by 

Bassinger and Amoco. Novatek has developed a mud hammer that is currently being tested. 
Information concerning the Novatek device can be obtained from: 

Novatek 
21 85 South Larsen Pkwy 
Provo, UT 84606 

Rock Melting - Electric Heater 
Scientists at Los Alamos National Laboratory (LANL) developed an electric-heater drill at 

least to the stage of lab tests in the 1970's. The infrastructure necessary to build and test an 
electric heater is still essentially in place and there is a renewed effort directed toward small-hole 
environmental drilling using this technology. Information Concerning this effort can be obtained 
from: 
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Los Alamos National Laboratory 
Earth and Environmental Sciences Division 
Mail Stop H-865 
Los Alamos, NM 87545 

Projectile Assisted Drilling 
Tround International developed and tested a projectile-assisted drill in the 1970's and early 

1980's. There is no current activity by this company, but it is not believed that i t  would be 
difficult to revive this effort. Information concerning the Tround system can be obtained from: 

Tround International 
1899 L Street NW Suite 500 
Washington, DC 20036 

General Thermal Spallation 
Included in this category are thermal spallation systems similar to those developed by Linde 

and Browning. Most of the commercial activity by Linde was terminated by the mid-1970's and 
Linde officially dropped this line of business in 1983. Browning Engineering is no longer active 
in the marketing of thermal spallation drills. However, these systems were fully developed and 
used commercially. It would not be exceedingly difficult to build and test a spallation system of 
this type. General information concerning thermal spallation systems can be obtained from: 

Los Alamos National Laboratory 
Mail Stop D443 
Los Alamos, NM 87545 

or 
MIT Energy Laboratory 
Massachusetts Institute of Technology 
77 Massachusetts Avenue 
Room E40-455 
Cambridge, MA 02 139-4307 

Jet-Assisted / Dual-Channel Pipe 

pumps and a parallel high-pressure flow path from the swivel to the bit. This system was fully 
FlowDril developed and tested a jet-assisted drilling system employing high-pressure surface 
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tested and demonstrated increased productivity. FlowDril is not currently pursuing development 
of this system, but their past efforts demonstrate engineering and technical-feasibility. 
Information concerning the FlowDril system can be obtained from: 

FlowDril Corporation 
21414 - 681h Avenue South 
Kent, WA 98032 

Jet-Assisted or Jet Drilling - Full Pressurization 

stream for high-pressure jet drilling. Exxon took a system to field test and demonstrated 
increased productivity at least to depths of 6,000 feet. The authors know of no company or 
individual currently attempting to employ full pressurization as the primary cutting mechanism in 
full-sized holes. However, building and testing such a system should not present too great an 
obstacle. Haliburton has the necessary pumps. The major problem would be finding or building 
a swivel to handle the high-pressure flow. This technology could be particularly useful for 
drilling short radius turns. 

Both FlowDril and Exxon, among others, have investigated pressurizing the entire mud 

GROUP I1 

When compared to the systems in Group I, the systems and concepts in Group I1 will require 
some additional technical development and engineering design before build and test. Some of 
these systems are in conceptual design; while others have been tested, but it is not certain that the 
necessary expertise and materials to revive the systems can be easily obtained. 

Jet-Assisted / Centrifugal Downhole Intensifier 

hardware has been produced. Information concerning this system can be obtained from: 
Maurer Engineering has taken this concept through engineering design and analyses, but no 

Maurer Engineering, Inc. 
2916 West T.C. Jester 
Houston, TX 770 18-7098 

Jet-Assisted / Multi-Channel Conduit 
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This is the MultiConTM system. With the exception of the bottom-hole assembly, engineering 
design is fairly complete. FlowDril' s experience with the dual-channel sys-tem has demonstrated 
the general concept, however, the non-symmetrical nature of the flow paths and the use of 
reverse circulation in the MultiConTM system could present unforseen difficulties. Information 
concerning this system can be obtained from: 

TeleJet Technologies, Inc. 
3030 LBJ Freeway Suite 1210 
Dallas. TX 75234 

or 
Drilling Technology, Inc. 
5808 Wavertree Suite 1000 
Plano, TX 75093-45 13 

Fully-Integrated Coiled-Tubing Drill Rig 

concept might possibly be classified in Group I. The authors have discussed a fully-integrated 
coiled tubing rig that employs hydraulic jacks for handling casing. This concept needs overall 
design and definition, and the system to handle casing needs to be developed. This system is 
Group I1 so long as the authors' assumption of 4 M-inch tubing is not considered. The 
development of composite materials to prevent plastic deformation of tubing is a Group I11 
project. Information concerning coiled-tubing drilling and drill rigs can be obtained from: 

Newman has proposed a hybrid rig employing coiled tubing (Newman and Doremus). This 

CTES 
9870 Pozos Lane 
Conroe, TX 77305-2178 

Explosive Capsule, Shape and Gage Charges, and Explosive-Assisted Rotary 

concepts were all developed and tested in the 1960's and 1970's. Maurer describes each in 
previous publications (Maurer 1968 and 1980). There have been no serious efforts in explosive 
drilling since that time. While the use of explosives for drilling has been demonstrated, it would 
require significant effort to revive this concept. 

Systems employing explosive capsules, shape and gage charges, and explosive-assisted rotary 

GROUP111 
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The systems and concepts in Group I11 would require significant definition, research, and 
development before they could begin field testing. There may be some level of effort with some 
of these systems or advocates may be active. 

Thermal Spallation - Downhole Separator 
This system is a step toward making thermal spallation compatible with current drilling 

equipment. At least two concepts for achieving separation, vortex and centrifugal, are possible. 
Worldrill has applied for a European patent on a device employing vortex separation. To the 
authors' knowledge, no hardware has been built and no tests have been performed. Information 
concerning the use of downhole separation in thermal spallation can be obtained from either of 
the sources listed previously for general thermal spallation or from the following: 

Worldrill, England 
Contact: 

Newport Financial Limited 
281 1 McKinney Avenue Suite 208 
Dallas, TX 75204 

Spark Drill 

demonstrated. Sandia National Laboratories investigated the use of this concept as a drilling 
system in the 1970's and found significant problems in energy transmission, arc over, and cutting 
ability at depth. Tetra Corporation has a patent on a system that is claimed to have overcome 
these problems. Information concerning this effort can be obtained from: 

The use of electric arcs underwater to generate a high-pressure pulse to break rock has been 

Tetra Corporation 
3701 Hawkins St. NE 
Albuquerque, NM 87 109-45 12 

Pulse Laser-Water Jet 
This system has been proposed and the ability to break rock with a relatively low power laser 

pulse has been demonstrated. Rock destruction has been shown to be magnified by the presence 
of water on the rock face. Resonance of a rock face has been demonstrated and measured. 
However, transmission of the laser through a laminar flow stream combined with the 
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simultaneous measurement of resonance and tuning of the pulse laser has not been demonstrated. 
Information concerning this system can be obtained from: 

PowerPulse Systems, Inc. 
6045 W. Evans Place 
Lakewood, CO 80227 

Rock Melter - Laser Thermal 
Both Maurer (Maurer 1968, Maurer 1980) and the Bureau of Mines (Olson and Olson) 

discuss the use of lasers in cutting kerfs. There has been a proposed project at Westinghouse- 
Hanford to develop a laser drilling system for small-hole environmental applications. 
Information concerning this effort can be obtained from: 

Westinghouse Hanford Co. 
PO Box 1970 
MSIN H6-32 
Richland, WA 99352 

Liquid Explosive Drill 

Fundamental and serious problems with removal of the debris were encountered. 
Maurer discusses the development of liquid explosives in drilling (Maurer 1968 and 1980). 

Rock Melter E-Beam and Plasma Arc Torch 
Maurer discusses the use of e-beam guns and plasma arc torches in drilling (Maurer 1968 and 

1980). An ARPA sponsored project in tunneling that employed an e-beam gun fell short of field 
tests in the 1970's (Olson and Olson). Problems with beam scattering have been encountered in 
past efforts. Tests of plasma torches to cut kerfs have been performed (Olson and Olson). 
Neither the plasma arc torch nor the e-beam gun have advanced beyond bench tests. 

Thermally-Assisted Drilling - Microwave 
The Bureau of Mines has experimented with the use of microwave energy to precondition 

rock before cutting (Lindroth). However, this concept has not been developed as a downhole 
drilling tool. Significant engineering problems exist in either generating the microwave energy 
downhole or in surface generation and transmission downhole. 
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Thermal Spallation - Super Critical Liquid 

efforts to define the system. 
This concept has been discussed but, to the authors’ knowledge, there have been no serious 
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VU. CONCLUSIONS 

In the course of this study, we investigated the history, costs, technological characteristics 
and performance requirements for a wide variety of advanced drilling concepts and systems as 
well as current rotary drilling technology. 

COMMON PROBLEMS 

By taking a systems approach, we identified a number of problems common to a variety of 
drilling systems, including rotary technology. These problems include the need for multi-channel 
conduit and electrical transmission downhole, maintenance of the borehole gauge, control of 
stand-off distance, drilling trajectory control, well control and wellbore stability in the absence of 
drilling mud, and reduced drilling effectiveness with depth. A solution to any one of these 
problems could help a number of concepts. 

SYSTEM COSTS 

The investment necessary to build a land-based rig capable of drilling to 18,000 feet from all 
new materials and equipment is over nine-million dollars with the vast majority of this 
expenditure in the surface system. The size, cost, and complexity of the rig's surface system is 
little affected by the way we cut rock. 

The sizes and specifications for the mast, substructure, and drawworks are determined by the 
need to handle casing. The requirements of the mud pumps, pits, and mud-cleaning equipment 
are determined by the size of the cuttings and the rate at which they are produced. About the 
only equipment that depends directly on how we cut rock is the bottom hole assembly. It is 
doubtful that any novel rock cutting mechanism will cost less than drill collars, stabilizers, and 
bits. Overall, it is unlikely that significant savings in materials and equipment can be achieved 
by simply changing the way we cut rock. 

Similar conclusions are reached when daily operational costs are considered. The numbers 
and skills of the crew are determined by the surface equipment. Rig insurance is determined by 
capital investment; liability insurance and workman's compensation costs are proportional to 
payroll. While turning on bottom. the power delivered to the rotary table or top drive is generally 
less than 30% of the total power usage on the rig. And, in any event, all rock-cutting 
mechanisms require energy delivery in some form. 
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Reduction of drilling costs can occur only by changing the nature of the drilling system or by 
increasing the rate of penetration. Neither capital investment nor daily opeiational costs appear to 
be significantly affected by the way rock is cut. Any increase in capital or operating costs must 
be offset by a commensurate increase in penetration rate. Unconventional 'rock-cutting 
mechanisms can reduce costs only if they can increase ROP. 

PERFORMANCE REQUIREMENTS 

Analyses of advanced cutting concepts indicate that many can be competitive with current 
technology if they increase the penetration rate by factors ranging from just over one to about 
five. Based on published data, this performance is within reach of some systems, particularly 
mud hammers, jet-assisted drilling, projectile-assisted drilling, and thermal spallation. There 
have been considerable development efforts aimed at each of these systems, but none has 
attained widespread commercial success. 

by 30% to 60% to offset the initial capital investment and costs of periodic maintenance. 
Published data indicate that both the Bassinger hammer (Brown 1950) and the hammer 
developed by Pan American Petroleum Corporation (Vincent and Wilder 1969) were capable of 
meeting or exceeding these performance requirements. 

Jet-assisted drilling encompasses a wide variety of systems and concepts ranging from 
downhole tools to be added to a conventional rotary system to the use of surface pressure 
intensifiers with a parallel high pressure flow path to completely new rigs designed specifically 
for jet-assisted drilling. Depending on the configuration, penetration rate increases ranging from 
50% to about five times are necessary for these systems to compete economically with 
conventional rotary technology. Work performed by FlowDril has demonstrated 100% increases 
in penetration rate for jet-assisted systems to depths of 10,000 feet (Cure 1991; Veenhuizen 
1993). 

Based on current daily drilling charges, a mud hammer needs to increase the penetration rate 

Tround has completed a major development in projectile-assisted drilling. We estimate that 
this system would need to increase penetration rate by about 100% to be competitive with 
conventional rotary technology. Tround has published data indicating that their system can meet 
and exceed these requirements (Juliana; Mining Journal 1984). 

Both the Linde Division of Union Carbide and Browning Engineering have developed 
thermal spallation drilling systems. We estimate that a thermal spallation system based on a 
downhole separator would need to increase the penetration rate by 10% to 40% to be 
economically competitive with current rotary technology. Concurrent work at Los Alamos 
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National Laboratory and at Browning Engineering Corporation indicated that thermal spallation 
was capable of penetration rates four to eight times faster than conventiond rotary technology 
(Williams 1985). 

The discussion of performance requirements in the previous paragraphs is based on the 
break-even cost for the advanced systems. Because of risk, simply matching the performance of 
rotary technology will not likely be sufficient for any system to gain a share of the drilling 
market. Analysis indicates that the possible savings due to faster penetration rate are 
significantly increased in regions where current technology can not drill faster than fifteen or 
twenty feet-per-hour. This hard-rock drilling is a particularly attractive target for systems whose 
primary advantage is higher penetration rates. 
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APPENDIX A: DRILLING PERFORMANCE CURVES 

DRILLING INTERVAL COSTS 

The costs of drilling from casing point to casing point in a well are summarized in Table a. 1. 
The interval begins and ends with drilling out cement. For systems that affect the end-of-interval 
activities, costs of current technology need to be estimated as a benchmark. 

Table a.1: Drilling: Interval Costs 

Activity Cost Basis 

1. drilling 

End-of-interval activities: 

2. hole conditioning 

3. logging 

4. casing 

5.  cement 

6. wait-on-cement 

7. test cement 

8. chaneeBOP 

(cost per foot) x (interval length) 

(operating cost) x (circulation time) 

(operating cost) x (logging time) + logging charges 

(operating cost) x (casing time) + casing costs + casing crew 

(operating cost) x (cementing time) + cement costs 

(operating cost) x (waiting time) 

(operating cost) x (test time) 

(oDeratine cost) x (installation time) 

C,  = Ce In + (Co + Cr)(td + tt) (a.1) 
The cost of the first activity in Table a. 1 

(drilling) can be estimated from Equation a. 1. 

where: C, is the interval drilling cost, 
C, is the cost of downhole expendable equipment, 
n is the number of intervals that can drilled by the equipment, 
C,  is the rig operating cost per unit time, 
C, is the charge for any drilling tools per unit time, 
td is the drilling time, and 
tl is the tripping time. 
The factor n in Equation a. 1 apportions the cost of downhole expendable equipment over the 

number of intervals that can be drilled by the equipment. 
The cost of the activities 2 through 8 in Table a.1 ca = Cot, + cs 

can be estimated from Equation a.2. 
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where: C, is the total cost of activities 2 through 8; 

wait-on-cement time, the test-cement time, and the time to change the blow-out- 
preventer; and 

C, is the sum of the logging charges, the casing costs, the casing crew,_and the cement costs. 

t, is the sum of the circulation time, the logging time, the casing time, the cementing time, the 

Ci = Ce In + (Co + Cr)(td + tt) + Cots + Cs Combining Equations a. 1 and 
a.2 yields Equation a.3 for the (a.3) 

interval cost. 

where: Ci is the total cost of the interval. 

The life of the downhole expendable materials can be introduced into Equation a.3 through 
the number of drilling intervals (n ) .  The life of the 
downhole expendable materials, given by Equation a.4, is 
the number of intervals times the drilling time. 

t, = n * t d  (a.4) 

where: tL is the life of the downhole expendable equipment. 

Solving Equation a.4 for ci = Ce( td / tL )  + (C, + C,)(td+tJ + cots + cs 
the number of drilling 
intervals and substituting it 
into Equation a.3 yields Equation a.5 for the cost of the drilling interval as a function of the life 
of the downhole equipment. In substituting Equation a.4 into Equation a.5, there is an implicit 
assumption that downhole expendable equipment will be employed until it wears out. In terms 
of current technology, this assumes that if a bit is used for 90 hours of it's 100-hour life in one 
interval, it would then be used in another interval for the remaining 10 hours of life. This is not 
the general practice. The other extreme would be to assume that once a bit is used it is discarded 
regardless of drilling time. The difference in the interval costs predicted by these two approaches 
is generally on the order of 1% or less. This difference is smaller than the uncertainty in the 
parameter estimates. 

Equation a.5 gives the cost of a drilling interval as a function of the cost and serviceable life 
of downhole expendable materials (C, and tL), the drilling time (td), the tripping time (tJ,  the rig 
operating cost (C,), the cost of rental equipment (C,), and the time and cost of end of interval 
activities (t, and C,). By defining a drilling interval according the depth, hole size, and rock type, 
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we can estimate all variables in Equation a.5 for current technology and, thus, estimate the cost 
of the drilling interval. 

Rate-of-Penetration 
The average rate-of-penetration is the interval length divided by the drilling time (td). 

Solving Equation a.5 for Utd and multiplying by the interval length yields Equation a.6. 

Li (C, -F Cr) *Li ce * Li 
t d  

- = ROP = 
ci - (C,  + Cr)tt -cot, - c, ci - (C,  + Cr)tt -Cot, - cs 

where: Li is the interval length and 
ROP is the average rate-of-penetration over the interval. 

Performance Evaluation 
Equations a.5 and a.6 yield a method to estimate the required performance characteristics of 

various drilling technologies such that the cost is equivalent to that possible with current 
technology. The first step in the evaluation of performance requirements is to estimate interval 
costs for current technology using Equation a.5. As mentioned previously this can be done if we 
specify the interval characteristics of depth, hole size, and general rock type. 

For the advanced drilling concepts, we can estimate operating costs (C,) as well as the costs 
of downhole expendable materials and equipment (C,). The tripping time (t,) will depend on 
whether coiled tubing or drill pipe is employed. The number of trips will depend on the interval 
length, the rate-of-penetration, and the serviceable life of the downhole equipment. Any 
variations in the costs and times associated with services (C, and t, respectively) can also be 
estimated. Then using these estimates for an advanced technology, along with the estimated 
interval costs for current technology from Equation a.5, Equation a.6 will yield a relationship 
between rate-of-penetration (ROP) and serviceable life (tL) for the advanced technology such that 
the resultant interval cost is equivalent to what can be accomplished with current technology. At 
any combination of ROP and t ,  above the curve defined by Equation a.6. the advanced 
technology is predicted to cost less than current technology. 

point, then Equation a.6 requires an iterative solution. This occurs because of the trips, and 
consequently the tripping time, necessary to change the equipment. 

If the life of the downhole equipment is such that it will not last from casing-point to casing- 
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INTERPRETATION 

It is informative to examine the terms in Equation a.6 with respect to our purposes. The 
denominator is the amount of money allocated to drilling. This value is derived by starting with 
the cost of drilling from casing-point to casing-point with current technology - Ci. The costs of 
end-of-interval materials and services - C, - are subtracted. The operating costs accrued while 
completing end-of-interval activities - C,  t, - are also deducted. Finally, the operating costs 
accrued while tripping - (C, + C,) tt - are subtracted. What is left is the amount of money that can 
be spent drilling if the advanced technology is to be competitive with current practices. If we 
divided this amount by the rate that must be paid to operate - (C, + C,), we would get the 
maximum time that can be spent drilling. Finally, if we divide this time into the length that we 
have to drill - Li, we arrive at the minimum average rate-of-penetration such that the advanced 
technology will cost no more than current operations. This is the first term in Equation a.6. The 
second term in Equation a.6 accounts for the rate at which downhole equipment and materials are 
expended - C, / tL - and has a similar interpretation. 

Equation a.6 describes a (C, + C,) * Li 
ci - (C, + CJt, -cots - c, hyperbola. The vertical asymptote 

is the ROP-axis. The horizontal 
ROP,i,, = (a.7) 

asymptote can be found by letting 
the life (tL) become large. The result is given by Equation a.7. Equation a.7 defines a minimum 
rate-of-penetration that must be achieved by an advanced technology if it is to be competitive 
with current drilling practices. While Equation a.7 does predict a minimum requirement, it is not 
particularly informative since it assumes an infinite life. Thus, Equation a.7 is an adequate 
performance requirement for new technology 

_. 

only if the equipment associated with that 
technology will never wear out. 

Equation Characteristics 

increase the operating cost when compared to 
conventional drilling. The increased 
operating cost can be due to a rental charge, 
increased maintenance, increased debt, and/or 

Most advanced technology systems 
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performance requirements. This equation is linear with respect to the cost of expendable 
equipment (C,);  however, it is not linear with respect to either operating cost (C,) or rental cost 
(C,). Figure a. 1 shows the relationship between the required ROP ratio and the ratio of the 
advanced technology operating cost to the current operating cost. The definitions of soft, 
medium-hard, and hard rock are given in Appendix B. 

Equation a.6 was derived to estimate performance requirements such that the cost of an 
advanced technology is no higher than the cost of performing the same task with current drilling 
technology. As is apparent in the figure, this equation becomes unbounded under certain 
conditions. These conditions occur when the advanced technology operating cost is such that the 
charges for tripping and end-of-interval activities are larger than the total interval charges with 
conventional technology. Under these conditions, the advanced technology cannot be 
competitive under any combination of penetration rate and equipment life. 

If the operating cost associated with a system is near the asymptote, relatively high 
performance requirements will be indicated. In this region, a small error in cost estimation can 
result in a large error in the predicted requirement. This region can also be considered a region 
of opportunity. In this area a small reduction in cost can result in a large reduction in 
performance requirements. 

Rental costs charged only during drilling activities (C,) have the same general effect on 
performance requirements as increasing operating costs. However, because these costs are not 
charged on end-of-interval activities, the affects are significantly delayed. In soft rock, Equation 
a.6 does not become unbounded until the rental costs exceed thirty times the daily operating 
costs; in medium-hard rock, it is eighty times; and in hard rock, it is one-hundred eighty times. 
This is far beyond the region of interest in drilling operations. 

For rental rates of interest, the increased 
performance requirements necessary to offset 
increased rental costs are essentially linear 
with bit cost determining the slope of the line. 
This is shown for three bit costs in Figure a.2. 
The bit cost affects the slope of the line in the 
region of interest. The important parameter 
in determining the slope is the bit-cost-to- 
daily-cost ratio. The three curves in Figure 
a.2 are for ratios of one-tenth, one, and five. 
While the slope is a monotonically decreasing 
function of bit cost, it is not a linear function. 

(I%. 7OLh 411% 611%- X O F  lIlO% 

Rental Rate (% of daily cost) 

Figure a.2: Sensitivity to Rental Rates 
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For the purpose of evaluating drilling performance, we defined the follewing five general 
rock types classified primarily by hardness: 

Rock Classifications and Characteristics 
~~ 

Very Soft This is IADC series 4xx. These formations can be drilled by either roller cone or 
PDC bits with penetration rates in excess of 70 fph. The largest problem in this 
type of formation is not cutting rock, but removing the cuttings. Specific 
formations types include gumbo, soft shale, and halite. Commonly employed bits 
include Security S82F, Hughes J-11 or J-05, and Smith F1. 

~~ 

Soft This is IADC series 5 1x and 52x. Roller cone bits will drill these formations at 
25 fph to 35 fph; with PDC bits at higher penetration rates. Removing the 
cuttings can still be a problem. Typical formation types include chalk, claystone, 
siltstone, and unconsolidated sands. Commonly employed bit types include 
Security S84F or S86F, Hughes 5-22, and Smith F2 or F27. 

Medium This is IADC series 53x through 61x. Roller cone bits will drill these formations 
with penetration rates of 15 fph to 25 fph. PDC bits begin to fail in this region. 
Removing cuttings is less of a problem than in softer formations, but good 
hydraulics are essential. Typical formation types are sandstone, limestone, 
anhydrite, and the softer dolomites. Commonly employed bits include Security 
S86F to S88F or M84F, Hughes ATJ-33 or ATJ-44, and Smith F3, F37, or F4. 

This is IADC series 62x through 74x. PDC bits are not used. This lithology will 
challenge the bits. If the formations are also abrasive, there will be significant 
problems with gage wear. Penetration rates range from 7 fph to 10 fph, but can 
be as slow as 5 fph. Typical formation types are cemented sandstone, hard 
limestone, dolomite, dense shales, diorite, and quartz. Commonly employed bits 
include Security M89T, H87F, or H88F; Hughes ATJ-55 or ATJ-77; and Smith 
F57 to F7. 

Hard 

Very Hard This is IADC series 8xx. These formations are extremely hard and abrasive. 
Penetration rates on the order of 2 fph to 3 fph are common and gage wear is a 
significant problem. Typical formations are quartzite, quartzitic sands, cherts, 
and basalt. Possible bits are Security H99F or HIOOF, Hughes ATJ-99 or ATJ- 
99A. and Smith F9. 
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PENETRATION RATES 

For comparison of advanced technologies to current 
Table b.1: .Bit Performance 

ROP Life practices, we have excluded consideration of both the 

very soft and the very hard categories. In the very soft soft = 40fph 90hr  
category, rock cutting is not a problem; the major Medium-hard 15 fph 90 hr 
impediment to higher penetration rates is removal of Hard 7 fph 90 hr 

the cuttings. On the other extreme, there is very little 
drilling in what we classified as very hard rock. For the remaining classifications, the penetration 
rates and bit lives used in performance evaluation are given in Table b. 1. 

there are a number of times and 
As discussed in Appendix A, 

Table b.2: Drilling Interval Parameters 
costs, in addition to bit performance 
characteristics, that must be 
estimated in order to determine 
interval costs. The parameter 
values employed are given in Table 
b.2. 

SAMPLE CALCULATION 

As indicated in Table b.2, the 
interval has a length of 4000 feet. 
The hole has a 12 '/-inch diameter 
and 9 %-inch casing is run. Casing 
was charged from the surface to 
total depth plus 200 feet extra. 

Interval start 
end 

Hole conditioning 
Logging time 

charge 

9 inch set up 
47 lb/foot run casing 
$35.50/foot crew charges 

Cement cost 
set-up 

run cement 
w ai t-on-cement 

test 

Casing L-80 buttress cost 

Change BOP 
Bits 12 VI inch TCI 
Tripping time (per 1000 ft roundtrip) 

4000 feet 
8000 feet 

4 hours 
16 hours 
$8 0,000 

$29 1,100 
3 hours 

20 hours 
$14,000 
$85,000 
3 hours 
8 hours 
6 hours 
4 hours 

18 hours 
$13,000 

0.7 hours 

Summing the end-of-interval 
charges in the table yields: 

c,y = $80,000 + $29 1,100 + $ 

The total time necessary for end-of- 

t ,  = 82 hours. 
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The cost of downhole expendable materials is: 

C, = $13,000 per bit. 

The determination of the operating cost is discussed in Appendix C. The estimated operating 
cost for a rig built from new equipment and materials is: 

C,, = $19,100 per day = $796 per hour. 

Assuming no tools other than those supplied with the rig are required, tool rental charges are 
zero: 

c, = 0 

To estimate tripping time ( tJ,  the drilling interval is charged for half of a roundtrip at the 
beginning, half of a roundtrip at the end, and any necessary trips within the interval. Based on 
the data in Table b.1, a single bit in soft rock will drill (40 ft/hr) (90 hr) = 3,600 feet. Thus, a trip 
to change bits will be required at 7,600 feet. Then the total tripping time is estimated to be: 

t, = (0.0007 hr/ft) (4,000 ft/2 + 7,600 ft + 8,000 ft/2) = 9.52 hr 

The drilling time is estimated from the rate-of-penetration and the interval length as: 

td = (4000 ft) / (40 ft / hr) = 100 hours 

Using these values, the cost for the drilling interval is estimated from Equation a.5: 

c. = 
- - 

c, (tJ tJ + (C,, + C,) (td + t, ) + c, + cs 
($13,000) (100 hr / 90 hr) + ($796 / hr + 0) (100 hr + 9.52 hr) + 
($796 / hr) (82 hr) + $470,100 

- - $637,000 

Analogous calculations can be performed for medium and hard rock. The calculations for 
using both our estimate of the cost of a rig built from all new materials and equipment and our 
estimate of current daily costs are summarized in the following table. These are the baseline 
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interval costs used in estimating the required performance characteristics for the various 
advanced technologies when compared to the cost of drilling with a rig built from new materials 
and equipment. 

Table b.3 Drilling Interval Costs 

Current Rig New Rig 

Soft rock 
Medium-hard rock 

$590,000 
$707,000 

$637,000 
$796,000 

Hard rock $929.000 $1.097.000 

Some of the advanced concepts cannot operate in a full liquid environment. As a basis of 
comparison for these systems, we added the cost of renting two 1 000-psi, 1200-scfm air 
compressors to the base operating cost. These compressors currently rent for about $1,200 each 
per day. Since mud is not needed, the drill-site charges are reduced by $3,000 per day. This 
yields an estimated daily operating cost of $18,500 for a rig built from all new materials and 
$12,600 for currently available rigs. 

We assumed that current technology will drill twice as fast with air as with mud. This 
doubles the rates-of-penetration given in Table b. 1. Under this set of assumptions, the interval 
costs used for current technology when drilling on air are given in the following table. 

Table b.4 Drilling Interval Costs / Air Drilling 

Current Rig New Rig 

Soft rock $549,000 $5 8 2,000 
Medium-hard rock $607,000 $662,000 
Hard rock $7 14,000 $809,000 
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SMALLER HOLE 

We also investigated the effect 

Table b.5: Drilling Interval Parameters 
(8 %-inch hole) 

of hole size. Table b.5 gives the 
parameters for an 8 M-inch hole 

Interval 

Hole conditioning 

completed with 7-inch casing. 
The ROP’s for the smaller hole 

were not changed, however, the bit 

start 
end 

Logging time 
charge 

lives were reduced to 75 hours due 
to reduced bearing sizes. Casing L-80 buttress cost 

7 inch set up 
26 lb/foot run casing 
$19.50/foot crew charges 

Cement cost 
set-up 

run cement 
wait-on-cement 

test 
Change BOP 
Bits 8 %-inch TCI 
Tripping time (per 1000 ft roundtrip) 

4000 feet 
8000 feet 

4 hours 
16 hours 
$80,000 

$159,900 
3 hours 

20 hours 
$1 1,300 
$52,000 
3 hours 
8 hours 
6 hours 
4 hours 

18 hours 
$6,000 

0.7 hours 
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APPENDIX C: OPERATING COSTS 

One objective of this study is to estimate the capital and operating costs for advanced drilling 
systems. These estimates are compared to similar costs for current drilling technology to develop 
performance requirements such that the cost of a well drilled with the advanced technology is no 
higher than the cost would be with conventional rotary technology. However, due to excess 
equipment and low demand, rig rates today are artificially low. Thus, it is' necessary to estimate 
the costs of a conventional rotary drilling system built from all new equipment and materials as a 
basis for equitable comparisons to the expected costs of other systems. 

RIG COSTS 

The estimated costs to build and 
field a drill rig from all new equipment 
are given in Table c. 1. The rig priced in 
this table is designed to be capable of 
drilling to 18,000 feet. In the $9.2- 
million total, there are $6.5 million in 
capital equipment and $1.3 million in 
expendable materials and equipment. 
The remaining costs are taxes and 
assembly. 

The costs in Table c. 1 are derived 
from estimates of the costs of individual 
components and materials. Where 
possible, the costs of individual pieces 
were taken from manufacturer's price 
lists or from discussions with suppliers. 
A given piece of equipment may cost 
more than our estimate or it may be 
possible to obtain it at discount. We do 

Table c.1: Drilling System Costs 
Sub-system cost  too01 

Mast & Substructure 
Power Generation Equipment 
Draw works 
Mud Pumps & High Pressure Equipment 
Mud Conditioning Equipment 
BOP Equipment 
Rotating Equipment 
Traveling & Pipe Handling Equipment 
Instrumentation 
Miscellaneous Equipment 
Drill String & BHA 
Assembly Costs 

Sub-Total 
Contingency ( 5 % )  
Taxes (8%) 

$973 
$1,233 

$782 
$1,008 

$349 
$875 

$92 
$625 

$77 
$409 
$975 
$680 

$8.078 
$404 
$679 

Total $9,161 

not maintain that the costs in Table c. 1 are exact; they are only meant to be representative of the 
costs for new equipment and materials today. 

The Dreco mast is specified at 132 feet with a 30-foot substructure and a 500-ton lifting 
capacity. The power generation equipment include three 1615-hp, 1030 kW CAT model 35 12 
diesel-electric generators; an SCR system; plus associated equipment, generator houses, and 
starters. The drawworks is a 2,000-hp Continental Emsco C-2-11 and includes type 37 and type 
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24 catheads. Two GE 752AR electric motors are used to drive the drawworks. Included with in 
the drawworks category are a Baylor 7040 brake, controls, and cooling system; an Emsco rotary 
drive; an NL model TCBA crown-0-matic; a 9/,,-inch coring reel. 20,000 feet of 9/,,-inch 
sandline, and a spooler. 

Two Emsco FB 1600 triplex mud pumps, each driven by two GE 752AR electric motors, are 
specified. Also included in the mud pumps category are Mission Magnum charge pumps with 
100-hp drive motors, Hydril K20 and I-F dampners, Cameron relief valves and gauges, and 
various other valves, hoses, belts, a 3-hp lubricator, and safety clamps. The return mud system 
consists of three 500-bbl mud pits, Brandt MA15 and MA7.5 agitators, bottom guns, top guns, a 
shale shaker, a desander, a desilter, a degasser, various pumps, motors, mixers, and a Swaco mud 
hopper. 

The BOP equipment includes Schaffer 13 5/8-inCh, 5,000-psi and 2 1 %-inch, 2,000 psi annular 
blow-out preventers, Cameron 10,000-psi blind and pipe rams, a choke manifold, a 10,000 psi 
drilling spool, a Koomey controller, and various ram sets, gasket sets, and armored hose. The 
rotary equipment include and Emsco T-2750 rotary table and Varco master and kelly bushings. 
A Dreco 500-ton traveling block, a BJ-5500 hook, I3/8-inch drilling line, and an LTVKE LB-650 
swivel form the basis of the traveling equipment. This category also includes an AR-3000 iron 
roughneck, BJ elevators, Varco slips, tongs, clamps. and a spinning wrench. Instrumentation 
includes a Martin Decker Type E weight indicator, a satellite driller, as well as the standard 
pressure and pump gauges, torque and RPM indicators, the driller’s console, and a rig intercom 
system. 

Miscellaneous equipment includes a utility room, a tool room, a fuel tank, a water tank, 
associated pumps, air tools, and rig lighting. The drill string and bottom-hole assembly includes 
21,000 feet of 5-inch drill pipe, 20 joints of heavy-weight drill pipe, twelve 8-inch drill collars, 
24 6 M-inch drill collars, a 5 %inch kelly, upper and lower valves, crossover subs, bit subs, and 
protectors. The assembly costs include labor, testing, and transportation necessary to build the 
rig. 

Basic Assumptions 
In order to translate the total costs in 

Table c. 1 to an operating cost for the rig, a 
number of assumptions must be made. The 
main assumptions are given in Table c.2. The 
same discount rate (12%) was applied to both 
long-term and short-term debt. Utilization is 

~~ ~ 

Table c.2: General Assumptions 
Interest rate 12% 

Labor costs: 
Rig utilization 75% 

Tool pusher $6,00O/month 
Crew 5 men/shift 
wage rate $15/hr 
Labor load 37% 

Drill pipe life 300,000 feet 
Diesel fuel $1.1 O/gal 
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the proportion of time that the rig is in use (or the percentage of time for which a rig rate is being 
collected). We assumed twelve-hour shifts, thus requiring two five-man crews plus a two-man 
relief crew. The wage rate ($15/hour) is an average for the crew. The loaded wage rate (37%) 
includes holidays, vacation, FICA, medical insurance, workman's compensation, and 
unemployment insurance. Indirect support (i.e. main office staff) is estimated separately. The 
cost of indirect support was based on a requirement for both engineering and clerical support for 
the rig. The estimated serviceable life of capital equipment ranges from five years to thirty years 
depending on the device. The life of non-capital equipment and materials generally ranges from 
less than a year to three years. Salvage was included for all major pieces of equipment and 
material. 

Daily Costs 

paragraph, the costs in Table c. 1, and the 
assumptions in Table c.2, the daily operating 
costs for the rig given in Table c.3 were 
determined using standard business practices. 
Long-term debt is the total necessary payment 
to replace capital equipment as it wears out. 
Capital equipment includes such pieces as the 
mast and substructure, the diesel-electric 

Based on the discussion in the previous 

Table c.3: Daily Operating Cost 
Long-term debt $3,400 
Short-term debt $2,700 
Maintenance $1,700 
Labor $2,700 
Office support $500 
Insurance $300 
Fuel $1.600 

Total $12,900 

generators, and the mud pumps. Short-term 
debt covers the cost of expendable materials and equipment, primarily the drill string. The short 
term debt is reduced for salvage. Maintenance covers equipment upkeep. The maintenance cost 
was estimated by summing the expected maintenance expense of the individual components 
(mast and substructure, mud pumps, diesel electric generators, rig lighting system, etc.). The 
bases for the labor and fuel costs were discussed previously. The insurance was estimated to 
cover capital equipment and five-million dollars of liability protection. 

The cost of short-term and long-term debt given in Table c.3 can be interpreted in more than 
one way. If the drilling contractor borrows the money both to build the rig and to purchase the 
initial supply of expendable materials and equipment, then the long-term and short-term debt are 
the necessary cash flow to make the payments on the loans. If the contractor uses personal or 
internal company funds to finance building the rig and the purchase of expendable materials and 
equipment, then the long-term and short-term debt are the return necessary to recover this 
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investment. If the investment is not repaid, then eventually the equipment will wear out and 
there will be no money to replace it. 

One might argue that in the second case (self-financing), the contractor would not have to pay 
interest on the money. This would be a zero-interest loan. Why should the contractor invest 
several million dollars in a drill rig at zero interest when the same money-could be invested in a 
large multitude of other ventures and receive a return? 

An intermediate case where the contractor finances a portion of cost of building the rig and 
borrows the remainder is the most realistic scenario. But even in this case the results are the 
same as the two cases discussed in previous paragraphs. 

If we assume the contractor is required to cover taxes and manufacturer plus 30% of 
equipment and materials. the total outlay will be $3.7 million. Assuming a 40% tax rate, we 
estimate that charging $12,900 per day will yield between 12% and 13% average return on this 
investment over 30 years. This is not unreasonable. 

In our model, the only cash income above expenses to the contractor is the return on invested 
capital. A large part of the contractor's net income is equity in equipment. We did not perform a 
cash-flow analysis, so it is not clear that the $12,900-rate would provide sufficient cash to 
maintain operations. Additional working-capital loans or a higher rate may be necessary to 
sustain the business. 

Currently, rigs capable of drilling to 18,000 feet rent for around $7,000 per day. The 
estimated cost in Table c.3, is nearly twice as high as current rig rates. There are a number of 
reasons for this difference. The costs given in Table c.3 are based on the purchase of all new 
materials and equipment. There are few (if any) such rigs being built. There is still a supply of 
surplus equipment manufactured in the late 1970's. Also, the estimates in Table c.3 are based on 
costs; however, prices are not determined by costs. The active rig count has been declining since 
the early 1980's. Drilling contractors with rigs to rent are taking the best price they can obtain in 
a buyer's market. 
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Additional Drill-Site Charges 
There are a number of costs associated with 

drilling that are not included in the calcu-lations 
of the previous section. These are costs generally 
born by the operator. In some cases, the rig 
contractor will incur these costs and pass them 
through to the operator. In others, the operator 
will pick them up directly. Estimates of these 
additional drill-site costs are given in Table c.4. 

The largest single charge in Table c.4 is for 
drilling mud. It is common to lose from 1% to 
2% of the drilling mud in the mud conditioning 
system. For a 12 1/4-inch hole, these losses 
would be on the order of five to ten gallons per 
minute, or upwards from 300 gallons-per-hour 
while drilling. Mud will also have to be added as 
the hole deepens. At a cost of $8 to $20 per 
barrel, $3,000 per day is a reasonable estimate. 

Rig supervision is the operator's 

Table c.4: Operator-Incurred 
Drill-Site Costs 

Rig monitoring 
Rig supervision $800 
Mud logging $1,000 

Drilling fluid expenses 
Drilling fluids $3,000 
Mud engineer $400 

Stabilizers, reamers $200 
Monel collar $50 
Single shot survey $80 
Fishing tool standby $50 

Transportation $300 
Water supply $100 
Inspection $40 
Welding and repair $100 
Waste disposal $100 

Rental tools and services 

Other services 

Total $6,220 

representative at the drill site. The mud logger has general responsibility for data monitoring on 
the rig. The mud engineer is self explanatory. The stabilizers, reamers, and monel collar are 
bottom-hole tools not generally supplied with the rig. We have included transportation as an 
operator-supplied service. Although we have not included it, it is not unusual for there to be a 
transportation charge as part of rig rental also. Inspection is not a daily activity - the cost is 
meant to represent an average. Waste disposal includes site waste, cuttings, and mud. 

those in Table c.3. The estimated total daily costs for an 18,000-foot land rig built from new 
equipment and materials is $19,100. 

For the purpose of estimating drilling costs, the costs detailed in Table c.4 are in addition to 

AIR DRILLING 

In operations using air as the drilling fluid, compressors have to be brought onto the drill site 
Two l,OOO-psi, 1,200-scfm air compressors, at a daily rate of $1,200 each, are generally used. 
This increases the daily drill-site charges by $100 per hour. However, air drilling operations do 
not require the drilling fluids charged in Table c.4. This reduces the site-related costs by $3,000 
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per day, or $125 per hour. The net difference is estimated to be $600 per day lower drill-site 
related costs during air drilling operations. 

COILED TUBING RIG 

Work on jointless tubing began in World War 11. The use of coiled tubing in well field 
operations today is a $650 million industry; however, 75% to 85% of the use of coiled tubing is 
for logging, clean out, and well maintenance activities. The use of coiled tubing in drilling has 
grown from 3 jobs in 1991 to 150 in 1994 and 350 were planned in 1995. Coiled tubing has been 
used to drill a 12 %-inch hole in Lake Maricaibo; but, in general, coiled-tubing drilling is 
constrained by flow and torque limitations to diameters below eight inches. The current record 
for the longest vertical section drilled with coiled tubing is 5,200 feet and the longest horizontal 
section is 3,200 feet (Newman 1995). Currently available coiled-tubing drill rigs have a lifting 
capacity on the order of 75 tons to 80 tons. This is a capacity of about six-thousand feet with 
seven-inch casing. 

For land-based operations, the necessary investment to build a conventional rig capable of 
drilling to 18,000 feet is on the order of nine-million dollars. Well over seven-million dollars of 
that investment is spent on the surface 
system. In an attempt to find a way to 
reduce this expense, we investigated the 

cost of building a fully-integrated 
coiled-tubing rig capable of drilling to 
18,000 feet. To reduce the size of the 
mast, a hydraulic system, essentially 
modified casing jacks, is employed to 
handle casing. Newman and Doremus 
describe a drilling rig similar to this, but 
it is not capable of drilling to 18.000 
feet (Newman 1994). 

The estimated costs to build and 
field the coiled-tubing rig described in 
the previous paragraph are given in 
Table c.5. In the $6.3-million total, 
there are $4.9 million in capital 
equipment and $500 thousand in 

Table c.5: Coiled Tubing System Costs 
Sub-system cost (0001 

Mast & Substructure $180 
Power Generation Equipment $1,233 
Hydraulic Jack $280 
Coiled Tubing Drive Unit $250 
Mud Pumps & High Pressure Equipment $1,002 

BOP Equipment $875 
Pipe Handling Equipment $182 
Instrumentation $72 
Miscellaneous Equipment $360 
3 %-inch Tubing & BHA $299 
Assembly Cost $480 

Mud Conditioning Equipment $349 

Sub-Total 
Contingency (5%)  
Taxes (8%) 

$5,562 
$278 
$467 

Total $6,307 
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expendable materials and equipment. When compared to the standard rig described previously, 
the coiled-tubing rig reduces the investment in capital equipment by 259’0, ihe investment in 
expendable materials and equipment by over 60%, and the overall investment by 30%. 

A comparison of the two systems reveals the source of these savings. The mast of the coiled 
tubing rig is significantly reduced since its primary use is drill collar make-up, and it is not 
required to handle either drill pipe or casing. The drawworks is replaced by the hydraulic casing 
jack and tubing drive units; though a general purpose winch is included. Since both systems are 
expected to have the same depth capacity, the power generation and mud pump requirements are 
unchanged. The estimated costs for mud conditioning and BOP equipment are also unchanged. 
Another major source of savings is the reductions in pipe handling equipment. Instrumentation 
is reduced slightly since rotary rate and torque are not measured on the coiled-tubing rig. The 
tubing is cheaper than drill pipe. There is also no longer a need for the kelly or kelly valves. 

Tubing Sizes and Characteristics 
Coiled tubing sizes to 4 M-inch OD are currently available in the U. S. and to 6 %-inch OD in 

Europe. However, because of fatigue strength limitations, coiled tubing used in lieu of drill pipe 
is currently restricted to 2 3/8-in~h OD. This size limits fluid flow and results in the need for a 
centrifuge in the mud conditioning equipment at a cost of about $120,000. We have assumed 
that 3 %-inch tubing with %-inch wall is available for drilling, thus reducing the need for a 
centrifuge. Even 3 %-inch tubing would reduce flow and hole-cleaning ability when compared to 
5-inch drill pipe. 

We did not address the problem of transportation for 3 M-inch tubing. On an eight-foot 
drum, 18,000 feet of 3 M-inch by %-inch tubing would result in a eighteen-foot diameter load 
weighing 80 tons. To say the least, problems could be encountered attempting to move such a 
load down the highway. The use of significant lengths of large-diameter tubing will require the 
development of methods to join tubing rolls on site without introducing residual stresses. 

The basic assumptions concerning interest rates, labor rates, rig utilization, and fuel costs are 
unchanged for the coiled tubing rig when compared to the conventional rig previously described 
(Table c.2). Because of the elimination of handling drill pipe, the coiled-tubing rig should be 
able to operate with a four-man crew instead of the five-man crew employed on a conventional 
rig. 

Another major difference between the two systems relates to drill string life. We assumed 
that drill pipe would last for 300,000 feet of drilling. For the coiled tubing rig, we assumed that 
the tubing has to be salvaged every three wells. 
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Current practice results in plastic deformation of the tubing once as it comes off the reel and 
twice as it goes over the guide arch and into the well. Fatigue damage to the tubing depends on 
the severity of the deformation and the internal pressure. As a general rule, current coiled tubing 
will withstand about thirty round trips before failure. This is roughly equivalent to drilling one 
well. The use of a larger radius could reduce or eliminate the plastic deformation of the tubing as 
it goes over the guide arch. Since the most severe deformation is at the reel, eliminating the 
plastic deformation at the guide arch would not reduce the fatigue damage by */3; however, we 
have assumed that it would extend the tubing life from one well to three. 

Operational Costs 
Based on the discussion in the previous 

paragraphs, the operating costs for the coiled- 
tubing rig given in Table c.6 were determined 
using standard business practices. 
Comparison of these estimates to those for a 
conventional rig reveals that long-term debt, 
short-term debt, maintenance, labor, 
insurance, and fuel costs are reduced; while 
rentals, transportation, and office support are 
unchanged. 

The reduced labor costs are due to the use 

Table c.6: Coiled-Tubing Rig 
Operating Cost 

Long-term debt $2,600 
Short-term debt $2,300 
Maintenance $1,200 
Labor $2,300 
Office support $500 
Insurance $200 
Fuel $1.200 

Total $10,300 

of four-man crews. Insurance costs are reduced for two reasons: reduced crew size and reduced 
capital investment. The reductions in long-term debt and maintenance costs for the coiled-tubing 
rig are due to the smaller overall rig and lower initial investment. 

mud pumps. The reduced fuel costs for the coiled tubing rig reflect the reduced energy needs due 
to elimination of the necessity to rotate a drill string. However, not reflected in Table c.6, are the 
costs of the downhole motor necessary with coiled tubing. Motor rental will increase operating 
costs by $4,000 to $6,000 per day in addition to the estimates in the table. When motor costs are 
considered, the coiled tubing rig is higher cost than the standard rig. 

The fuel costs in Table c.6 are primarily for the fuel necessary to produce power to drive the 

It would seem that the mud pumps would have to work harder to drive the downhole motor 
and this should increase fuel costs. However, current motor technology limits the maximum 
hydraulic pressure difference across the motor. Consequently, pump drive characteristics 
(pressure and flow) are generally the same when a downhole motor is used as when turning from 
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the surface. The motor thus limits the pressure drop across the bit nozzles and possibly reduces 
cleaning ability. 

It was previously noted that expendable materials for the coiled-tubing rig were reduced by 
over 60% when compared to a conventional drill rig. Yet, the estimate of short-term debt is 
reduced by only $300 per day (about 12%). The short-term debt for the coiled tubing rig is 
dominated by tubing costs. In arriving at the estimate of short-term debt, we assumed that tubing 
life could be extended from one well to three wells by reducing the deformation at the guide arch. 
If tubing life is reduced to a single well, then the short-term debt (minus salvage) will more than 
double from $2,300 to $4,800. This would make the estimate of the operating cost of the coiled 
tubing rig, without drilling motor rental, essentially the same as a standard rig. 

equipment and materials, the total outlay for the coiled tubing rig will be $2.6 million. Assuming 
a 40% tax rate, we estimate that charging $10,300 per day will result in between 12% and 13% 
average return on this investment over 30 years. This is comparable to the return on investment 
estimated for a conventional drill rig. The previous discussion concerning the necessary cash 

If we assume the contractor is required to cover taxes and manufacturer plus 30% of 

flow for maintaining operations of a conventional rig also applies to the coiled tubing rig. 

estimated. Including these charges results in an estimate of $16,500 for the total daily operating 
costs. 

Drilling with a coiled tubing rig would incur all of the additional operator costs previously 

Motor and Tubing Costs 
Overall, it doesn't appear that a specifically designed coiled-tubing rig would drill at lower 

operating cost than a similar size conventional drill rig. The cost of drilling with coiled tubing is 
exacerbated by two factors: the necessity of running a downhole motor and the cost of the 
tubing. If tubing life was comparable to drill pipe (300,000 feet), the estimate of short term debt 
in Table c.6 would be reduced to $1,200 and the estimate of operating cost would be reduced to 
$9,200. 

We performed a brief analysis, based on 
cash flow, of the factors effecting the cost of 
drilling motors. The assumptions used in this 
analysis are given in Table c.7. Our analysis 
predicts that reducing the capital investment 
by half would reduce operating costs by 10%. 
Doubling the mean time between repair could 
reduce operating costs by as much as 45%. 

Table c.7: Drilling Motor Costs 
Capital investment $60,000 
Mean time between repairhepair costs: 

bearings 200 hours / $10,000 
stator 400 hours / $12,000 
rotor 800 hours /$8,000 

Life 6 stator repair cycles 
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Reducing repair costs by half is predicted to reduce operating costs by 25%. Doubling the life 
reduces costs by 5%. Based on these numbers, motor rental costs appear to be dominated by 
repair cycle time and costs. 

be run inside coiled tubing. This is currently accomplished at an installation cost of about 
$20,000 plus the cost of the wire (on the order of $1 .OO per foot). The tubing is currently 
uncoiled for installation, however, at least one company is working on a system to install the wire 
with the tubing on the reel in the hopes of reducing installation costs. In addition to providing 
signal transmission for downhole sensors, the wireline could be employed to drive an electric 
motor. The use of electric motors for bit rotation would decouple the motor drive from the bit 
hydraulics. This would facilitate speed and torque control. It is also possible that electric motors 
would be cheaper to operate than mud motors. 

There is one advantage to the use of coiled tubing that has not been discussed: a wireline can 

ROCK MELTER DRILLING SYSTEM 

Rock melting systems do not need 
to rotate. Thus, these systems can 
employ a coiled tubing drilling rig 
without the financial penalty associated 
with drilling motors. The estimated 
costs for a rock-melter drilling system 
built from all new equipment are given 
in Table c.8. These cost estimates 
began with the basic coiled tubing 
system described previously. 
Modifications and assumptions 
associated with the costs in Table c.8 
follow: 

Two air compressors; each rated at 
1,000 psi, 1,200 scfm, and 1,200 

Table c.8: Rock Melter Drilling Rig 
Sub-Svstem cost (000) 

Mast & Substructure 
Power Generation Equipment 
Hydraulic Jack 
Coiled Tubing Drive Unit 
BOP Equipment 
Instrumentation 
Miscellaneous Equipment 
Tubing 
Assembly 

Sub-Total 
Contingency ( 5 % )  
Taxes (8%) 

$180 
$1,333 

$280 
$250 
$875 

$55 
$360 
$276 
$480 

$4,089 
$204 
$344 

Total $4,637 

hp; are used at a daily rate of $1,200 each. The costs of the air compressors are not included 
in Table c.8. These are considered a rental item and will be included in the daily operating 
rate. 
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Two diesel generator sets are dedicated to running the rig and air compressors. A third is 
dedicated to providing power for the drilling head. One generator can provide about one 
megawatt. If additional power generation is needed, additional generators can be put on the 
rig for $430 per day each. Transformers adequate to step the voltage to between 50 kV and 
100 kV are included in the rate for the generators dedicated to powering the drilling head. 

Dual wall coiled tubing is employed. The outer tube is 2 7/~ inches in diameter and the inner 
tube is 1 VI inches. The capability to manufacture dual-wall coiled tubing currently exists. 
The largest tubing currently used in drilling is 2 3/8 inches. 

The fuel charge incorporated in the rig rate is adequate for the rig and air compressors. 
Additional fuel is needed to develop power to drive the rock melter. 

A single multi-strand cable, 0.275-inch diameter, will carry all necessary signals and power. 
This cable is run in the coiled tubing for a charge of $20,000 plus $1.30 per foot. 

No mud pumps or return mud conditioning system are needed or included with the rig. 

The costs in Table c.8 include $3.4 
million in capital costs and $430 thousand in Table c.9: Daily Operating Cost 
expendable materials and equipment. The 
remainder of the costs are assembly and taxes. 

Based on the same assumptions given 

Long-term debt 
Short-term debt 
Maintenance 
Labor 

$1,800 
$3,300 

$400 
$2,300 

previously for a coiled tubing rig, the Office support $500 

Fuel $1.100 in Table c.9. The reduction in long-term debt 
Total $9,600 

is a direct result of the reduced capital 
investment. The expense for short-term debt 
is driven largely by the cost of tubing. Maintenance is reduced due to the reduction in 
equipment. The fuel charge is to operate the rig and air compressors. 

operating cost for a rock-melter rig are given Insurance $200 
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As with a standard drilling rig, there are 
additional operator-incurred charges not 
included in daily operating cost of the rock- 
melters rig. These costs are summarized in 
Table c. 10. The cost of the air compressors is 
included in this category. The removal of the 
mud system reduces the operator incurred 
costs for the rock melter rig when compared 
to a standard rig. 

Even though there is no drilling mud 
system on the rock-melter rig, there is a 
charge for mud logging in Table c. 10. The 
mud logger on a standard drill rig maintains a 
data record of the drilling activities around 
the rig. Thus, while it is called mud logging, 

Appendix C: Operating Costs 

Table c.10: Operator Incurred Costs 

Rig supervision $800 
Rig monitoring 

Mud logging $1,000 
Rental tools and services 

Single shot survey $80 
Fishing tool standby $50 

Transportation $300 
Water supply $100 
Inspection $40 
Welding and repair $100 
Waste disposal $100 

Other services 

Air compressors $2.400 
Total $5,000 

the task is better described by the category in which it is located: "Rig monitoring". Even 
without drilling mud, the job of the mud logger must be performed. Similar arguments are made 
for the items included in the category "Rental tools and services". Whether or not standard 
services are used, the functions of these services must be maintained. 

Combining the costs in Table c. 10 with those in Table c.9 yields an estimate of $14,600 as 
the daily operating cost for a rock-melter drill rig. This is lower than for either the previously 
discussed coiled tubing rig or the conventional drill rig. The savings for the rock melter rig came 
primarily from two sources: 

1. Removal of the bottom-hole assembly including drill collars, stabilizers, etc. and 

2. Removal of the drilling mud and mud conditioning systems. 

Thus while the rock-melter drill rig is lower cost, it is also limited to regions where air 
drilling is possible. With the way this rig is configured, there are no provisions to combat 
problems controlling formation fluids or borehole sloughing. If these problems are encountered, 
there are two possible courses of action: (1) remove the rock-melter rig and replace it with a 
standard drill rig or (2) plug and abandon the well. 
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CASH FLOW MODEL 

Operationally, most of the concepts we investigated could either be provided as rental tools 
by a service company or could be purchased as a capital item by the operator or drilling 
contractor. In order to cover both possibilities, we needed to develop a consistent method to 
estimate rental rates. We used a cash flow model for this purpose. The following factors were 
considered in this model: 

interest rate - 12% was employed in all calculations, 
capital investment - the initial cost to build the tool or system, 
repair costs - the cost of expected repairs, 
mean time between repair - the operational time between expected repairs, 
useful life - total operational time expected before the tool is scrapped (no scrap value was 
incorporated in the model), 
idle time - the expected time after repairs, but before the tool is in use again, 
operational overhead - the cost of maintaining an office and crew for field support, and 
profit margin - add-on percentage of total cost. 

Multiple repair cycles were allowed. For example, mud motors require repairs of the 
bearings, the stator, and the rotor. Each of these has a different expected cost and a different 
mean-time-between-repairs (mtbr). We assumed that all tools would be idle for ten days after 
repairs and before being used again. 

We used $120 per day for operational overhead. This amount is based on maintaining an 
office with an engineer, a secretary, three field support technicians, and a shop hand. Each of the 
field support technicians are paid wages plus per diem and are expected to maintain ten tools 
with an average of five in use. The field support hands, the engineer, and the shop hand were all 
assumed to have company vehicles. 

costs over the life of the tool is performed. The break-even rental rate is determined so that the 
total income is adequate to cover the total costs. The profit margin is figured as a percentage of 
the break-even rental rate. Standby charges were estimated by determining the necessary charge 
to cover the capital investment only. 

In practice, rental rates are determined by supply and demand. The owner of a tool will offer 
it at a given rental rate. If demand is heavy, the rate will be increased; if demand is light, it will 
be decreased. Costs and cash flow enter the scene only if the rate that can be obtained is 

When the above parameters are input to the model, a cash flow accounting for all income and 
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insufficient to maintain necessary cash flow to support the business and cover costs. The cash- 
flow analysis we employed does not model supply and demand, but it does give a consistent 
method to estimate rates for different tools and concepts. 

gives estimates of the needed performance for a given tool to be competitive with conventional 
rotary drilling. The general effect of rental rates on performance requirements is discussed in 
Appendix A. 

In conjunction with the performance curves developed in Appendix A; the cash flow analysis 
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